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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY 
The Problem.•-" he selection of a vocation is one of 
the most important dl~wisions that any boy 0~ girl is e:ver 
JJ 
called upon to make," To make the most worthwhile use of 
his talents, the yourg person must learn about himself, the 
world of education, ~d the world of work, and yet many do not 
have an opportunity bo learn about the world of work. As a 
I 2/ 
result, there is poo~ planning of a career. Hitchcock- says: 
»Many younk adults~ as well as oldeF ones, are 
dissatisfied wi~h their vocations; they are job-restless~ 
This dissatisfaption strikes the professional as well 
as the non-prof~ssional, the doctor as well as the 
draftsman, the fhemist as well as the clerk, and the 
teacher as well as the teller# Poor planning of a 
career is not t e exclusive possession of persons in 
any one career, field, or profession.u 
As society beco 
change their nature 
more complex and its institutions 
structure, individuals find them~ 
selves confused and ~n need of assistance toward utilizing 
to the fullest their talents and their opportuniti~s~ This 
need includes ade~uatl e occupational information~ presented 
!/Paul Wa Chapman, 0 cupational Guidance, Turner E. Smith 
and Company, Atlanta!, Georgia, 19.37, p~ 534& 
2/Arthur A. Hitchcoc~r, ttMake Your Career a Choice~ Not a 
Chance, n Red Cross Jburnal (February, 1961), .37:3. 
in the proper manner. Such information is necessary f¢r 
young people who are seeking the facts about the world of 
work and their relationship to it~ 
For many years the problem of finding out about jobs 
. . 
has £aced young p~ople, their parents, counselors, and others 
working with themQ Attempts have been made to help young 
people become more informed about jobs and their reactions 
to them and the world of work. Ever since the early 
contributions of people like Parsons and Kitson, who emphasized 
the importance of vocational guidance, there has been a growing 
trend to introduce job knowledge and job experience into·the 
educational and developmental program of students. Th$se 
efforts have sometimes become part of an enriched educational 
curriculum when knowledge of what people do in the community 
becomes a means of broadening ho~izons. Somewhere along the 
way students may participate in an educational unit which is 
aimed at acquainting them '\tdth the world of "'rork and the 
sociology of occupations. Countless other students receive no 
planned information. The research department Qf an insurance y 
company says that this is the background against Which a 
young person does - and is ~equired to do - much selecting 
and choosing as he makes decisions relating to h~s future 
career. 
!7New York Life Insurance Company~ "Career Information 
Servicet" NewYork 1 l95?t P• 9. 
1/ 
Two university professors - give their opinion on the 
problem! 
"The problem o.f securing occupational and 
educational information has long been a concern for 
students, teachers, and counselors as well as parents, 
employers, and placement agencies. Vocational 
counseling was one of the early guidance se~vices 
offered to students and clients seeking aid in 
personal planninge Many techniques and resources 
have been developed through the years in order to help 
to provide meaningful data to persons concerned with 
a vocational choice." 
Hitchcock says that much of the cu~rent dissatisfaction 
felt by young adults in their career life is not the result 
of any one condition or factor but rath$r of a combination 
of many elements. '~luch of the current occupational 
unhappiness, however, could have been avoided by conscientious 
efforts to map out a long range oa~eer goal during the school 
. 2/ 
years. Choice, not chance, should rule the fttture.tt-
3/ 4/ 
Newman - and Keep - find that lack of occupational 
infor:tnation leads youth to blunder into frus·trating: 
occupations, while proper information helps people obtain 
work which enables them to attain the fullest measure of 
satisfaction o£ which they are capable. 
l/Edward 0,., Glanz and Ernest B. Walston, An. Introduction to 
Personal Adjustment, ~llyn and.~acon, Inc., Boston, 1958, p.235o 
~Arthur A. Hitchcock, op. cit., P• 3. 
1./Michael Newman, "Pre-High School Vocational Counseling," 
The Vocational Guidance Quarterly (Autumn, 1957), 6:7. 
,fr/Kathryn-Lee Keep, "Job Information for the Mentally Retarded," 
The Vocational Guidance Quarterlv {Autumn, 1952), 1:18. 
Purpose of the study.--The purpose ot this study is 
to test the hypothesis that students who complete a uni~ 
on occupations in their 12th grade social studies classes 
will develop a better basis £or selecting occupations than 
students who do not complete such a unit and be able to: 
la Select jobs that are more closely related to their 
measuu1 ed interests; 
2. Be more independent in the selection of jobs; 
3. Obtain more post~high school training {including 
college); 
4. Earn more money after entering employment and be 
better satisfied with their jobs~ . 
Justification for the studya•-A preliminary review of 
the literature has revealed that very few studies of the 
teaching of occupations have been made. Two guidance 
. 1/ y 
counselors, Cuony and Lowertstein taught courses in 
occupations on the high school level but no research was 
found that concerned sooial studies teachers giving a course in 
occupations. Il/this respect, therefore, this study is newe 
Froehlich finds that the introduction of guidance 
1/E. R. Cuonyt An Evaluation of Teaching Job Finding and Job 
Orientation, Unpublished Ph.D.·Dissertation, School of 
Education$ New York University, New York, 1953. 
~/N. Lowenstein, The Effect of an Occupations Course in High 
School on Adjustment to College During the Freshman Year~ 
Unpublished Ph~D• Dissertation, School of Education» ' 
New York University, New York, 1955. 
3/0lifford P. Froehlich~ Guidance Services in Schools, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1958, p. 120~· 
5 
information into related subjects need not be casual or 
capricious. It can be planned so that it becomes an integral 
part of the instructional content of the course~ Setting 
aside in academic subjects a definite amount of time for 
guidance information is to be encouraged, for if facts are 
presented to pupils under these conditions, they take on new 
meaning. Furthermore, if the study of occupations is introduced 
into the curriculura as part o£ a regular course as suggested 
in this study, no addition to the budget is necessary • 
• Several authorities in the field of guidance consider 
social studies as the best regular course fo·r teaching 
1/ 
occupational information~ Hogan - says that social studies 
courses include ?onaepts and generalizations about family, 
school, and aommunity responsibilities, political and economic 
commitments, and broader social relationships. !t is there-
fore £el~ that theee courses present the best opportunities 
for decision~maki~ in education. 
Ruth Strang auggests that many o£ the ideas gained 
in social studies classes are basic t.o understanding and 
making a good adjustment t~ the world of today and tomorrow 
and a direct contribution to vocational guidance is made in 
!]Robert F. Hogan, "Education for Wise Choice," California 
Journal of Secondary Education {April, 1958), 33:240-2466 
. . 
g/Ruth Strang, Th€ Role of the Teacher in Personnel Work, 
Teacher,s College, Columbia University, New York~ 1953, p. 145. 
6 
a unit on occupations included in the ··regular social studies 
1/ 
course. Finally; Bettelheim ~ says that the greatest service 
the social studies teacher can render to his students is to 
educate them to a critical understanding of themselves and 
the society in which they live6 
Several authorities feel that not only should 
occupational information be taught in ~egular social studies 
classes, but that the classroom teacher should teach the unit. 
2/ 
In 195~ the National Nanpowe~ Council - recommended that· 
school officials make vocational guidance available throughout 
the high school course, and that they assign to the classroom 
teacher major responsibility for helping the student to make 
sound educational and occuP.ational choices. 
Dunsmoor and Miller l7 feel that an important £unction 
of the modern school is to orient students to the world of 
work e This can be done only through a broad program o.f 
voca~ional guidance utilizing both school and community 
resources •. They continue by saying that in the provision of 
vocational guidance through the sehool, each teacher must 
!)Bruno Bet.telheiln., "The Social-Studies Teacher and the 
Emotional Needs o£ Adolescents," School Review. {December, 1948'), 
56:585-592. . 
2/''A Policy for Skilled Manpower~" a statement by the National 
~power Co~cil~ Columbia Universit~ Press, New York, 1954. 
1/0larence Cq Dunsmoo~ and Leonard Mo Miller, Princi¥les 
and Methods of Guidance·for Teachers, Internationalextbook 
Company, Scranton, 1949; Ps 225. 
7 
play a par.t, the nature and extent tb be determined by the 
rest of the school's program and by his own cogni~anoe o£1 
and preparation for, the vm:rk he should do. 
The question of when to teach about occupations naturally 
arises~ An accepted principle o£ educational psych~logy 
is that the best time to learn anything is just b~fore a 
. 
person is going to use it. It is then that intGr~st is 
highest and there is leaa~ danger that knowledge will become 
obsolete before it is used. The appropriate place to teach 
occupations is, therefore, just before or at the time that 
large enough numbers of students will need and want oocupational 
information ae a background for job-seekinga Hoppook !/ 
recommends the teaching of occupations during the last ter~ 
preceding the point at which substantial numbers o£ stud~nts 
terminate their full~time schoolinge In this case,i~ is the 
gj 
last term o! senior high school. Super reports that the 
average ninth-grade boy may begin to thinl~ abottt a vocation, 
but he is not ready to make either anticipatory or actual 
vocation decisions - a decision that the organization of many 
schools requires o£ him, when he has to choose courses of study. 
In advising schools to change their approach on helping ninth-
graders to decide on a career, he declaves tha~ most of these 
j]Ro'bevt Ho'ppook, Oc.oupational Information, McGraw-... Hill Book 
~ompany, N~w York~ 1957 1 pe l80e ' 
2/Donald E~ Super1 The Vocational,MaturitY of Ninth~Grade Boys, ~eachers College, Columbia~niversity, New York, 1961, p~·4~ •· 
students appear not to haYe the matu~ity, lnowledgep and 
understanding for making up their minds vocationally. He 
feels that vocational counseling with a ninth-grade boy 
is not so much counseling concerning choice, as it is 
to develop readiness for choice, to develop planfulnes&, 
to help him understand factors that may operate in his 
own vocational development. 
At one time or another, every pupil has q~estions 
concerning his £uture place in the world's worko One 
youth's questions or problems are not necessarily the same 
as those of another youth~ A given question Qr problem, 
moreover, does not arise for all young people at the same agee 
Nevertheless, there is enough similarity among the questions 
and problems o£ youth at a given age or at a given grade level 
that these matters can be handled effectively on a group basis 
in the classroom. Just as children at the first grade level 
have the common problem of learning to read1 so youths in 
secondary schools preparing to enter the world of work have 
the common problem of gaining occupational information. 
The length of time suggested for the study of occupations 
' 1/ 
varies somewhato However, Baer and Roeber - advocate 
from six to twelve weeks, With the six-week period as the 
minimum necess~ry to treat the unit adequatelyo The unit 
llMax F~ Baer and Edward C~ Roeber, OccuEational Information, 
~cience Research Associates, Inc., Chicago, 1952, p~ 521. 
9 
can be offered in a so~ial studies course, a course which 
all students are required to take. The current thinking of 
1/ 
Stoops and Wahlquist - is that a full semester is too long 
to spend on occupational information$ 
2:1 McCracken and Lamb says that: "!ctuth can make wise 
selection o! a life work only when he knows and understands the 
wo~ld of occupations in which he must £ind his place when he 
is readt to leave school and join the ranks of wage-earnersan 
They feel that his attitudes toward d~fferent kinds of work, 
and hie appreaiation of the place and val~te of honest labor 
~rill be mu.oh more sane and liberal than ii' he had little or 
no knowledge of occupa·tional activities. wp.en the time comes 
for the student to select an occupation by which to earn his 
• t' 
living he must eelect from among the things which he knows~ 
lf he knows about two occup~uions only9 h~~ will ch6oee one 
of them, simply because of his ignorance c>f any othel"a lfhe 
greater the number of occupations about which he knows, the 
better his chance of getting into th(;} kincL of 1111o.rk for -rrhich 
he is best fitted. If' the oecupational w<>rld is ~argely 
unknown to htm; it is the fault of those responsible for his 
!?Emery Stoops -and Gunnar L $ Wahlquist, Principles and · 
Pract.ices in. Guidance* lJ!cG:raw-Hill Book Cc>mpany, Nell fork, 
l95B~ Pe lll>\ 
2/Thomas Cooke McCracken a:p.d Helen Etta Lamb, Occupational 
Information in the El$mentarx·school, ~ougbton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1923) P~ vii& ' -
10 
education. "The nhoice o£ an individual's lite wo:r>k is one 
1/ 
of the most important acts o£ his life lltt-
Ideallyj the occupations unit is a series of learning 
activities which assist students in planning for thei~ £uture 
vocational adjustments. It does not prepare students for 
any pre-determined career or post-high-school training. 
It do~s, however~ assist students in making plans for their 
anti~ipated careers or for their future training. 
Source~~-As stated above, few studies of occupational 
informatio~ available at the high school level have been 
carri,ed auto. Tlle de.sirability and n:eed for occupational 
information is stressed by leaders in the field of guidance 
and other interested groups. Furthermore, acquaintance 
with a large number of young people has pointed out their 
desire to gain practical occupational informationo One 
group survey shows that about sixty-eight percent o£ the 
older Boy Scouts are concerned about job choice.g/ 
Howe~e~t since in the schools of the writer's exp~rienee 
no provisions were made fo~ offering occupational 
information, an occupations unit in a social studies 
course was planned and taught to a group of ninth 
graderse From this came the idea of an enla~ged unit to 
J}Ibid; P• 17. 
2/Scholastic Teacher, ttNew Look for Scouts't (October 31, 1958}, 
- 43~1. I 
be taught by social studies teachers to a group of high 
school seniors and e~aluated through a follow-up. 
ll 
Scopee•-1hree high schools in Berkshire County took 
part in this experimento They are looat~d in Adams~ North 
Adams, and Pittsfield all in a radius of 15 miles. ~he 
teaching was done by three social studies teachers who 
also made assignments for readings and field trips. 
One 45-minute period per week for 15 weeks was devoted 
to this project. The study included 300 high school seniors 
divided into two equated groups. A follow.up study was 
completed six months after graduation. 
Assumption!.--seyeral assumptions were made £o~ the 
purpose of this study. First, high school seniors need 
occupational informationo Second, high school seniors 
want occupational information. 
Third, a regular classroom teacher can present 
occup~rtional information ~ffectively. Fourth 1 occupational 
information can be presented through social studies classes. 
Fifth, students can be placed in a position to obtain 
occupational information in a required programe 
Sixth, the questionnaire is a valid tool.by lmich to 
measure student attitudes and student opinion. Seventh, 
the value of occupational information can be meas~ed by 
comparing tw'O groups of students in ta:rms of: 
' 
a, Further schooling 
' ' 
12 
b,. Incidence of employment 
c. Income 
d. Relationship betwe.en job choice and measured interest 
e. Job satisfaotion 
Def'initions.-... The term "occupational infol:"mation" as 
used in this research means accurate and usable information 
about jobs and careerp. It also includes th~ study of the 
student's abilities~ ~n~erests, and aptitudes as they 
relate to occupations. 
The words "position," "job," and ttoceupation" are used 
1/ 
as defined by Shartle:-
"A position is a group of tasks ~erf'ormed by on~ 
person. The~e ar$ always as many pos~tions as there 
are workers in a plant or office~ 
A job is a group of similar positions in a single· 
plant, business establishment• educational institution, 
or other organization. There may be one or many 
persons employed in the same job. An occupation or 
s~parate job is a group of similar jobs found in 
$everal establishmentsort y· 
Shartle offers the following example: 
tfJohn Jones has a position as employment intervie\IJ'~;t" 
in an employment office. Two other persons are employed 
in this aame work in the office, making a total of·three 
positions, The three positions grouped together are a job., The occupation. employment interviewer; is a g~oup 
of similar jobs found in several employment offices~ 
The term se~arate job is used interchangeably with 
occupation~ Thus it is said that in the United States 
!/Carroll t. Shartle, Occupational Information- Prentice Hall 
Yno., Englewood Olif£s, New York~ !952, pp6 25-26. 
,.g/Ibide Pe 26. 
there are b~tween 30,000 and )5,000 sepatate jobs or 
oceup~tions~ There·are, of course, many more times 
this numbe~ of jobs, and there are as many positions 
as there are employed worker$ 11 " 
13 
The use of words like "job,n "occupation~" and "position" 
are fairly well est~blished in the literature on occupations 
and they do communicate in well-defined terms adequate 
meaning-. Such is not the case, however, in the use of the 
term "satisfaction." 
What does satisfaation mean in terms of occupations? 
1/ 
Webster - defines it as "the stat~ or being satisfied or 
contentment.n Some synonyms are gratification, recompense, 
or compensation .. 2/ 0 
Super,- however, doesn1 t find the word so easily defined 
when he ~ays that: 
''Satisfaction in work is what might most 
logically be expected to be the outcome of having 
appropriate interestse Other factors, such as ability 
to earn a living, would also be likely to affect 
satisfaction; but liking for the work activities 
would alsQ seem to be a major contributing factor~ 
Satisfaction can be ascertained by asking people how 
well satisfied they are, but for their responses to 
be meaningful they must be able to differentiate 
betwee~ satisfaction derived from their work activity, 
from their work situations, from the status bestowed 
upon them by their WQrk, and from va~ious other areas 
of living which are assaciat~d with their work& This 
is not always possible~tt 
1/Webster'S'Oollegiate Dietionarz,Go and Ce Merriam Company, 
Springfield, Massachusetts, 1937P pe 882~ 
~/Donald·E~ Super, The Psychology of Careers, Harper and 
Brothers, New York~ 1957, PPe 223-224& 
A somewhat more definite view is takep by Morse 
Jj 14 
when he states that ''satisfaction depends basically upon 
what an individual wants f'rom the world and \'¥hat;, he gets~" 
No doubt the simplest way to measure job sati~£~tion 
is to ask the person if he likes his job~ Arbuck1e says: 
"A large propox-tion, perhaps even the majority, of 
the working populatiop of the United States works 
basically to make a living rather than because they 
f,eel their work is an adventure or a contriht,rtion!) 
Thus it may be that they do not particularly want 
to do their daily task, but that they conside~ i~ to 
be satisfactory as long as they are not unhappy 
about it.rr 
Among the words used in the study o£ occupations we 
find the term i 7values1t which simply means the estimate that 
an individual places upon some of his possessions as 
:J./ 
compared with others. Brameld states that~ 
"Values are want-satisfactions and are there.fc>:re 
rooted in the proclivities of individuals and groups 
to seek and achieve goals. :F'urtherm.ore, becatta~ 
values are judged according to the·prinoiple$ of 
evidence, communication, agreement, and action~ their 
truth can be dete11nined. Like any product o£ consensus, 
they at>e never to be considered completely final or 
forever .fi~ed." 
l/N. o. Norse~ Satisfaction in the White•Oollar Jobs, 
Institute £or Social Research, Ann Arbor# Michigan, 1953. 
~Dugald S. Arbuckel;·Guidance and Counseling in the Classroom, 
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., Boston, 1957, p. 33. 
r 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
One hund~ed years ago the variety o£ occupations in 
the United States was relatively sp~rse. So was the 
literature on the teaching o£ occupations. Today, there 
is a great variety o£ occupations, toge~her t1ith an abundant 
body· of literature on the teaching o£ occupational informa-
tion. Howevert views on the teaching o£ occupations, its 
value,. and methods differ even among the experts. Further-
more, the conclusions from research have not always been 
the same~ Therefore, it is important to review literatu~e 
on the te~ching o£ occupational information which develbps 
0 ' 
the history, pu~pose, and methods suggested as most 
effective. It is also important to consider some related 
topics from sociologists and psy¢hologists. . 
~ l/ 
Chronological history.--Brewer - lists the following 
I : • 
items as the chronological history of the teaching of 
occupations: 
"1836-Edward Ha~en.in the Panorama of Professions and 
Trades, a book published in Philadelphia, recommended 
including in the schools a course on occupations. 
: .. ~i. ~ ~ ~ • ' · ! • i...., .. : ~ "fl... ,_ ·~ ~= t ... "' r 
1/J. M. Brewer, History of' Vocational Guidance~ Harper and 
~rothers, New York, 1942 
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1841-The Book of Trades published in Glasgow reported 
that Saturdays had been used £or school visits to 
factories and shops. 
1899-John Sidney Stoddard Wrote a book titled ~lliat Shall 
I Do? t ••• in the form of reports on a series of 
imaginary school class·es in which the advantages and 
disadvantages of fifty diffe~ent occupations were 
studied.' 
190$-Westport, Connecticut, George H. Boyden• high 
sch6ol principal, at the suggestion of Supt. William A. 
Wheatley, taught the first organized course in vocations. 
1910-Louis P. Nash in B~ston proposed 'a course of 
study on occupations.' The proposal was included 
in the 1911 annual report of the superintendent of 
schools. 
1913-The Boston School Committee established a 
Vocational Information Department which sent to the 
schools 'a plan for a course in·vocational information 
one half hour per week, open to all graduating classes 
from the eighth grade and all others thirteen years 
old or over., ' 
l915-The·£irs~·issue o! the 'Vocational Guidance 
Bulletin,' now, 'Occupations, the Vocational Guidance 
Journal;'* was published. W. Carson Ryan, Jr~, was 
editor. He was also secretary of the National 
Vocational Guidance Association. The longest item 
in the first issue 'commented on an article by 
SuptA w~ A. Wheatley o£ Middletown, Connecticut, 
'A Course in Vocational Information·in a Small City,' 
from phe March, 1915~ ~chool Review. 
1915-Vermont-By legis:tation the state board o:f educat.ion 
'was 4irected to ar~ange for a course of study on 
vocational opportunities to be given in all junio~ high 
schools.' · 
1916-Ginn and 0ompany, Boston, published Occupations 
bY E. B. Gowin; instructor in economics at Wesleyan 
University, a~d Supt4 w. A. Wheatley. This was the. 
first textbook for classes in occupations to achieve 
Widespread use. It was written for boys' classes; 
it was later revised by Brewer and extended to cover 
mixed classes of boys and girls. 
* Now Personnel and Guidance Journal 
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1925-New Haven, Connecticut-'Marie McNamara began an 
intensive attempt at guidance through the homerooms o£ 
a junior high school ••• • The program included 
carefully prepared lessqn plans, demonstration lessons 
by the supervisor, observation and supervision. •rt 
was early discovered, howevert that occupational 
information could not be given effectively by homeroom 
teachers, and special regular classes in that subject 
were provided.' 
1938-The u.s. Office o£ Educaticn ii fQffer~ngs and 
Registrations in High School Subjects, 1933-19)4V 
reported 192,800 students enrolled in classes in 
occupations from grades 7 to 12." 
Although not listed in Brewer, the first known college 
course in occupations was rep~rted to have been taught at 
Middlebury College in Vermont in 1923. It was announced by 
Wiley 1/ in an early college bulletin. 
·2./ 
In 1952, Thomas E. Christensen,- director of guidance 
at Worcester, Massachusetts, added an elective course in 
self-appraj.sal and careers to the high school curric\l.l'Wn and 
had it accepted for credit by several New England colleges. 
He included chapters on Self-Appraisal, All About You, 
. . 
Interests, Aptitude~, The World of Workt Personal Qualifica-
tions, Post High School Planning, and the Futu.re. 
Authorities list many reasons for the teaching of 
accupations~ One of the leaders in the field who especially 
l/E. J. Wiley-, "Organizing tshe Li-beral Arts College .for 
Vocational Guidance, tt ~1iddleb1.!lry College Bulletin., (February, 1923), p. 6. -
2/Thomas E, Christensen and M, Kathleen Burns,·Resource 
Units ~n Sel:_f ":'~E~ra:f:~.a:l::-.~d Gareer:s, V'1orcester, 
· Massachusetts, 1 54. 
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1/ 
encourages the teaching of occupations is Roppock who says: 
"1~ It saves time~ 
2. It provides a backg~ound of related information 
that imp~ovee counseling. 
)e It gives the counselor an opportunity to know his 
clients bette!'e 
4· It focuses coilective judgment on common problems. 
5. It provides some assurance that the problem cases 
will not monopolize the co~nselor's time. 
6. It can be provided without increasing the school 
budget.. 
7. It may permit a part-time counselor to spend full 
time on guidance and thus to become more competent." 
Related literature.--Although citing many reasons 
for the teaching o£ occupations, the e~perts by no means 
agree in their views on who should teach occupational 
information courses. The opinions indicate that both teachers 
and counselors can do an effective job of ite Among those 
who state that tr~ined counselors should do the job are 
. 2/ ·2} ·J±/ 2.1 
Warters,- McKown, Lincoln, and Hoppock. 
1/Robert Hoppook, pncupational Informatiop, McGraw-Hill 
Book Gompany, New York, 1957, PP~ 176-78. . 
g/Jane Warters, High School Personnel Work Today~ McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 194b-
J/HeC •. McKowni Home Room Guidance, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1946. . 
!/M-Eo Lincoln, "JBduoational and Vocational Information, Part 
of a Guidance P:r>ogram Vlith Criteria fo:L" Measuring Results, n-· 
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Harvard University, l934e 
i/Robert Hoppock, Op. cit. 
< ' 
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Howe~er, the~e are e~erts who feel that the teacher 
can do an effective job of teaching occupations. Some of 
·1/ ·2/ ·'Jl 
these are Strang,- Johnson,- Burnett, and the National 
'4/ 
Education Association.- They see the school as helping 
young people find appropriate ways of using their abilities 
in meeting society's ~eeds and they point out the impo~tance 
of teachers ~sing occupational information as a principle of 
a good guidance prog~am. 
Much material on occupational information is readily 
available, but because such material becomes obsolete 
quickly it is important to revise files on oocupa:cions and 
to review other course material frequently. Some of the 
well-known authors o£ occupational literature are Baer 
and Roeber, Reed, Hoppock, Super, Shartle, and Roe, whose 
work appears in many books and periodicals. 
Group procedure.-•The use of group procedures in guidance 
as aids in educational planning and the general e££ect on 
students has been the topic o.f recent; reaearch. Some of 
1/Ruth Strang, The Role of the Teacher in Personnel Work, 
Teachers College, Columb~a University, New York, 1953~ 
2/Earl s. Johnson, Theory and Practice of the Social Studies~ 
Yhe Macmill~n Compan~, New York, 1956, p. 24e 
3/0ollins Vi. Burnett, ttGuidance - Function or Panacea?" 
'T'he Clearing Bouse (Octobei', 1958), P. 87. 
4/Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development; · 
Uuidance in the Curriculum, National Education Association, 
1955, p. 12. 
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the research appears to be contradictory. For example, y 
Hewer atudied a group o£ college students enrolled in a 
-course sn·titled "Choosing Your Vooation,lt to assess the 
effectiveness of multiple, versus individual eounselinge 
Her criteria were the changes in certainty and realism of 
vocational choice and satisfaction with vocational choice. 
She found no significant differences during one academic 
quarter between 48 subjects receiving multiple counseling 
and 45 subjects receiving individual counseling. However, 
a different result was achieved when Froehlich E/ contrasted 
multiple counseling and individual counseling using 42 high 
school students. Seventeen were individually counseled and 
25 received multiple counseling. Although the period of 
time was not reported 1 he found that by means of a criterion 
of increase in accuracy o£ self-ratings in two of three 
types of statistical comparisons made~ multiple counseling 
produced significant increases, whereas individual counseling 
£ailed to do so. These two studies indicated that further-
more refined research studies are needed in the area o£ 
individual and multiple counseling, 
17Vivian H. Hewer~ '"Group Counseling, Individual Counseling, 
and a College Olass·in Vocations:Jrr Personnel and Guidance 
Journal (May, 1959), 37:660-65. 
_g/Glif£ord P. Froehlich~ "Must Counseling Be Individual?tt 
Educational and Psychological :Measurement (Winter, 1958), 
"!8:681-89. 
An evaluation of high school "career days" utilizing 
opinions o£ college freshmen who attended such events was 
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·y 
reported b.y Roskens. Sixty-one percent of these college 
freshmen had attended a career day while in high school. 
The summary of this study indicated that 54 percent of the 
students reported that they had received no preparation for 
the career day and 56 per~ent indicated it was not worthwhile. 
Three experimental studies of occupational information 
2/ 
yielded conflicting results. Cuony and Hoppock - evaluated 
a high school couJ:>se in 11Job Finding and Job Orientation~t 
and reported in terms of mean differences between experimental 
subjects1 who had taken the course, and control subjects who 
had not. Significant mean differences were found in favor 
of those who had taken the course in (a) job satisfaction, 
(b) a~erage number of weeks employed, and (c) annual earnings. 
:J/ The findings of Biersdorf were in contrast to those 
reported by Ouony and Hoppock. This study used three groups 
of 24 college students: the first group was called the 
17Ronald W. Roskens,. "Career Day," Personnel and Guidance 
Journal (March 1 1958), 36}50l-502o 
2/Edwal"'d R~ Cuony and Robert Hoppock,·"Job Course Pays Off," 
~ersonnel and Guidance Journal (March, 1954), 32:389-9lo 
1/Katbryn Rooney Biersdorf, "The Effectiveness of Two Group 
Guidance Treatments,"' Doctor's TP.esis~ College Park: 
University of Maryland, 1958, Abstract: Dissertation 
4hatracta, Number 1, 1958, 19:163-64. 
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limited-treatment group and received only group interpretation 
of test results; tne second was the extended-treatment group 
that participated, in addi~ion, in group discussion of 
factors relative to choosing a vocation~ and the thi~d who 
received no attention~ Using pre and post-experiment 
measures, the following criteria were used: (a} change in 
certainty, appropriateness, and suitability of certainty of 
vocational choice; (b) change in degree of concern about 
vocational problems; and (c) change in degree of concern 
about non-vocational proQlems. Statistically significant 
differences were found only between those who had received 
extended treatment and the control group with ~espect to 
reduction in degree of concern about vocational problems* 
However, changes in terms of each set of criteria generally 
favored the group that had received extended treatment. 
The effectiveness of field trips for high school students, 
utilizing criteria o£ job satisfaction, earnings, length of y 
employment, and employer ratings was investigated by Kutner. 
The criteria used one year after graduation revealed no 
significant differences between experimental and control 
groups~ The differenc~s, however, favored the expe~iment.al 
l7Joseph E. Kutner, "An Evaluation of Occupatio~al Field 
Trips Conducted by Paterson Technical·and Vocational High 
School in Terms of Vocational Success," Doctor's Thesis, 
New York·University, 1958~ Abstract: Dissertation Abstracts, 
Number 6, 1958, 18:2030. 
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group. On the basis of these results i~ is a difficult 
task to build a strong case for either group or individual 
activities. Therefore, further research seems to be needed. 
1/ 
Hedg~ and Hutson - found that high school juniors and 
seniors of low mental capacity who had been planning to go 
to college changed their plans after a combined program of 
testing, counseling, and homeroom guidance. Each student 
was given his own test scores and his rank in the class 
on each test. This project consisted of individual and 
group guidance from September to May. 
2/ 
A somewhat different result was found by Boyer - in 
a self-appraisal program o£ homeroom guidance for ninth 
grade students which included testing and subsequent 
interviews but d~d not bring about closer harmony between the 
distribution of the students' occupational choices and the 
distribution of emplo,ment opportunities in the community. 
. 2.1 - ,J'-~ 
Nick reported that the occupational plans of 
ele"ifenth and twelfth grade students tttere brought. 5.nto close!" 
harmony with employment opportunities when information about 
17J .. w. Hedge and P• w .. Hutson, ''A Technique for Evaluating 
Guidance Activities, tt School Reviel-1 (Septembe:r, l9il) 1 p. 508. 
2/P. A~ Boyer and·Robert Hoppock, Group GuidanAe> McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 1949, P• lol. 
lfE, W., Niek; ''High School Boys Choose Vooations,.tt 
Occupations, (January, 1942), p. 26lr- .. 
local employment opportunities was presented to them 
through school assemblies and through group and individual 
conferences .• 
How does a course in occupational information affect 
11 
the employment record o£ boys and girls? Long discovered 
that boys who had a course in occupational information and 
group guidance while in high school excelled boys who did 
not have such a course in tenure of post school employment. 
A successful summary of research was reported by 
Flowerman,~ who found that high school students who received 
instruction in educational and vocational information as 
part of a course in English added more to their lcnowledge 
of occupations than did a control group of students who 
received no instruction in occupations~ 
What affect would occupational information have on 
the attitudes of boys who disliked certain jobs? 
ll Recktenwald set up a program to evaluate such an idea~ 
After 15 weeks of work on an assigned project o£ looking 
up occupational information some interesting conclusions 
1/0. D .. ' Long~ Scbool-Legying ·. Yo..y:t-11: ?-n4 .. :J~!!U?1.P.ll!!~.:n.t, Teachc;lrS 
College~ Columbia University, New York, 194le 
2/S. H .. Flowerman, "Group Guidance Through Ninth'~'~'Grade 
~nglish,"·unpublished doctoral dissertation, School o£ 
Education~ New Yo~k University, New Yo~k, 1943. 
l/L. N. Recktenwald, "Attitudes Toward Occupations Before 
and After Vocational Info~mation,n OccuEations 
(January,. 1946), P• 220 •. 
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resulted. It was found that the control and experimental 
groups were matched in school grades, high school courses, 
and college expectancy, but they did differ in scholastic~ 
achievemento The experimental group did betterft t1hen the 
Cleeton Inventory wa$ again administered the most significant 
difference between the two groups was found in attit~des 
toward occupations originally disliked. These occupations 
were seen in a new light and aversions became modified by 
both groups* 
Studies related to theories of occupational choice4--
In 1937 a committee of the National Vocational Guidance 
Association stated that: '"The process of vocational 
guidance ~ntails assisting the individual in his efforts 
to choose his occupation~ to prepare himself for entrance 
1/ 
into it, and to make p:r-ogress in it .. "- It may appear 
that the process of helping an individual to solve his 
vocational problems is relatively simple... Actually~ however, 
the process is often e~remely complex. The process of 
vocational guidance is complex because of the length of 
. 
time involved~, because the individual personalities involved 
are complex, because it deals with a rapidly changing world 
of work, and because it also involves an educational and 
itA report of the Committee o! the National Vocational 
Guidance Association, ''The Principles and Practices of 
Educational·and Vocational Guidance~n Occupations XV 
(I~y, 1937), PP• 772·78. 
1/ 
personal problem.- If vocational choice is so complex, 
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how then, does one really make a choice? That question is 
answered in different ways by many experts. y 
Hoppockls theory of occupational choice lists ten 
important ideas: 
u1. Occupations are chosen to meet needs~> 
2. The occupation that we choose is the one that we . 
belieYe will best meet the needs that most concern use 
). Needs may be intellectually perceived, or they may 
be only vaguely felt as attractions which draw us 
in certain directions. In either case, they may 
influence choices. 
4. Occupational choice begins when we first become aware 
that an occupation can help to meet our needs. 
5. Oec~pational choice imp~oves as we become better 
able to anticipate how well a prospective occupation 
will meet our needs~ Our capacity thus to anticipate 
depends upon our knowledge of ourselves, our know-
ledge of occupations, and our ability to think 
clearly. 
6. Information about ourselves affects occupational 
choice by helping us to recognize what we want, and 
by helping us to an"t~icipate whether or- not we will 
be successful in collecting what the contemplated 
occupation offers to us. 
7. Information about occupations affects occupational 
choice by helping us to discover the occupations 
that may meet our needs t and by helping u.s to 
anticipate how well satisfied we may hope to be 
in one occupation as compared with another. 
1/J. Anthony Humphreys, Arthur Traxler and Robert North; 
Guidance Services, Science Research Associates, Chicago, 
'1960, PP• 2iU-282. 
£/Robert Hoppock, Op. cit., pp. 74-75· 
g_ Job satisfaction depends upon the extent to which 
the job that we hold meets the needs that we feel 
it should meet. The degree of satisfaction is 
determined by the ratio between ~hat we have and 
what we want. 
9~ Satisfaction can result from a job which meet.s 
our needs today, or from a job which promises to 
meet them in the futu~e. 
10. Occupational choice is always subject to change 
when we believe that a change will better meet 
our needs .. rr~ 
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I.f the knowledge of self or of occupations is insu£'ficient 
one is less likely to make a wise choice and more liable to 
cling stubbornly to unrealistic choice because it might 
offer the only kno~r,n route to what a person wants. Besides 
needs• however. we must recogni~e that economic and socio-
logical factors affee~ occupational choice by helping to 
determine the age at which a person terminates his formal 
education and enters the labor market on a full time basis. 
The sociological factors affect occupational choice by 
helping to determine the occupations with which a person 
is familiar, by Yirtue of his contacts with family and 
friends. Choice may further be restricted by $ocial 
patterns of the communitYt union rules, or on racial or 
religious g~ounds, An important implication which naturally 
follows is that all counselors should help clients to 
discover the occupations which may meet his needs. 
Although the theory of occupational choice based on 
needs is a popular one, it is by no means the only one~ 
. 1/ . 
Ginzberg, Ginsburg~ Axelrad~ and H~rma- report that it 
is possible to identify three generalized approaches to 
occupational choice that might be called theories. They 
say that the most generally accepted theory o£ occupational 
choice holds that individuals make decisions about the 
future "accidentally . ., tt Secondly, oceupations are chosen 
by nimpulse1t and ~hat one is propelled by the strength of 
his basic impulses. The third view may be seen as a group 
of implicit theories rather than as a single explicit one 
but it is spelled out as a process. This Process of 
occupational deciaion~making can be analyzed in terms or 
three periods - fantasy, tentative, and realistic choices. 
Furthermore; occupational choice as a process takes place 
over a minimum of six or seven years. Decisions during 
addlescence are related to one 1s experience to that point, 
and occupational choice involves the balancing of a se~ies 
of subjective elements with the opportunities and limitations 
of reality. The crystallization of oocupa~ional choice 
inevitably has the quality o£ a compromise. y 
Caplow studied the evidence from sociological ~esearch 
i7E, Gin$berg_, ·s .. w. Ginaburg, S. Axelrad,. J .. L. Herma, 
Occupational Choice, An Approach to a General Theorx., Columbia 
University, New York, 1951. ' 
21Theodore Caplow, The Sociology of Work, University of 
Ninnesota Press, Mlnneapolis, 1954• 
on occupational choice and formed some conclusions. He 
found that error and accident often played a larger part 
in the choic~ of an occupation than subjects were willing 
to admit. He concluded that farmers were recruited from 
farmers' sons and that occupational choices are made at 
a time when the student is still remote from the world of 
work. 
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1/ 
Beilin - made a study of the occupational choices of 
a lower socioeconomic group. He found that the most important 
type of determinant of choices of both the college and non-·· 
college groups were reality factors. The people in the 
lower sooioeconomic groups are aware of the difficulties 
in climbing the vocational ladder and choose occupations 
' that do not involve many difficulties. He stated that it i 
is through experience that the indi~idual comes to know 
reality. 
Drawing ~~om his research on Elmstown's youth, 
Hollingshead - found that the adolescents' ideas o£ desirable 
jobs are a ~efleotion o£ their experiences in the class and 
family culture complexes~ The lower class youngsters 
adjusted their job desires to what they may hope to achieve 
ll?H. Beilin, n:F'actors Affecting Occupational Choice in 
tower Socioeconomic Groups,tt doctoral thesis, Teachers 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1952e 
2/A. Bs Hollingshead, Elmstown's Youth, John Wiley and Sons, 
'New York, 194-9. 
and in the process they have unconsciously placed themselves 
in such a position that they will ocoupy in the class syste~ 
the same lev~ls as their parents. 
1/ 
Carp - had 165 male high school students complete 
statements on "My desired occupation is •••e" and tt:My 
probable occ:upation will be ••••" She compared the results 
with the occupations of the students' fathers and grand-
fathers a.nd found that: "The modal occupational level for 
both rdesir~dl and 'expected' occupations is that of both 
the father and .grandfathers. tt y 
Forer saw the explanations of occupational choices 
largely in the personality and the emotional needs of the 
individual, Qften operating unconsciously: 
"1. Choice of Yocation is not primat"ily rational or 
logical, but it is a somewhat blind, impulsiYe, 
emotional, and automatic process and is not 
always subject·to practical and reasonable 
considerations a 
2. Primary reasons for selecting a particular 
vocation are unconscious in the sense that when 
the individual is pressed to elaborate beyond 
the superficial rationalization of economic 
advantage and opportunity, he is forced to admit 
that he does not know why; he simply has to b~ild 
or can't stand paper work. These activities have 
immediate appeal or distaste for him. We are 
J./F. M. carp, hHigh School Boys are Realistic About 
Occupations.,'' Occupations (November, 1949), p. 97, 
2/Be R. Forer, "Personality Factors in Occupational Choice," 
Educational and Psychological Measurement. (Autumn, 195.3), 
P:e 361. 
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saying that interests and references have unconsciou~ 
rootse 
j. Both of these factors point ultimately to the 
purposive nature o.f occupational choice.. Obviously, 
it is necessary for most persons to find gainful 
employment. But the economic motive is secondary. · 
Occupational choice, the specific occupation chosen, 
or the fact of lack of preference 1 is an expression· 
of basic personality organization and can and should 
satisfy basic needs. 
4. Selection of a vocation, like the expression of 
other in~erests~ is a personal process, a culmination 
of the individual's unique psychological developmenton 
1/ 
Segal - studied the role of personality factors in 
the vocational choices of accountants and creative writerso 
The conclusion was that vocational choice is not a peripheral 
decision of the individual made on a chance or necessarily 
a reality basis, but is a concrete expression of personality 
development and emotional experiences within the framework 
of the environmental pressures and opportunities with which 
an individual is confronted. 
Small 3/ also studied personality and stated some 
assumptions from his investigation. He states; 
"Our major assumption was that people seek 
satisfaction of their basic needs in every major aspect , 
of their lives including the vocational. v~en a need 
is consciously felt it is subject to control and 
178. J. Segal, "Role of Personality Factors in Vocational 
Choice: A Study of Accountants and Greative Writers," 
doctoral thesis, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1953. 
. . 
2/L. Small, "Personality Determinants of Vocational Choice, tr 
~syohological Monographs 351, ~95~, p. 1. 
modification by realistic factors. When i't is 
unconscious, q~r control is less direct and often 
tenuoUSo The person with a healthy ego is in strong 
contact. with reality. A h~althy ego permits the ·t 
individual to check his dri~e for need-satisfaction 
against the facts provided by the environment and 
his own faculties~ A healthy ego is also willing to 
postpone satisfactions for a reasonable purpose, and 
ia unlikely to seek a satisfaction in a situation 
which holds no promise of yielding it.· The healthy 
ego is realistic. 
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This does not mean that the healthy ego does not 
e~perience fantasy ~ the wishful satisfaction of needso 
Fantasy is common property, available to the well and 
ill alike. The difference rests in the nature of the 
individual's action; is his action dominated by fantasy 
or is his fantasy tempered by reality? From these 
thoughts our assumptions are formulated; '(a) a 
difference between 'disturbed' and 'better adjusted' 
individuals is to be found in the stren~th of their 
respective egos; (b) vocational choice 1s in good 
part a function of the ego; (c) people seek satis-
faction of their needs in their vocations; (d) 
vocational choices are also based upon reality 
eonsiderations; (e) vocational choices require a 
compromise between fantasy and t-eality. 1' 
1/ 
Schaffer - studied job satisfaction as related to 
need satisfaction among men in professional and semipro-
fessional occupations. He thought that the most accurate 
prediction of over-all job satisfaction can be made from the 
measure of the extent to which each person's strongest two 
or three needs are satisfied. Twelve needs were listed as: 
recognition and approbationf affectj.on and interpersonal 
relationships~ mastery and achievement, domina~qe 7 social 
. . 
welfare, self-expression, socioeconomic status, moral value 
17Ro H .. , Schaf.fer, "Job Satisfaction as R6 lated to Need Satis-
'faction in Work, u Psychological Ivlonograplis, 364, 19 53, p 11 1. 
scheme, dependence, creativity and challenge; economic 
security, and independence. 
In what he calls a theory of ~ocational development 
. 1/ 
Super- offers a series of ten propositions: 
n1. People differ in their abilities, interests and 
personalities& · 
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2. They are qualified, by virtue of these characteristics, 
each for a number of occupations~ 
). Each of these occupations requires a characteristic 
pattern of abilities, interests, and personality 
traits, with tolerances wide enough~ however, t~ 
allow both some variety of occupations for each 
individual·and some variety of individuals in each 
occupation. 
4. Vocational preferences and competencies,·the 
situations in which people live and work~ and hence 
their self concepts, change with time and experieno~ {although self concepts are generally !airly · 
stable from late adolescence until late maturity), 
making choice and adjustment a continuous process. 
5. This process may be summed up in a series of life 
stages.characterized as those of gro~~h; exploration, 
establishment, maintenance, and decline; and 
these stages, may in turn be subdivided into (a) 
the fantasy, tentative, and realistic phases of the 
exploratory stage, and (b) the trial and stable 
phases of the establishment stage. 
6. The nature o£ the career pattern {that is, the 
oecupational level attained and the sequence, 
frequency~ and duration of trial and stable jobs) 
is determined by the individual's parental socio-
economic level, mental ability, and personality 
characteristics, and by the opportunities to which 
he is exposed. 
7. Development through the life stages can be guided 1 partly by facilitating the process of maturation 
17Dona1d E·. Super, Vocat-ional DeveloRment - A Framework for 
Research~ Teachers College, Columbia University, New York; 
1§57, P• 14-15. 
·. 
of abilities and inte~ests and partly by aiding in 
reality testing and in the development of the sel£ 
concept.· 
8. The process of vocational development is easentially 
that of deYeloping and implementing a self concept: 
i~ is a compromise process in which the self 
concept is a product of the interaction-of inherited 
aptitudes, neural and·endocrine make~up1 opportunity 
to play various roles, and evaluations of the extent 
to which the results of role palying meet with the 
approval of supe~iors and fellows. 
9. The process of compromise between individual and· 
social factors, between self concept and reality, 
is one of role playing 1 whether the role is played in fantasy; in the counseling interview• or·in 
real life aotivitie$ such as school classes, clubs, 
part•time ~ork, and entry jobso 
10. Work satif!factions and life satisfactions depend 
upon the extent to which the individual finds· 
adequate outlets £or his abilities, interests, 
personality traits, and values; they depend upon 
his establishmen~ in a type of work, a work situation, 
and a way of' life in which he can play the kind of 
role which his growth and exploratory experiences · 
have led him to consider congenial and appropriate.'' 
. 1/ 
Sociological implicationse--Clark - expressing his 
I 
views in Economic Theory and Correct OccuEational Dist~i­
bution wrote that if proper information on wages is giv~n 
and barriers to occupations are removed people will be 
lead to correct choice of occupation~ Differences of opinion 
as to the relative importance of income exist but few d~ny 
that it is a potent force in moving workers from one 
occupation to another. 
17H. F. Clark, Economic Theory and Correct Occupational 
~istribution, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1931. 
1/ 
According to Grlli~er - vocational guidance is the 
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process of assisting an indivj.dual to understand his own 
attitudes, emotional needs and capacities as they relate to 
vocational planningo He says that abilities~ aptitudes, and 
interests are important but that the data is cold unless all 
informat~on is related to the subject's emotional resources. 
2/ 
Miller and Form - say that accident is the deciding 
factor in determining the occupation of a majority of workers. 
The accident o£ birth establishes family, educational, and 
cultural opportunity and the range o£ considered occupations 
is determined largely by the status expectations within the 
social class in which the individual finds himself. 
Brill Jl suggests tha't the normal indi tddual needs no 
advice or suggestion in the selection of a vocation because 
he usually senses best what activity to followo As in the 
selection o£ a mate, a sensible person needs no advice 
and wants none in choosing a vocation. 
Valu.es .... -Personal values v-tere listed by Raylesberg 
1/i. Grumer, .... nA.ims and Scope o:f Vocational Counseling, rt 
'Journal of Social Case1"J'Ork (October,, 1949), p. 330. 
l!tl 
~D.C. Miller and W. H. Form, Industrial Sociologi~ Harper. 
and Br~thers,_New York, 1951. 
:J../A. A .. Brill, Basic Principl;es ~f' Psychoanaly:sis, Doupleday 
and Company, New York, 1949. 
l±fD.,D. Ray-lesberg, "A Contribution to a Theory o! Vocational · 
Choice, tt Psychological S,eryide Center Journal (September, 1950), 
P• 19$. 
as the determining factor in occupational choice~ He 
stressed that most occupations are sufficiently complex to 
lend themselves to many perceptions, and hence di£~erent 
individuals may see the same occupation differently but 
occupations perceived as in harmony with p$rSonal values 
will be considered of interest. Most occupations have room 
for people with diverse personality patterns provided they 
can select an aspect of the occupation in harmony with their 
value structure and abilities. y 
Rosenberg says: tlThe occupational decision process 
may be visualized as a series of progressive delimitations 
of alternatives •••• values, .attitudesJ and personality." 
All of the various approaches have meaning for vocational 
2/ 
psychology. As Super- points out: 
. rtstudies of individual differences in traits help to 
clarify-the role of various psychological factors in 
vocational behavior~ To date• this approach has been the 
most used and probably the most fuuitful in vocational 
guidance. Genetic psychology has contributed to voca-
tional psychology by providing information about the 
development of traits. Studies of life stages suggest 
that characteristic modifications of ~ocational behavior 
are necessary in different phases of development. Studi~s 
of life patterns indicate that it is possible to identify 
~ecurrent themes and persisting trends in beha~iore 
Economists$ psychiatrists, psychologists~ and sociologists 
have contributed~ working separately and together, to 
this varied body of knowledge, from which one may draw 
in beginning to formulate a theory of vocational behavior." 
1/Morris Rosenberg, Occupations and Values, The Free Press, 
Glencoe, Illinois; 1957; Po 7. 
2/Dona~d B4 Super and others, Vocational Development, A 
Framework for Research 2• Bu~eau of Publications, Teachers 
College~ Columbia University, New York, 1957, p. 17. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN AND PROCEDURE 
1~ocational counseling has two fundamental purposes; 
to help people make good vocational adjustments and 
to facilitate the smooth functioning of the social 
economy through the effective use of manpower. 
These purposes imply that each individual has 
certain abilities, interests, personality traits, and 
other characteristics which, if he knows what they 
are and how th~y may be turned into assets, will make 
him a happier man, a more effective worker, and a 
more useful citizen."'' 
1/ 
Procedure.--Influenced by the thinking of Super,- who 
is quoted abov~and other leading thinkers in the field of 
occupational information, the v~iter decided to test the value 
of an intensified occupations unit to be taught to high 
school seniors. High schools in Berkshire Cqunty were 
analyzed and three likely ones were found within a 15-mile 
radi~s. Each was located in an industrial area~ had a general 
course of study, and a social studies. course in the twelfth 
grade. 
Permission was readily obtained from the respective 
superintendents and principalso It was then necessary to 
contact teachers who would be willing to conduct the 
lJDonald E. Super, A~raising Vocational Fitness, Harper and 
Brothers, New York, l ~9, p. 1. 
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experiment in their classes. Following interviews with 
several teachers, three were selected who agreed to add the 
un~t on occupations to their social studies classes. It was 
found that they had several item$ in common b~sides teaching 
social studies. They all had mast~rs' deg~ees, were males, 
had at least t~n years of teaching experience, and had 
done some athletic coaching. 
Since each school was represented by 100 seniors, each 
teach€r had four classes of about 25 each. Two classes in 
each school made up the control group which functioned as 
usual while the othe~ two classes were the experimental 
group and received the unit on occupational information. 
The three teache~s £rom the three schools had a total of 
300 students, half of which was control, and half experimental. 
fable le Number of Students Participating 
in Experiment 
School Boys Girls Total 
. {JJ {2} {2} {ld 
Number 1 
Experimental 20 30 50 
Control ••••• ., • 20 30 50 
Number 2 
Experimental 22 28 50 
Control •• ., ..... 22 28 50 
Number :3 
Experimental 30 20 50 
Oontrol •• o•••• 30 20 50 
Totals 
Experimental 72 78 150 
Control 72 78 150 
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The experimental group was matched as nearly as possible 
with the control group on the following bases: schoolJ 
teacher, grade, course, number, and intelligence. 
Table 2. t's of I. Q. Mean Di!ferenGeS Between Experimental 
and Control Groups 
!:::::: 
til Groups Mean s. D. M. D. B. E. 
(1) (2) {3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
Experimental 100.813 7.934 0.280 o.6LtJ3 .325 Control 100&53.3 7.015 0.573 
The t ratio of .325 indicated that there was no 
significant difference in intelligence between the two ~oups. 
About a month before the unit started, a reliability 
check was made on the OcQupational Information Survey. The 
reliability of responses on the questionnaire was estimated 
by computing the correlation between first and second 
administrations with a group of 50 high school students 
outside of the experiment. The four-fold point correlation 
(ph' J.. ) 1 i/ coefficient coefficient computed by the fol owing lbrmula; 
BO-AD 
rp = ~ (A+B) (A+C) {C+D) (B+D) 
!}Henry E. Garrett, Elementary Statistic~~ Longmans, Green 
and Company, New York~ 1956, p. 101. 
2/Quinn McNemar·, Psychological Statistics, John Wiley and 
Sons, New York, 1955, p. 202. 
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was found to be .87. The phi computed represents a conservative 
estimate of reliability, which is sufficiently high to 
justify the analysis of responses given~ 
Just before the start of the experiment, each teacher 
was suppli-ed with all the necessary testing materi.als, plus 
an occupational information teaching kit of eleven lesson 
plans, including supplementary materials for the individual y -y 
students, a Job Guide. a booklet on the world of work, 
and a list of other reference books. Each school owned the 
2/ w D .0. T ~ and Hoppock' s 0 ccupational Informati·on e 
The unit was started in January, 1960, and completed in 
April, l960. It took 15 periods out of the social studies 
work that the group had to make up in order to keep pace with 
the regular group~ The first two periods were used for 
testing, the next eleven were the occupations unit and the 
last two periods were for testing and review, all of whi~h 
was done by the teach~r. 
All students ~rere pre tested with the California 
].}James P. ·14itchell, Job Guide• u.s. Dept~ of Labor,. 
Washington, D.c. 1959. 
2/R. Floyd Cromwell and Raymond N. Hatch~ Success·in the World 
of Work, McKnight and·McKnight Publishing Company~ 
Bloomington; Illinois,. 195.3. 
3/Dictionarx of Occupational Titles, Superintendent o~ 
~ocuments, Washington, D.c., 1949. 
. ' 
h/Robert Hoppock, OccuEational Information1 McGraw-Rill 
Book Company~ New York; 1957. 
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Occupational Interest Inventory; the Otis Quick Scoring 
Test of Mental Ability; and an original questionnaire on 
occupational information and plans for the future~ Following 
this the cont~ol group did their Work as usual while the 
experimental g~oup, in addition to their regular social 
studies work, were taught the intensified unit on occupations 
by their teachere 
Occupational Informatibn Surveye-~The survey questionnaire 
I 
was given before and after the unit on occupations to both 
. 
gro~ps. It included requests for basic informat~on such as 
name, address, date of birth, parent~' names and occupations~ 
Plans_for t~e futu~e were indicated by checking: {l) work, 
(2) further education, or (3) the servioee 
Another section concerned whether or not the student 
had adequate knowledge about occupations of most interest 
and the source of help for future work or school. Students 
were also asked if they £elt they had made a definite choice 
of a future occupation. Each student indicated which o£ 
the following items would influence him or had influenced 
him in his choice of an occupation: 
1~ Interest in the work. 
z~ Ability to qualify for necessary training~ 
. . 
3. Attractiveness of starting pay. 
4. Desire to be ~dth friends~ 
5. Social prestige to be attained~ 
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6. Desire tor security. 
7. Family tradition. 
$. Suggestions of teachers. 
9. Conta~ts through friends. 
10. Service to Society 
11. Opportunity £or advancement. 
12. Influence of parents 
lJ. Job is available 
14. High pay 
15• Short hours 
16. Special skills for the work • 
. Mental Ability ~est.--The Otis Quick Scoring Test of 
Mental Ability was used a~ the measure fo~ equating the 
groups in intelligence. This particular test was selected 
because it is: "One of the most widely used group intelligence 
·11 
tests," because it is easy to administer and score~ and 
because of the reported coefficient of reliability of ~92. 
Occupational Interest Inventory.--The California 
Occupational Interest Inventory was the "aid used to 
discover the basic occupational interests possessed by an 
17Arthur·E. Traxler, Techniques of Guidance,Harper and 
'Ifrothers, New York-, 1945, p-" 56. 
2:./ 
~Arthur·S. O~is, Manual of Directions, World Book Company, 
New York, 1954, p. 2. 
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individual.n1/ A further descriptidn of the test as it was 
given to the stud~nts in the experimental group £allows~ 
The Interest Inventory was administered before and after 
the unit, to observe if any change in interest had taken 
place~ No att~mpt 'lttas made to change interests. 
Unit lessons.--The eleven lessons presented to the 
experimental group were as follows: 
1. Self-Appraisalo•-This lesaon ·was designed to help 
I 
students view themselves as objectively as possible and to 
call attention t~ the importance of a student's aptitudes, 
interests, abilities, skills, and persbnality traitso Each 
student wrote a personal autobiography under the title nA 
Self-Appraisal." This paper was to become a plrt of the 
student's portfolio. Other items in the portfolio included 
a personal description, education, work experience, hobbies, 
speeial abilities, interests, test scores, and ambitions. 
Eaoh student was gi~en his scores from the Occupational 
Interest Inventory together with the following interpretive 
material regarding the interest fields~of personal-social, 
natural, meehanical, business, artistic~ and scientific and 
types which include verbal, manipula·tive, and computationale 
The Interest In~entory is designed to analyze the 
vocational interests of an individualo It is not a test o£ 
tfaOalifornia Test Bureau Manual, Occupational Interest Inventory, 
os Angsl$s~ California, 1956, Po 2. 
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occupatio~al abilities or skillse The scores on this inventory 
do not tell one what h~ should do, but give an indication 
of the kinds of things in which he is interested. It is just 
one item in a list of many things that should be considered 
in occupational choice. Scores at the 75th percentile or 
above indicate major fields of interesta Any scores below 
30, meaning 30th percentile, indi~ate little interest, After 
one or two o£ the highest interests have been identified 1 the 
next step is a study o£ the three types to see whether ~nterests 
lie in the verbal, rnanipulati ve ., or computational areas. 
Items classified as verbal stress the use of words 
in working, and may be ei~her written or spoken but are 
used to communicate ideas~ Individuals who enjoy 'tnTOrking 
with things and the use o£ hands to manipulate objects will 
score high in this type. Computational interest involves 
working with number~ in any way. The level score· suggest~ 
preferences ranging from simple activities on the lower 
level to complex activities often requiring supervisory and 
administrative responsibility. 
The Personal-Social area is a personal contact or ser~ice 
field. Persons scoring high in this area like people and 
have a real desire to improve the lot of others. This may . 
be exPressed through interests in physical care, protection, 
. ' 
personal attention, instruction, and counsel. The major 
occupation groups are domestic service, personal service, 
social ser~ice, teaching, law and law enforcement and health 
and medical serYioe~ 
Natural-Interests and acti~ities of an outdoor nature are 
reflected in this fieldo Those scoring high can be expected 
to be interested in agriculture and in the protection of 
natural r~sources~ Job famili~s include farming and ranching; 
raising and ca~ing £or anima~s; gardening and greenhouse care; 
fish, game ~n~ domestic fowl; lumbering and forestry; and 
marin~ work. 
:Mechanical•The person \-Jho is interested in taking 'l?hings 
apart and putting them together scores high in this field~ 
Cu:riosity about. motors and machines and what makes them work 
is a prima~y factoro Also included are activities involving 
the use of tools of production and the use of mechanical 
principles to devise a:nd design new machines and tools. Job 
families include maintenance and repairing; machine oparat~.ng 
and tending; construction ·work; designing; bench 1-mrk and 
crafts; and processing. 
Business-Interests in all activities peculiar to the 
business world are g:rouped in this area~ Selling, management, 
' 
finanne, distributive activities, secretarial and office work, 
banking, and investment pursuits are of interest to examinees 
who score high in business. Job families include cle~ical; 
shipping and distr~bution; bookkeeping and accounting~ 
selling and buying; training and supervision and management 
and control. 
.. 
•'. 
~-Interest in music, drama, literature, and art are 
reflected by high scores in this field. All items ar·e per-
formance items. Appreciation is not measured. Job families 
include art crafts; painting and drawing; decorating and 
landscaping; drama and radio; literary activities and musical 
performance a 
Sciences-Desire to understand and manipulate the physical 
environment in which we live is basic to this field. Use of 
experimental techniques in applied as well as pure science 
is reflected in these itemse Items involving research, 
invention, determination of cause and effect relationshiP; 
and cont~olled observation are found in this field. The six 
major science job families are laboratory work; mineral-
petroleum production; applied chemistry; chemical research; 
biological research; and scientific engineering. 
II. How to study an occupation.--After the students 
reviewed their interests and judged their ability according 
to their success in school they took up the study of oceu-
. pations. The teacher explained that there were several 
ways o£ grouping job fields. Then he pointed out that a 
widely used one was the D.O.T. or Dictionary of Occupational 
11 Titles which usg~ the following grouping: 
0 • P:rot~.§s:ion~l art(V1Managerial Occupations 
,)Z.. PleJ?:::i:c~l.:ru:rd·~.Sa.:tes :.occupations 
1/op .. cit. 
2. Service Occupations 
3. Agriculture, FishingJ Forestry, and Kindred 
Occupations 
4~ Skilled Occupations !h 
6. Semi-skilled Occupations 
7--
s. Unskilled Occupations 9. 
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Each student was given a suggested outline* for the study 
of an occupation of the student's choice~ The teacher 
suggested possible sources of info~mation such as part-time 
jobs, newspapers, books, magazines, interviews at a factory, 
union of£ice 1 and the vocational counselor. All completed 
outlines were to be kept in a portfol~o. 
III. How to choose an occupation.--The class reviewed 
their interest scores and considered also any other indica-
tors of aptitude and intelligence from possible previous 
1/ 
tests. They then f'illed out a 'tMy trocational Qualifications"-
blank· as devised by Billett and Yeo. A close look at the 
completed blank might give clues to a possible oocupation. 
However, it was carefully pointed out that an occupational 
choice is a process and as on~'s values change in life, 
so may occupational interests. 
IV. How to prepare for an occupati~n.--The empha$is 
of this lesson was on possible future training~ A study was 
*See Appendix 
1/Roy o. Billett and Wendell Yeo, Growing Up, n~o. Heath 
and Company, 1958, p. 287. 
made of local and area schools and oollegesa Each pupil 
reviewed his grades and total high school record. Then 
each student wrote for catalogs and bulletins from schools, 
colleges and apprentice programs of local industrial plants 
of personal interest. 
Va How to enter an occupation~--A study of the various 
ways that employment is obtained was then studiedo Each 
student noted the method of entry for the particular job of 
intereeto Some of the methods reviewed were as follows: 
a. College and internship for medicine 
b. College and bar exam for law 
c. Apprenticeship for mason, toolmaker 
d. Short course for typing o.r work with office machines 
e. Two-year course for technician 
f. The purchase of a business 
g~ Union membership 
Students were then assigned to write about the method of 
entry of their occupational choice by using wor~ers, trade 
' ' 
magazines, or school bulletins as reference material~ 
VI. How to p~ogress in an occupation.--This lesson 
provided an opportunity for the class to discuss the 
importance of job attitudes and to point out that research 
shows that the major reason for dismissal is inability to 
get e~ong t~'ith others.. Some o£ the qualities necessary for 
promotion are: extra training, dependability, punctuality, 
responsibility, trus~rorthiness, loyalty, fidelity, 
allegiance, cooperation, and ambition. Students made a 
list of reasons why people lose their jobs, factors that 
employers seek in employees, and qualities that are 
necessary for promotion. 
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V+I. Worthy use of leisure ti~~--The objective of this 
lesson was to present the fact that inventions and improved 
methods of production will probably further decrease th~ 
length o~ the working day adding many hours fo~ leisure time 
activities ~nd that hobbies provide clues to possible 
occupations~ The teacher led a discussion on the importance 
of worthy use of leisure time. The criteria of good recreation 
was listed as; adaption to individual needs, pro~ision for· 
growth~ active participation, social growth, and cost. 
Students made a list of their skills and hobbies and related 
them to possible occupations. 
VIII. A. survey of local employmenl.--This lesson gave 
the students an opportunity to gain an overall idea of the 
local employment picture and to learn about the needs of the 
' 
communityo It offered a good opportunity for public rela~ione 
between school and community ~hrough learning about some of 
. . 
the problems industry is £aced with concerning employment. 
. ' 
Students made a list of factories, stores, farms, contractors, 
and othe~ agencies who hire full time or part time employees. 
They also made a list of the job skills required for local 
industries. 
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IX.ApRlication letterse--This lesson was designed to 
help students prepare a neat and proper letter of application 
and to stress the importance of letters of application as 
a method or technique of securing an interview or employment. 
Well-organized, well-written, and neat letters, c~eate an 
importan~ first impression~ Each student wrote an original 
letter of application with a request for an application 
blank and an interview. The application blanks and p~actice 
interviews were the main points of the next two lessons. 
After the teacher had written a sample letter on the black-
board, the students corrected th~ir own letters and mailed 
them to local employment offices. 
X~ Application blanks.•-The purpose of this lesson was 
I 
to introduce students to the contents of various types o£ 
school and industrial application blanks. The teacher used 
an outline of the basic infor-mation called for on all 
application forms. Eaeh student was giv-en for practice two 
application forms which were supplied by a local college and 
tactorya Both were used by permission. Students were urged 
to write £or application forms from schools and indust~ies 
of special interest. Again it was stressed that neat and 
accurate forms create an important good first-impression. 
XJ:. P:t"actice interview~~--Students were given an 
opportunity to practice employment interviews within the 
classroom. Because first impressions are important, students 
were advised always to appe~r at their beat when applying 
for a job or admission to a school. After the motivation 
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of' the classroom practice sessions each student ,.1as assigned 
to seek an inte~view at local employment bureaus~ department, 
stores, or industrial employment of'fices. Persons appearing 
for an interview were advised to be neat and clean in 
personal appearance and honest and business-like in manner~ 
Documents of use in an interview are qualifications sheet 
of personal data, reference letters, school certificates, 
and a birth certificateo 
The last two class periods were used for a post test 
on both groups with the California Occupational Interest 
Invento!y and the original questionn~ire on occupational 
information an~ plans for the future. These two items 
~ompleted the work of the teachers and the unit on occupa~ions 
as part of a required social studies course. 
Follow-up studi.--The follow-up study was done in 
' 
January, 1961, six months after graduation~ It was possible 
to obtain a high percentage of· returns through the use or 
a second mailing and personal telephone calls. The final 
returns were 96 percent complete. 
The reliability of responses on the follow~up survey 
was made by computing the correlation between two adminis-
. 
trations of the questionna-ire with a gl"oup of 30 outside 
of the experiment. The four-fold point correlation coefficient 
liiOSTON UNIVERSi'l% 
l;D_U_CA]JON LIBRAR.Yd 
{phi coefficient) was found to be .Blr• The ~ame formula 
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was used for a reliability check of responses to the desc~iption 
and importance of jobs on the basis of a test-retest with 
a group of 50 otttsid~ of the experiment. The four-fold 
point correlation coefficient was found to be ,_86. 
~he purpose of the follow-up study was to ascertain 
whether the subject was in school, at work, or in military· 
~e~tice~ It included the usual items such as name, address, 
and speoifio name o£ servieeJ school; or jobG !£ working, the 
employee "tAras asked to give ·the ti-tle of his job~ the salary 
' 
per month, and a brief description of the job. The employee 
also indicated whether or. not he liked hia job, if it were 
the only job ~vailable, and if he expected to ha~e the same 
job next yearo Another section asked whose suggestions or 
opinions were followed in obtaining present employment. 
Th~se items included the following·: own idea, friends~ 
parents, relatives 1 p~incipal, teachers or counselors. 
Also included were several statements concerning 
d~~eription of and importance in a job. Under description 
there were four ratings for each item: 1~ Very true; 
2. Somewhat true; 3 • Not very true; 4. Not true at all. 
Under importance in job there were also four ratings for 
eaoh item; 1~ Of great importance; 2. Of some importanc~; 
!7Quiml McNemar, Op. cit. p. 202. 
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3. Of little importance; 4o Of no importanceo Statements were 
1. Allows use of special abilities • 
. 2. A good-paying job. 
3. Has status and prestige. 
4. Concerns working with people as part of a group. 
5. Steady with a good future. 
6o Boss is cooperative and we plan our work togethero 
7o Good chance for promotiono 
~. ~raveling is part of the job. 
9. Good opportunity to learn the skills of a trade. 
10. Permits attendance at a school or college on a 
part~time basis. 
ll. Being helpful to people and the conwunity is part 
of the job. 
12. Clean working conditions. 
13. Variety of activities. 
Using the information obtained from the follow-up survey, 
the two groups were compared in terms of 
a. Further schooling 
b. Incidence of employment 
c. Income 
d~ Relationship between job choice and measured intere~t 
e. Job satisfaction 
Data was examined by inspection for significant differences 
between experimental and control groups with the .~1 level 
being considered very significant, the .05 level significant, 
and the ei~ level approaching significaneee 
CRAFTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The term ffinterests" has been used in various ways. 
11 S~per has classified these as expressions, manifestations, 
tests, and inventories o£ interests~ Expressed interests 
are defined as the verbal profession of interest in an 
object, activityt task or occupation., Tested interests 
~~fers to interests as measured by objective tests, and 
interest inventories are questionnaires in which the items 
are given an experimentally determined weight, yielding a 
score that represents a pattern of interestse 
2/ 
Roe - says; 
t!Interests are not completely independent 
psychological entities; they are multiple determined. 
They·ara the things the i~dividual likes, pays 
spontaneous attention to, observes, thinks about, or 
does with satisfaction and enjoyment. People are, on 
the whole·more alike than they are different in 
interests, but the differences are important." 
:J/ Strong notes that because research regarding interests 
l/Donald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness bX Means of 
~sychological Tests, Harper and Brothers, New York, 1949, P« 
. 
~Anne Roe, The Psycholog~ of Occupations, John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc.; New York; 195 , Po 85. 
3/E« K. Strong, Jr., Vocational Interests of Men and Women, 
~tanford University Press, Stanford, 1943, p. 46~ 
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has been so largely concerned with group differences, it 
has not been realized that likene~ses among the interests 
of individuals are far•Jmore striking than differences~ 
Table 3~ t's of Mean Differences Between Pre and Post 
Administranions of the Cali£ornia Occupational 
Interest Inventory to the Experimental Group 
Sub-Tests 
~e~ !.._.,r ..... ::·~r.,_.,'* 
Post .• , • ..... ., ., • 
2 ... Natural 
Pre .. ., .. u .. ••fl•• 
Post ......... . 
3.. Mechanical 
Pre· ............. . 
Posto:oe•eqoeee 
4. Business 
Pre •••• e • .,, •• 
Post ...... ~•<~•• 5. Arts · 
Pre ......... oooo 
Post~>•••••••"' 6. Science 
Pre •••••••••• 
Postjt•••••••• ?. Verbal 
Pre .......... . 
Post •••• '~""'"" 
8. Manipulative 
Pre .......... o •• 
Post •• o '~' o,.,. • ., 
9. Computational 
Pre~t~e•••••oor Posto • .,,..,,. •• ., 
10., Level 
Pre •• ., ....... . 
Post., .. ,..,.oo•e 
Mean 1 S. D. 
• 
l2) : (3) 
1$.633 
18.553 
17 .. 960 
18 .. 693 
22.560 
23.087 
19.$47 
18.447 
21.087 
21.140 
15.,867 
15.707 
16.120 
15~793 
l6oOOO 
16.153 
62.353 
62.054 
8.810 
9.647 
~ .. 707 
8.300 
7.?70 
8.366 
8.072 
7.794 
5.917 
6.3@9 
8.373 
9.127 
6.074 
6.007 
6-032 
6.557 
9 .. 559 
11..045 
i/Henry Garrett~ 6p. cit. P• 96 
o.oso 
0.733 
0.,527 
1.100 
0.160· 
0.327 
0.153 
o •. z99 
SEn = V SE~ + SEM. t=D/SEn 
I .l! 
S.,E.., ~ 
(5) 
0.650 
0.647 
0.719 
0«~788 
0;711 
0.678 
0.634 
0.,683 
0.659 
0.636 
0.483 
0._515 
0 .. 684 
0 .. 745 
0.496 
0.490 
0.493 
0.535 
0,.780 
0 .. 902 
a 
t 
{6) 
0.204 
0 •. 746 
011566 
1.201 
0 .. 210 
0.251 
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Table 4o t's of Mean Differences Between Pre and Pos~ 
Administrations of the California Occupational Interest 
Inventory to 150 Control Group Students · 
Sub-Tests ·Mean s .. D., M. n; s .. ,;s~ t 
{1} (2J {J) {4} {2J l6' 
L~ Personal-Social 
Pre ......... p .... 2l.lt-67 ?.741 0 .. 632 0.4-JJ Post,ooo••e•• 21.,067 8.2$8 O.lyOO 0.674 
2 .. Natural 
Pre ... ~•••e••• 17 .. 160 8 .. 908 0.133 Oe727 0.127 Post ..... ~~..; • ., ... 17.027 9 .. 209 0.,752 
3 .. Mechanical· 
0 .. 662 Pre. •" II e 1> fl ell e 18.,000 8.109 0 .. 220 0.231 Post ............ 18 .. 220 8.342 Oo6S2 
h,.. Business 
Pre ... .$ ....... .!1 22.31) 7.968 0.,740 0.651 0.798 Post., ... c~o.e••• 23.053 8 .. 096 0 .. 661 
s. Arts 
Pre ............ 21.267 7.900 0.487 0.645 0.523 Post ........ ., •• 20.780 8.215 o . ,671 
6. Science 
Pre ......... ,.., 19;867 6.055 0.006 0.494 o.oos Post.6oo•••••o 19.873 6.711 0~548 
7· Verbal Pre • • ,. ~> • • •. • • • 17.393 8.30~ 0.333 0 .. 678 0.360 Post ....... ,.<~. 17.060 7.70 0.,629 
8 .. Manipulative 
1.5.840 6.412 Pre ............. 0.147 0.524 0.206 Post •••• e~•·• 15.693 5 .. 952 Ojl4S6 
9. Computational ' 
Pre ........ -. ..... 15,953 I 6 .. 256 0.166 o.;11 0.238 Post ••••••••• 15.787 5.820 0 .. 475 
10. Level 
Pre .. o .......... , 62~027 10.159 
0.13.3 
0.829 
0.137 Post •• o .. ••••• 62.160 6.200 0.506 
\ 
i/Henry Garret~,-op. cit.p. 96·. 
ttSpme changes in interest scores do occur, however1 
with changes in age but interests are fairly well crystallized 
1/ 
by age 18 and trery few changes take place after 25. tt-
,!.!Anne' koe, PE• cit., p .. 259. 
Agreement with Roe and Strong is de~nst~ated by the 
results in Tables ) and 4 where a comparison betwe~n the pre 
and post administrations of the Interest Inventory to the 
two groups shows no significant differences in any subtest. 
Table ;. tts of Mean Differences Between Pre Administrations 
o£ the California Occupatio~al Inte~es~ Inv~ntory to 
150 Experimental and 150 Control Group Students 
Snb·Tesns ' lVJ'ean t S. D. ' M~ D. ~ S.,E. t& 
{1) ; {2) {3} ~41 { 2J {t>l 
1. Personal.ocial 
Experimental~ 20~287 7.959 1.180 0.650 1.)02 Control ....... 21.467 7-741 0.632 
2~ Natural 
Experimental. 18.633 .8.810 1.473 0.719 1.441 Control •. ., .... ~ 17.160 8 .. 908 0.727 
3• Mechanical . 
Experimental. 17.960 8.707 0.040 O.?U 0 .. 041 Control •••••• ut.ooo 8.109 o.662 l,.. Business 
Experimental ~ 22.560 7.770 0.247 0 .• 634- 0.272 Con·tnol ..... ., .... 22.313 7.968 0.651 
5· Arts Experimental it 19.547 8.072 1.720 0,659 1.865 Control- •• ~~ •.• 21 .. 267 7.900 0.645 
·6. Sciences 
Experimental,. 21;087 5.917 1.,220 0.483 1.766 Control~~ ... " • ., 19 .. 867 6.0$5 0.494 
1· Verbal 
r/ Experimental. l5wS67 $.37) 1.526 04684 1.586 Cont!"ol ... , .... 17~393 8.304 0.,678 8. Manipulative 
16~120 6.074 0.496 E:x;perimental., 0.280 0.5)$ Control.o .. tjio~• l5 .. 840 6.11-12 0 .. 524 
9e Computational . 
Expet'imental .. 16.000 6.032 0.047 0.493 0.067 
· Control o. • " •• ~ 15 .. 953 6.256 0.51:1, 
10. Level 
Experimental. 62.353 9.559 0-326 0.780 0.286 Control •••••• 162.027 r 10.159 t 0.829 ~ 
~/Henry Garrett, Op. c~t., p .. 96 
Table 6. t' s of Mean Differ·ences Betcween Post Administrations 
of the California Occupational Interest Inventory to 
150 Experimental and 150 Control Group Students 
Sub-Tests Mean s .. n~. M. D. So E. t 
t 'f T t 
{lJ 
. 
{2! 
1. Personal-Social 
~;) f~l I 21 lol : 
Experimental 20.100 7.920 0.967 0.647 1.0)5 Control ........ 21.067 $.258 0.674 
a. Natural . 
Experimental. 18~553 9 .. 61{1 1.526 0.788 1.401 Control ....... 17.027 9.209 0.752 
3. Mechanical . 
Experimental. 18.693 8.300 0~4-73 0.678" 0.492 Control.~~ •• , 18.220 8.~48 0.682 
4. Business 
Experimental~ 23.087 8.366 0.,034 0.6$3 0.0)6 Control, ...... 23.053 8,.096 0 .. 661 
5· Arts 
. b/ Experimental. 1$.447 7.794 2.333 Oe636 2.523 -Oontrol,., ... f .. 20.7$0 8.215 0.671 
6, Sciences I 
Experimental. 21~140 6;309 1 .•. 267 0.515 1.685 Control ....... 19.~873 6.?11 0.548 
7. Verbal 
Expe:rimental .• 15,707 9.127 1~353 0.745 1.)88 Control.".* •• 17.-060 7.708 0.6~9 
$. M&nipulative 
15.793 6.007 0.490 Experimental .. 0.100 0 .. 145 Control-·•••• 15.693 5i9$2 O.e486 9. Computational 
6.557 Experiment t::tl * 16Zl53 0.)66 0 .. 53.5 0.512 Oontrol ..... lJ .. 15.787 5·820 0.475 
10. Level . 
Exper-iment-al 62.054 11.045 0,.106 0.90~ 0.102 
' Control •• "'ll•• 62.160 6,.200 0.,506 
t 
~Henry Garrett, Ibid~ P• 96 
li/Significant at the ~05 level. 
There were no significant differences observed by 
comparing the pre subtest scores of the two groups. Results 
~nemla comparison of a post administration of the test show 
;9 
that the only t large enough to be significant at the fiY~ 
percent level is in the Arts, apparently caused by a reduntion 
in the mean by the experimental group. Since the Arta 
subtest in the California considers performance in the Arts 
and not appre~iation, it is possible that the change could 
have occurred because of additional knowledge of occupa~ions 
on the part of the experimental gro~p. 
Table 7 .. t•s Between Experimental and Control Groupst 
Activities as Dete~mined From Fol1ow~up Reports 
'E • ~per~-
mental Control 
Activity Num- Per- l~um.- Per-
ber cent ber cent 
( 1 ) f2) ( '3 ) Hd l5l 
Flll:'ther . 
Schooling •• ., 34 22.67 27 18.00 
Incidence of 
Emp~oyment •• 86 57-33 69 46.00 
Unemployed •• 3 2e00 11 7 .. 33 
Se:rvice ...... 19 12.67 27 18.00 
Married ...... ., 4 2.66 8 5.33 
Unknown ••••• 4 2 .. 66 8 5~33 
Total ••••• 150 150 
.!(Henry Garrett, OE,e cit., p. 104 .. 
' ~/Significant at the .05 level-
~/Significant at the .0$ level. 
Between Groups 
p Q SED% 
Jitl J..2l ( 8) 
20.33? 80.665 4.67 
51.66 481134 5 .. 76 
4.665 95.33$ 2.4) 
15.335. 84<t665 ·4al6 
3.995 96~005 2~26 
3.995 96.005 2.26 
al 
t 
l.9J 
l.OO 
1.97 
2.19 
1.28 
le18 
lol$ 
60 
Table 7 shows ~hat there is no significant difference 
between the two groups so far as further schooling is 
concerned since the t reached was only 1.00, short o£ the 
1.96 necessary to be significant. The three schools in•the 
experiment are all within commuting distance of a 4•year 
State College and a school of nursing. A new haitdressibg 
sehool and a new community coll~ge, both within commuting 
distance of all schools no doubt influenced the numbers in 
both groups furthering their education. Seven more in the 
€~perimental group than in the control group did further 
their education, but as stated, this was not large enough 
tQ be significant. The kinds of schools attended by both 
groups·~re shown in the following table: 
Table 7a. Numbers of S·tudents Continuing Their Education 
and Kinds of Schools Attended 
Kind ·o£ School Exp. Cont.,. Kind of School Exp. Cont 
4-Yea:r 10 9 Hairdressing 7 .1 
2-Yr.Agriculture 6 0 Air Lines l 1 
Pract. Nursing 3 8 Electronics 2 0 
2-Yr. Community: 5 7 Convent 0 1 
' 
Totals 34 27 
Table 7 shows that 86 of the experimental group found 
~ 
j·obs :while 69 of the control group did. The t of 1.97 reached 
makes it possible to reject the null hypothesis at the .05 
61 
lev~l and assume that the~a is a difference between the two 
groups so far as incidence of employment is concerned. The 
same table shows that ~here is also a significant difference 
between the two groups as they report being unemployed, 
with just three in the experimental group not ha~ing work 
as against 11 in the ~ontrol group. 
In terms of employment, it was found that those ~ho 
obtained jobs did so within a 15-mile radius of their home-
towns. Therefore, the_same po~sibilities of employment 
were available for all. 
From sources of employment in the area of the experiment 
the following maj0r ones were noted: a heavy electrical 
company, a light ele~trical company, cloth printing mills, 
paper mills, a heavy machine company, farms, stores, hotels, 
offices, la~rldries, telephone company, insurance company; 
garages, and construction companies. It was also noted thav 
three of the experimental group were listed as operating 
their own businesses,. while no one in the control group was. 
For the purpose of making compa~isons easier, the list 
of possible employment was ~duce~clby combining certain 
categories into the following: factories, (including all 
the kinds of work done in a manufacturing plant), office 
. . . 
work, store clerks, fa~ms, own business 1 construction, 
. . 
garag-e work, hotels,. and laundries. It should be noted that 
the word "factories" as used in this report refers to the 
largest manufacturing plants and machine companies in the ~ea. 
Highest wages are paid apd the largest number and variety of 
jobs are available, including office jobs. 
Table 7b. Places of Employment and Numbers Employed 
From Both Groups 
Places of Work Exp. Cont. Places of Work 
Factories' (including Construction. e •• ~ 
all jobs) ••••••••••• 37 19 Garage •••• 60·~··• 
Offices. • .~~ •••• ,. ••• ., 17 ll Hotels •••••••••••• 
StoresCi.~;; •••• ~ba• 13 14 Laundries •• ~····~Q 
Farms ••••••••••••••• 8 6 
Own BusinesSeeeoo••6 ) 0 
TotalSoeeeeo••~·•• 
Exp,. 
3 
2 
.2 
1 
$6 
No significant difference was obtained between the 
two groups in three other categories shown in Tabl~ 7: 
numbers in military service, married, or unknown. 
Cont. 
6 
5 
3 
5 
69 
Table 8. tis of Mean Differences of Amounts of Money Being 
Earned Per Month by Both Groups 
Group Num-
t,Y ber Mean s. D. M. D. s~ E. 
{1} {2} {3} {l,.} {2)_ {()} {7} 
. 
Experimental 86 $246.90 52.19 24.58 5.63 J.,27 y Control 69 222.32 43.02 5.18 
~/Henry Garrett, Op~ cit&, P• 96. 
~/ Significant at ~01 level. 
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The difference of $24.58 between the mean amounts of 
money being earned per month by both groups was large enough 
to be significantly different at the eOl level, with the 
greater salary being earned by the experimental group. 
Table 9q t'a o£ Percents Between Groups Showing Bow Job 
Choice and Measured-Interest Matched 
E;xperi- Between Groups 
mental 1 Control 
Num-Per- f Num-Per-
ber cent ber oent p Q SED% 
I>9:a:CoChed~Between 
Job and :fJleas-
urad-Interest 70 81.4 48 69.6 74.16 2j.86 6.886 
yibid.' p. 104 
~Significant at the .10 level. 
The difference approached significance by reaching the 
t ~/ 
1&714 
elO level of confidence £avoring the experimental group in 
matching job choice and measured interests as shown in Table 9. 
Measured-interests was obtained by taking the two highest 
percentile ratings_from subtests of the California Occupational 
Interest Inventory. The interpretation was made in the 
broadest sense possible, in view of the fac~ that the g~oup 
was inexperienced and starting out on first permanent jobs. 
Table 9a. tts of Percents Between 86 Experimental and 69 
Control Group Students Indicating Liking for Job 
Experi-
Control Between Groups mental Questioh Num. ... Per- Num-Per- a/ 
ber cent ber cent p Q SED% t -
no· you like b/ 
your job? 74 86.0 l.,7 68.0 77.99 2.3 .01 6.,869 2,62-
,a/Ibid. p. 104.. 
~Significant at the .o~ level. 
'table 9a shows that 86 percent of the experimental 
group reported they liked ~heir jobs, while only 68 percent 
of the control did so, thus making a significant dif£erence 
at the .01 level of confidence. 
Table 10. t 1 s of Percents Between Groups Concerning 
Independence of Job Choice 
Y.Jhose Sugges- Experi- Control Between G;t"oups 
tion did you mental 
use in Secur- Num- Per- Num- Per- 21 ing Your 
Present Job? ber cent ber cent p Q SED% t 
(1) 
I .. 
{2~ en , t4> l21 \?2> tz' HH HU R/ I 
Own.e•e•.ee~<>!>i 74 86.0 41 59-4 74.16 25.84 7·07 .3.76 
Parents~ ...... 4S 56.0 45 65~0 60.00 40,.00 7•91 1.13 
Friends •••••• 24 27~9 11 15.9 22.66 77·34 6;30 1 .. 90 
Relativesao•• 8" 9.3 14 20~.3 6o.;o 39.50 7~89 l, .. J6 
Teachers~~ .... 18 20 .... 9 9 1;3..0 17.44 820:56 6.1.3 l.ll 
.af.Ibid~ p. 104., 
~Significant at the .01 leva~. 
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Table 10 shows that the experimental g~oup differed 
significantly from the control group in independence of 
job choice, with 86 percent of the former and ;9 percent 
of ·the latter checking rrown suggestion," on the follol:;-upe 
!n ~eply to the que&tion: In applying for your 
present job~ whose suggestions did you use, students could 
' 
have checked as many items as they wished from the following 
list; your own, parents, ~elatives, principal, friends, 
teachers or counselor. Principal; counselor and teacher· 
were grouped under teachero 
Both groups repo~ted they used suggestions of parents~ 
friends, relati~es and teachers as well as their own, 
but the differences are not· significant. More than 50 
percent of both groups said they used suggestionsr ,(j£ 
parents., 
Tables 11 and 12, which follow, show the numb~r ef 
times items were checked by both groups Llll. reply to the 
question~ '~lhioh things from the follo1qing list influen¢ed 
you. or w:i.ll ·influence you in making your occupational choice?" 
' The check list was part o£ an Odoupational Information 
Survey given just before and immediately following the 
teaching o~ the unit. 
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~able lle t's o£ the Difference Between Percentages on Pre 
and Post Administrations of the Eist o£~~nfruences 
to 150 Experimental Group Students 
Influences in P:re Post 
Occupational Num- Per- Num-Per- t'~ Choice ber cent ber cent p Q SED% 
(1) .: (2) . '{J) <4J ISJ I {oJ .. ('{} :C§f '2l 
1. Interest in 
the 'Work ...... o~~ 142 94.7 lll.4 96 .. 0 95.35 4~~65 2.4) 0.535 
2, .Ability to 
qualify for 
54 36.0 118 78.7 42.65 7,.49 w necepsary tr •.• 57~~35 51170 3. Attractiveness . 
of starting pay 25 16.7 34 22.7 19,7 80.3 J.!-459 1.41 4. Desire to be . 
with friends ••• 27 18 •. 0 25 ·16.7 17.35 82.65 4.36 0.289 5. Social prestige 
4.00 96-00 2.26 0;.62 to be attained •• 7 4.7 ; 3.3 
6. Desire for . 
securitY··~~,·· 71 Ir7 .3 87 58.0 26.55 73.45 5.09 2.10 sJ 7.- Family 
6.0 g 5o65 2~66 0~263 tradition ••• o. 9 5.3 94.3.5 8 .. Suggestion o£ w teachers •••• .,. l9 12.7 55 36.7 24.7 75.3 4.9? 4.83 
9. Conta.ets thru . 
friends •••••• ~ 26 17.,3 30 20.0 18.65 81 .. 35 4.4-9 Oo601 
10~ Se:t"vice to. . 
society ......... ,31 20.7 31 20.7 20.7 79.'3 4.67 OoOOO 
llll Opportunity·f.or . . 
advancement ..... 84 ·;6.0 104 69.;3 37.6 62.4 5.59 2.43 £I 
12. Influence of' 
pa:t"ents ...... ~. 24 16.0 25 16.7 16.35 8),65 4.26 0 .. 16 
13. Job is · · 
available.$••• 29 19~3 38 25.3 22•3 77,7 4.8 1.25 
14. High pay •••• ~. 42 28;0 56 37.3 32.65 67.35 5~41 1.72 
15.· Short hou;r-s. ~,. 12 $.0 19 l2o7 10.35 89.65 3--45 1~~r35 16. Special skills . 
for the work .... ._ 44 29.3 82 54.7 42.00 ;a.oo 5·.69 4.46 b/ 
-
,!/Ibid., p. 104. 
-~Significant at -.01 level. 
£/Significant at .05 level. 
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Table ll show$ how the experimental group checked 
certain items they felt would be influential in making 
thei~ occupational choicese A significant difference a~ 
the dOl level between pre and post-course administrations 
was found conce;r-ning the following statements: .241 Ability 
to qualify £or necessar-y training; Be Suggestions of 
t·eachers; and 16 .. Special skills for the workS! and at the 
.05 level oonaerning: 6~ Desire for s~curity; and 11~ 
Opportunity !or advancement. In each case, the difference 
·was caused by the additional number of times the statements 
were checked in the post administration, or following 
the teaching of the course~ 
Although the times checked for Suggestion of Teachers 
increased enough to make a signi£iaant difference between 
pre and post administrations, thas item still fell far 
below the 50 per~ent mark in number of times chosen. 
Interest in the work was chosen by ~bout 95 percent 
o£ the group both times and was well ahead of any other 
atatement. Only 16 percent o£ the group said that parents 
would influence them in jab choice, but 65 percent o£ the 
86 working ~eported that they had heeded parents' suggestions 
when actually choosing a job as sholtn in Table 10~ 
68 
Table 12, t's of the Difference Between Percentages on Pre 
and Post Administrations.of the Eist· of~Infiuences 
to 150 Control Group Students 
Influences in Pre Post 
Occupational Num- Per~ Num-Per-
SED% t!l Choice ber cent ber cent p Q 
(l) I { 2} {3) {4) ( 5) : (g) (7} (§) : t9r 
1. Interest in 
the work •••••• 142 94 .. 7 144 96 .. 0 95.35 4.6; ~ ·14'~ 0"~~~ 2. Ability to • * j ._;,I 
qualify fo:r 
80 84 56~0 54.65 0.490 necessary tr. !> 53.3 45 .. 35 5-74 )., Attractiveness 
22 .. 65 of starting pay 36 24.0 32 21~3 77.~5 4e82 0.$62 4• Desire to be 
26 16.0 16.65 83.~5 with friends •• 17.3 24 4-29 0~.303 ;. Social prestige 
to be attained. 13 8.7 15 10.0 9.3; 90 .. 65 3.36 0.387 6. Desire for 
security. ti •• e. 76 50.7 82 54.7 52.70 47.30 5.76 o.689 ?. Family 
tradi~ion • ., .... 14 9.3 10 6.7 s.oo 92.00 3.13 0.830 
8 .• Suggestion o£ · 
2.,640 }}./ teachers ...... ~ 38 25 .. 3 20 13 .. 3 19.,30 80.70 *··55 9. Contacts thru 
f#.~ends s ..... ., •• 38 25.3 34 22.7 35.:35 64.65 5.-51 0.472 10. Service· to 
society ••••••• 45 30.0 54 36a0 ·33.00 67.00 4.01 1.500 
11. Opportunity for 
advancement ••• 87 58.0 93 62.0 60.00 40.00 ;.6~ Ot.?OB 
12. Influ.enc~ of 
parents ...... ,.. 39 26 .. 0 40 26.7 26.35 73.65 6.66 o.1o; 13 .. Job is· 
availab1eeo••• ;38 25.3 41 27.3 26.30 73 .. 70 5.08 0.390 I 14. High pa:y •• He. 52 34.7 89 59.3 47 .. 00 53 ~tOO 5.?6 1.,..27 .£ 1'5., Short hours.!?. 17 11.,3 28 18.7 15.00 85.0Q 4.12 1.80 16. Special skills 
for the work.~ 61 40.7 64 42.7 41.7 58.;. 5.69 0.351 
~/Ibid, P• 104. 
]VSignificant at the .01 level. 
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~able 12 shows pre and post replies of the control 
group to the question: "Which things from the following list 
will influence you in making your occupational choice~» 
Two items were found to have a significant difference, 
both at the .01 level: 8, Suggest~ons of tea~hers; and 
14. High pay, The difference-in high pay was caused by 
additional choices in the post administrationo Suggestion 
of teachers was chosen fewer times in the post administration 
thus making the dif£erenceo No other differences were 
significant~ There is no obvious reason why suggestiott 
of teachers should have decreased. 
As with yhe experimental group, the one ite~ chosen 
by more than 95 percent of the control students was 
Interest in the work. Other statements chosen by more 
than half of the group both times included Opportunity for 
advancement; Ability to qualify for necessary training; 
and Desire for security, 
Only 26 perc~nt said they would be influenced by parents. 
Table 10 sho\'1S that o£ 69 control group members who <went 
to work, 45 o£ them or 69 percent reported that they had 
actually used suggestion of parents in obtaining their 
current jobs. 
Table 13. Pre and Post Ranks of Influences Items by Both 
Groups 
1Experimental l Oont:rol Influences Rank Rank 
Pre Post Pre Post 
-(1) ( 2) (3} (ld (5) 
lo Interest in the work~······ 1 l 1 1 
z. Ability to qualify £or 
necessary training ••••••••• 4 2 3 4 3. Attractiveness of.· $tarting pay ••••••••••••••• 11 9 12 ll 4. Desire to be ~dth friends •• 9 12.5 13 1:3 
;. Social prestige to 
16 16 16 15 be attained ................... 
6. Desire for security ......... 3 4 4 1~ 7· Family tradition .......... ~ •• 15 15 1; 8. Suggestions of teachers •• ~. 13 7 10 14 
_9. Contacts through friends ••• 10 11 10 10 
10. S~rvice to societY•••••·~•• 7 10 7 7 
1111 Opportunity for · · · 
advancement •••••••••••••••• 2 3 2 2 
'12. Influence of parents ••••••• 12 12.; a ~ 13. Job is available ••••••••••• $ $ 10 
14. High pay••••••••••··~··•••• 6 6 '6 3 
15. Short hours ••••••• ~·••••••• 14 ll.t- 14 12 
16. Special skills·ror·· 
6 the wo~k ••••••••••••••••••• 5 5 5 
"Interest in the worktt not only ranked first each time 
by both groups~ but was £ar ahead of any other statement in 
number of ti~es chosen. 
Other items considered to be of importance by thf? 
groups were:"Opportunity for advancemen~~ in second place~ 
and Ability to qualify for necessary training. The two items 
ranked at the bottom by both groups were: Family tradition 
and Social prestige to be attained. 
Table 14. Number of Times and Percents Items Checked by Experimental Group 
for Description o£ and Importance in a Job. 
Description Of Importance Of 
----~.......-or----------~----~--~~---~~----
Very Per-Some-Per-Not Per- Not Per-GreatPer-Some Per-~lePer~ No Per-
True eentwhat centVerycent True centimpoPCentimpo~entimpo~entimpor-cent Items 
True True AtAll tance tance tance tance 
{1) (2@ {3) itt) f 5) (6) (?) (§) (9) {lo) (l!Hl2) (13H14) (15} ll6l_ (17) 
1. Allows use of special 
5.8 42 48.g 31 36.0 5.8 8 abilities.~•·••••6••• 37 4~3.:~00 35 40;7 9 10.5 g 5 9.3 2. A good-paying job •••• 29 33-.;7 41 47~7 10 ll;6 7.0.38 4~.z 42 48.8 4 4.7 2 . 2.3 3. Has status and pmstige 20 23.3 36 41.9 21 24.4 9 10.; 33 3 ·4 36 41.9 9 10.5 g 9.~ 
4 •. Concerns working with 
people as part of 
64 3.5 40 46.5 30 34.9 8 g a group •••••••••••••• 74.4 15' 17.4 4 4-7 3 9.3 9.13 5. Steady with a good 
26.7 J..2 future••••4•o••••••••~ 43 ,;o.o 23 14.0 6. Bocs is cooperative 
8 9.3 63 73 ·• 3 18 . 20. 9 1 11~2 4 4.7 
and we plan our 
39.5 40-.7 g 9 J..0.5 46 53.J 29 33.7 6 7.0 5 5.8 work together.~~~·.,·• 34 35 9.3 
7. Good chance for · . 
promotion••••••••~•·• 35 40.7 20 23.3 17 19.8 14 16.6 52 60.5 22 25.6 '7 8.1 5 ;.8 8. Traveling is part . . 
of job .................... 8 9~3 4 4.7 4 1,..7 70 81.4 6 7.0 9 10.,5 16 20.9 53 61.6 9. Good opportunity to 
38.4 19.8 21 51.2 17 19.8: 11 12-.S 14 16.3 .learn skills of trade 33 17 24.4 15 17.4 44 
n Permits attendance _.at 
school on pa~t-time 
19.8 basis •• ~•·•••••··~·•• 17 15 17.4 9 10.5 45 52.3 15 17.4 26 ·30.2 21 24.4 24 27.9 11. Being helpful to people, 
16.,3 43.0 30 34.9 8 9.3 11 12.8 community part of job. 34 39.5 19 22.1 14 19 22.1 37 
12. Glean 1'1orking conditions 62 72~1 3 3~5 9 10.5 12 11+.0 58 67.4 19 22.1 7 8.1 2 2.3 -..;} 
13. Variety o£ activities. 38 44.2 29 33.7 7 8.1 12 14.0 35 40.7 32 37.2 11 l2.8 8 9.3 I-' 
Table 15. Number of Times and Percents Items Checked by Control Group 
for Description of and Importance in a·Job 
Description Of Importance 0£ 
VeryPer-Some~Per-Not Per-Not Per- GreatPer-Some Per-L~lePer- ~o Per-
Truecentwhat centVerycentTrueeent ImpoPeentimpoPCentimpo~entimpor-cent Items 
Tru~ True AtAU tance tance tance tance 
(1} t2J t3r Pi) tzr <6) lzl <s) (9} ~lo) CI.rj (3.2) tr3HlljJll2!{16) (1?) 
1. Allows use of special 
6 8.? abilities.,. ....... o ....... ~. 29 42.,0 27 39~1 7 10;1 341. 49.3 30 43-.5 3 4 .. 3 2 2.9 
2. A good-pating job •• ~. 16 23;2 .34 49 4'3 15 2L. 7 4 ;.8 24 34 ... 8 36 52.2 5 7.2 4 ;.a 
3 • Has status ani pL>eStige 27 .39.1 16 23 .. 2 19 27.5 7 lO.l 27 39.l 28 Zt-0.6 12 17.4 3 4.3 
4. Concerns working ~dth 
people as part of 
a group~·~~~··••••••• 51 23·9 12 17 .. 4 1 1.4 5 7.2 41 5·9 21 30.4 4 5.8 3 4.3 5. Steady with a good 
16 23·2 13 18.8 10 14.5 48 69.6 future~~·····~~~-·~·· 30 43 ... 5 12 17.4. 2 2.9 7 10.1 6. Boss is cooperative . 
and we plan our 
36 ;.8 g 11.6 46 66 •. '( 16 23.2. 5 .. 8 work together.,.~·•w• 52.2 21 30•4 4 4 3 40'3 
7- Good chance for 
promotion ••• d~••••••• 26 37·7 17 24~6 14 20.3 12 17.4 42 60.9 ~8 26~1 4 5.8 5 ?.2 
8. Traveling is part 
7.2 53 76.8· 8 11.6 60.9 o£ job•••••d·~·~$·6~. 2 2.-9 9 13.0 5 7 10.1 12 17.4- 42 
9. Good opportunity to 
28 40a~6 17•4 6 8.7 23 33.3' 3.3 47.8 18 26.1 10 14.5 $ 11.6 learn skills of trads 12 
10. Permits attendance at 
school on part-time 
24~6 basiS•w••~~§~·~·~~~·o· 17 13 18.8 6 8. 7 33 4? .8 t l5 21.8 22 31.9 12 ·17.4 20 29;0 
11. Being helpful to p;ople ,. 
community part of job. 26 37-7 25 36 .. 2 811.610 14.5· 29 42.0 23 33.3 9 13 .. 0 8 11.6 14. Clean working · . 
conditions.~·~··· .. ~··· 45 65.2 16 23.2 4 5.8 4 5~8 47 68.1 17 24.6 4 ;.8 1 1.4 
13. Variety of activities •• 36 .52.2 22 ;31.9 8 11.6 3 4 .. 3 30 43.3 31 44.9 5 7.2 3 4 .. 3 
'- -- --· ------·---·------
-...J 
N 
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Tab~ 14 and 15 show the thirteen statements concerning 
jobs that were included in the follow-up study. Students 
were able to modify the statements by checking varying 
degree$ of the description and importance. Under description 
o£ current job, the £allowing classifications were po,ssible: 
1.. Very true; 2. Somewhat true; j. Not very true J and 
4o Not true at all. 
The following cl~ssi~ications: 1. Of great impo~tance; 
2. Of some importance; ). Of little importance; and 
·4. Of no importance, were used to vary the statements 
telling how important these items were in a nob. 
rtTraveling is part of the job" was the only statement 
chosen by more than 50 percent of both groups under ''Not 
true at all" combined with "Of no importance. tf 
"Permits attendance at school or college on a part• 
time basis0 was another item that was not particularly 
strong in either ttdescription of'' or "importance of' .u 
In the locale of the experiment there are not too many 
opportunities for young people to continue their educations 
on a part-time basis, especially for a non-college 
preparatory group •. 
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Table 16. Rank Order of Stat-ements Concerning De~seription 
of Job and Impertaneie fun Jsb by Both Gr0ups 
at the nvert Truett alPi.~ a:t.:3the ff'Gireat Impert?nceU 
Level · 
Desc!"iption Importance 
Statements Experi-Control Experi- Control 
mental mental 
' 
(1} { 2J t:~) B1:~ {5~ 
1. Allows use of special · 
abilities •• ,o•••••··~•· 5 ·6 6 6 
2 .. A good-paying job.~···· 10 l2 8 11 
) .. Has status and pr~stige 11 8 11 10 
4. Concerns working with 
people as part of a 
5 groUP•••••••o·~·~·••••• l 1 7 
'· 
Steady with ·a good 
future•••••••••••-••••• 3 5 1 1 6. Boss is cooperative and 
we plan our work 
together •• ~.·~··••••••• 7·5 3.5 ~- ;3 
7. Good chance for 
promotion••••••··~·•••• 6 9.5 3 4 
8'. Traveling is part of 
the job•••••••••·~····· 13 13 13 13 9. Good opportunity to 
learn the skills of 
a trade•••••••••••••••• 9 7 7 10. Permits attendance at a 
school or college on a 
pa~t~time basis •••••••• 12 11 12 12 
1~. Being helpful to people 
and the community is 
part of the job •••••••• 7.5 9.5 9' 9 
12. C~ean working condbions 2 2 2 2 
13. Variety o£ activities •• 4 ).6 10 8 
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Table 16 gives the rank order of the statements under 
the ttvery true" and ttof great importance'' categories., 
Both groups gave n~Jorking with people as part of a group" 
the number one place in describing their jobs, but relegated 
the statement to seventh and fifth places respectively in 
impo:rtance.e 
usteady l'Tith a good future" was the first choice by 
both groups in importance in a job. Under description of 
job, the experimental group ranked it in third place as 
against fifth place by the control group, thus implying 
that this particular requirement was satisfied to a 
higher degree by the jobs held by the experimental group. 
Another item which ranked about third from the 
bottom in importance by both groups was "status and 
prestige .. tJ On tne othe:r hand, 'lclean working conditioner' 
was ranked second in importance by both groups, and was 
also in second place under job description. Perhaps 
there is some implication here that cleanliness in a job 
means status. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
~urrent problems and opportunities in the world present 
quite a different pieture £rom that of a number of years ago 
when vocational g~idance was defined as: "The probess o£ 
assisting the individual to choose an occupat
1
ion, p~epare. 
. 1 
for it, ente~ upon it, and progress in it·"-
There is no easy niche into which a person can start, 
and remain and grow, £or the essence of today's world of 
. ?J 
wo:rk is change. In fact, Wolfbein says that the goals 
of educatioh and guidance might more aptly be described as 
helping an individual withstand the onslaughts and take 
advantage of the inev.itable changes whi~h will take place 
in the world of work~ He says that such a concept creates 
different expectations £or the educational system itself a~d 
"for the young person hi1lle~lf, who must view th~ 
occupational world not as a g~eat array of fi~ed job 
slots ~nth ready accommodations for those with 
:L7John 13rewel:',-.' History of Vocational Guidance, Harper and 
Brothers, New York? l942, p. 12e. ' 
2/Eli Ginzbergt (editor) fhe Nation's Children, Report o£ the 
White House Oonference on Ghildren and Youth, Columbia 
University Press, New York, p. 139, 1960. 
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different talents, aptitudes, and interests·, but as 
a constantly Ghanging structure with a constantly 
changing set of educational and training prerequisites 
and functions and responsibilities." 
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As Leavitt says: ttA school can emphasize throughout 
its program the study o:f goals - personal goals 1 community 
goals, the goals of the nation, and world goals. This study 
of values -- for goals imply values -- is singul~ly absent· 
from the ~urriculum ~f schools today~u It is the opinion 
of the writer, therefore, that all assistance· given to youth 
to help him know himself better, and to help him establish 
values and goals is. important. 
ln the research o£ literature, the ~~iter found many 
authorities stressing the importance of instructioa in 
occupational information in our high sehoolse Many conflicting 
ideas as to the time of such teaching and by whom appeared. 
Some stressed that only highly skilled guidance personnel 
workers $hould do the ae~ual teaching) while other authori• 
ties. su~gested that this work.could be done effectively 
by regular elassroom teachers. 
As a result, a project was organi~ed to test the 
hypothesis that students who complet~ a unit on onoupations 
in their senior social studies classes will develop a better 
basis for selecting occupations th~ students who do not 
f7Howard Leavitt, »social Forces and the Currioulum1 " lEA Journal, (March, 1961) 50!37~ 
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complete such a unit and be able to: 
1. Select jobs that are more closely related to their 
measured interests; · 
2e Be more independent in the $election o£ jobs; 
3. Obtain more post-high school training (including 
college); 
4. Earn more money after entering employment and be 
better satisfied with their jobse 
~hree high schools within a 15-mile radius in Be~kshi~e 
County took part in the experiment. Three social studies 
teachers taught an occupational information unit to- l?O 
high school seniors. Another 150 students from the aame 
three high schools served as the control group. 
The twa groups were equated on the following bases! 
teacher, grade, course, number, and int7lligence. The Otis 
Quick Scoring Test ot Mental Ability was used to equate 
intelligence. Following this, all students were pre-tested 
with the California Occupational Interest Inventory, and 
the Occupational Information Survey, an original questionnaire 
on occupational information and plans for the futurec The 
control group then continued their social studies work as 
usual, while the experimental group, in addition to their 
~egular social studies work, we~e taught an ll-lesson 
intensified unit on occupations by their regular teacher~ 
At the end o£ the lessons, both groups were retested with 
the California Occupational Interest Inventory and again 
completed the Occupational Information Sur~ey. 
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A follow-up study was done six months after graduation-
The study was done to determine the: 1. Number of students 
employed; 2~ number of students who had found jobs ~dthin 
their field of measured interest; ). independence in job 
choice; 4. number of students furthering their education; 
5o amount of money being earned by those employed; 6. job 
satisfaction of those employed; 7• incidence of unemploymente 
Findings.~-Within the limitations of the sources of 
material and the methods of handling the data, the following 
findings may be considered justifiable on the basis o£ the 
results of this investigation. Each finding was concluded 
from the statistical result based on a comparison between 
the experimental and control groups with the .01 level of 
confidence being considered ~ery significant,· the .05 level 
significant, and the ~10 level approaching significance. 
1. The experimental group found jobs more closely 
related to their interest$ as measured by the 
California Occupational Interest Inventory than did 
those of the control group. 
2~ Memoers of the experimental group were more 
independenttin job choice. 
3. The experimental group earned more money per 
month than tlle control group .t:5.cJ.,. 
4. More students in the experimental group stated 
that they were $atisfied with their jobs. 
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;. A greater proportion of the experimental group 
had found employment at the time of the follow-up. 
6. Fewe~ people in the experimental group were unemployed. 
7. There were nQ changes in measured interests between 
pre and post administrations of the California 
Occupational Interest Inventoryo A difference was 
found in one subtest, the Arts, when the two groups 
were compared on post administration results. 
8. No significant difference was found between the 
two groups with respect to further education. 
Conclusions.--From the results of the study we can 
assume that a short~term intensified unit on occupational 
information taught to high school seniors will help those 
students develop a basis for selecting occupations~ In 
learning about the requirements of various jobs, and their 
own personal limitations and values, as well as self-concepts, 
$tUdents form a more realistic approach to job selection. 
It is recognized that occupational choice and job satisfaction 
are all part o£ a complicated process with many factors 
1/ 
involved. For as Thorndike and Hagen - say' "The 
indiYidualts own ra~ing of success and satisfaction may 
be more a ~eflection of his personality than of his actual 
performance on the job." 
1/Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, Ten Thousand 
Careers, John Wiley and Sons~ New York, 1959~ p. 47. 
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From the findings it also appears that social studies 
teachers can effectively teach occupational information 
and assi~t students to establish a good basis for ~electing 
occupations and developing attitudes toward the wo~ld o£ 
work. It is recognized that to be ef!ective a teacher 
must be willing to teach eomething extra and not be told 
to do. soo 
The twelfth grade is a good time to teach a unit on 
occupations because finding a job is of immediate conqern 
to the students~ 
ImElicationse•~The findings indicate that many more 
students could benefi~ i£ a planned intensive short term 
unit on occupations and the way the student fits into 
the world of! work ·Were given. 
1/ 
Miller- says: 
-ttit is difficult to escape the situation 
~hat, s~ far as having any real effect upon 
occupational choiae is concerned many of our 
occupational information activities·in guidance 
have been sheer academic busytiork~•·••oit may well 
be that a legitimate objective in the teaching 
about~ occupations i$ to help the student achieve 
a brqad understanding o£ the world of work and 
perhaps to help him £~rm desirable attitudes~" 
!/barroll H.- Mrllex-, Foundations of guidance, Ha:rper and 
Brothers Publishers, New York, l9b~ P• 2o2. 
Recommendations for further studies~·· 
1~ Repeat this study in a large regional school where 
conditions might not approximate those of schools 
located in industrial arease 
2. Have other subject teachers besides those who 
teach social studies do the teaching o£ units on 
occupations~ 
). Use several cooperating teachers in the teaching 
of the occupational units~ 
4~ Prolong the time between the unit and the follow-up 
to one yea~ or more. 
5~ Extend the study over a full senior year rather 
than just one semester~ 
6o Repeat with a larger sample, such as 600 boys and 
girls. 
7. Use all academic or oolleg~ preparator~ students, 
in a study. 
Bo Use juniors in high school and complete with a 
follow-up two years later. 
Limitation.--Mo evaluation of achievement in social 
studies was made. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTRODUCTION 
Research indicates that one of youth's most pressing 
problems is that of an occupational choice~ The major 
par~ o£ one's li!e is spent in earning a living& There-
f"ore, it· is of some significance that youth be given help 
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and direction in the t~cbniques of studying and investigating 
occupations!!! 
One of the main points of view of this course in 
occupations is that fact that it takes the student out of 
th~ occupational info~mation classroom and puts him in 
direct contact with employers and employees on the job. 
Ano~her point of view which characteri~~s this course 
is the tact that i~ is intended to be a aeries of punposeful 
activities. These activities include experience in job-
seeking procedure~ collection of first•hand occupational 
information from workers on the jdb> provides opportunity 
for interviews,. filling application blan~s for work and 
college, writing lett-ers of' application and personal 
qualification aheets and the creation of a portfolio. 
As a matter of faet, the teacher•s duty is regarded 
as that of a guide who directs and stimulates the students 
to do a good job and nto learn by doing." 
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OCCUPll.TIO!\fAL IL~FORMATIO:'i SU11VEY 
Name Date 
LaSt ""']13\ .. st -·· 1-::tadTe 
Street and 1~0& Phone 
'fot1Tr'l or City Stat~e 
Date of birth Boy or Girl 
Father'n occupation --------------~------~-------=-=-------== 
l·lot;hcr' s Occupation 
-----------------------==--==--=-----------
10 Do you plan to graduate from high school? • • • 
.. -----""""""' 
2v Do you plan to go to a higher school or college?~ .. 
'fihich one? 
Course or major? 
3o Do you plan to enter the service as soon as possible? __ -=---=== 
vJhich bra~ch·l 
4o Do you plan to study £or an occupation while in 
service? 
Which one? 
5o If you are not planning to go on to school, what kind 
of job do you plan to look £or wh~n you graduate? 
6.o What kind of vmrk do you expect to do eventually, as 
a life occupation? 
7o What part time jobs have you had?·--------------------------~ 
gt;l Were any of the part time jobs related to 1rJhat you 
eventually expect to do as a life occupation? 
'Vlhich ones? 
----------------------=----=-
9o Have you ever had a course in occupational information 
or the world or work? 
lOo Do you think that you have e.de_quate knov.rledge of those 
occupation;s in lrJhich you are most interested? 
11 .. \'Jhere or how did you get the information about the 
occupation of your choice? 
{ov€.r} 
12 o li'ro!a i.oJhom did you get help in planning your education 
and future \'IOrk? 
1.3 o I.f you could choose anything you wanted ,,.Ji thout 
restriction what kind of work vmuld you want to be 
doing ten years from now? 
14o Do you feel that you have made a defini~e choice 
·as to what you would like to be? 
What is it? 
15o Do you feel that you don't know what to do and 
-would like more information?. • • • • • • 
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16 o ·~hich things from the .following -list influenced you or will 
influence you in making your·occupationa~ choice? 
(Please check) 
Interest in the work 
---
_____ Ability to qualify for necessary training 
_____ Attractiveness of starting pay 
Desire to be l'lith friends 
---
_____ Social prestige to bo attained 
----~Desire for security 
----~Family t~adition 
_____ Suggestions of teach~rs 
_____ Contacts through friends 
_____ Service to society' 
• 
____ Opportunity for advancement 
_____ Influence of parents 
_____ Job is available 
___ High pay 
Short hours 
-----
=-= 
Special skills for the work 
===-=----=-=--=-=-----·-----=---=Any other reasono 
APPENDIX B 
.. 
Lesson One - SELF APPRAISAL 
A. Purpose 
1. To h~lp students to view themselves as objectively 
as possible. 
2o To call attention to the importance of a student's 
aptitudes, interests, abilities, skills, and 
personality traits. 
3. To teach techniques of self-appraisal. 
4. To help the student to realize the great value of 
an education. 
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5. To aid the student to realize that getting along with 
others is tremendously important. 
6., To impress upon the students the importance of good 
health and study habits, and the willingness to 
work hard. 
7. To show how some hobbies correlate with future occupations. 
8. To stress the importance of leisur~ time activities. 
9cs To assist students to better "understandtt themselvese 
B" Activities 
1., Teacher 
a. Assigns each student to write a personal 
autooiography using such titles ast ttA @elf-
Appraisal,tt ttAll About Xvie~n "This is ~iy Life," 
or "My Qualification She~t. tt The f'ollo'rtdng 
items should be included: 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
Name, addres~ and phone 
Date and place of birth. 
Height, weight, and condition of health. 
(4) Education including schools, grades~ 
courses, and honors. 
(5) Work experience - kind of work, duration, 
employer's address. 
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(6) Hobbies, sports, honors, social activities 
. . 
(7} Special abilities, music, art, public 
speaking; salesmanship. 
(8) Special interests~ reading, mathematicso 
{9) Any special skill that may qualify you 
for a job that you hope to select fo~ a 
lifets occupation. 
(10) References: complete names and addresses 
of people who know you as a person, student 
or employee~ {Permission is necessary~) 
(11) List any test seores or interest inventories 
that are available. 
(12) Include a good photograph~ 
{13) Explain personal strengths. 
{14) Tell about personal weaknesses. 
(15) Explain why your hobbies are important or 
do you make worthy use of your leisure time. 
(16) List hopes, ambitions, and desirese 
(17} Predict future in five yearse 
b. Encourages students by leading group discussions 
about autobiographies of well-known Americans~ 
c. Asks students exactly what it is that they have 
to offer in selling themselv~s as prospective 
college students or future employees~ 
2. Students 
a. Write autobiography as outlined in teacher activity. 
be Discuss with teacher the importance of each 
item included in self-appraisal. 
c. Obtain a good photograph. 
d. Supply documentary evidence if possible such as 
report cards and letters of reference~ 
e. Add autobiography to occupations portfolio~ 
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t~,saon Two - HOW TO S'.rl1DY AN OGCtTPAfJ:ON 
A• purpose 
l~ ~o hslp s~udent in making an occupational ehoioe~ 
2. T.o help student coll~ot and file occ~pational 
,info~matton. . 
3• To help student. find s.o~o~$ of £rse vocat~onal 
J.ite:ra:t:W*e .• 
4• To help s~udent make a thorough !nV~$tigattoh of 
occupations o£ inte~a$t~ 
5. ~o encourage Vi-Sits to observe an actual J¢.b 
· $inuatio~ in a factory or bueinees l~cat!on. 
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6, To aid the s~udent in the r~aliza~ion that there &re 
ma.nr relat$d joba that a pereon can en:t,;er and pe.rtozi'.tn 
sati$£actoJ;"ily ... 
7• To e.a~l attention to p~~equisites tor ~~ny joba which 
st4daat must p.o$s~~s be.£o~e ent~r~ 
8. ~o as$i$t auud~nt tq ba somewhat reali~tic about his 
choice.. ( E~ple t phy~ieal an.d mental .requir.e.tnents 
of pilQts. J 
9. ~o e~pha~ize to ~tud~nts that eelection P2 an 
ocqu~ation is one o£ li£e'$ moat imp9rtant decisiOn$. 
10. To ~laiu to stiudenta that the 40.,:000 different ,job 
titles are divid$d intQ Yar1QUS job families~ 
ll~ TQ help the et~dent make d~eieions bas$d ¢n fact. 
12~ to assi~t student in reali~ing the ~mp~rtance ot all 
bQnoll"a.bl'El work-• 
.B •. Acti~ities 
l. Teaohet'' 
a.. E~plaina that there a:re ltlany way.s of Sl:O'nping 
majo:t\ job fi-elds bt.rb the t'!Jio1,tf.Q-naJ'y ot 
Ocoupa.tional Titlestt u.s~:s the ..t.olloWingt 
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(1} Professional Jebs 
~his group includes oqcupations that 
fo~ the most part ~equire· a high degree 
o£ mantal activity by the work~~ and ar~ 
q.oncsr.ned with theo.t>ettcal or p:t«aetieal 
aspects of comple~ fields of human 
¢ndeavor. Such oeeupations req~tre 
either·, extensive and compt'!13h(?n$iv& 
a~ad~mio s~udy Q~ exp~ienee ot such 
scop~ and chal.~aeter- aq. to provide an 
~qui val.ent background or a combination of 
~~~h educat~on and e~perience. 
Exatnple ~ docto:r-, ·en.gll;-p,:s?+- ~ a:nthor 
{2) Semi~Pro£es~ional Jobs 
Included in vhis field are ~ccupa~ions 
concerned with the theoretical o~ 
p:ract.ieal a:apeets of £J.elds o£ endeaVO.t' 
that requi~e rather e~~ensive education 
qr practical ~~perienQe; euch fields, 
bowever1 are le$s demanding with ~espect to ba~kground o~ th~ nead £or 1nitiati~e 
or judgment in dealing with CO$plicated 
work ~ituations than those fi$ld$ which 
are consid.e\t'ed t.o be "pro£eS:f:!'i.Onal.," 
(3) Manage~ and 0££1ee J~b~ 
~he$$ jOb$ a~e involv.ed primarily wtth. 
~espQnsible polieymaking~ pla.nn:tng 1. supe~~ising, coordinattrig or guiding the 
work activ~t.ies of others;: usually tbrough 
intevmediat~ supe~viso~$; 
(4) Oleracal and lindred &cbs 
.In ~his. group are ~aoupaticns eoncerned 
with th~ preparation1 t~ans1ribing~ tran$far~ing,. $ys~emat~ting or prese~Ving 
q£ written ¢o~unicati~n. and r$oords in 
otticea~ shop~, and Qth~~ pla~es G£ wo~k 
whe~e such functions ar~ p~~tormed. 
·( .$) Sales Work 
( 
In ~bis group are .oeeupat~on$ 40n4erned 
with the ~ales of ¢ommodit1ea, inves~menta, 
real e$$ate and ser~inea and occupations · 
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tha~ a~e very closely identitied with 
sale$ tran$actionsf altho~h they do 
not tnvolYe actual partiQipation in such 
trauaa.c.tioru;t, 
(.6) Service \f(}~k 
ln this group are acaupations con4e~ned 
wi~h pe;rtorming serf':t.ce~ tot" pe~aQn$ that 
requi~e predominantly eithe~ diree~ contact 
or elo$e association with people. A few; 
sueh as kitchen wor-~el!'s .and maids in hotels, 
may hav-e little or nQ ¢o!ltaot wit-h the. 
re.o.:\pien.t. o! the. .set-vice. 
(1} Agriculture, liorticruJ;~~e; fishing· and 
lQre$t~y · 
~h$S.e jobs req~ire persona posse3sing the 
qualitications £~v wo~k iu•olv!ng th~ $aiaing ~d harvesting o~ 4rops1 the breeding~ catc~ing anQ hunttng o£ fish and 
a.n~:mal$• handling of 'boats., p:resEWvat-ion 
o£ to~ests.• gathe:cin.g Qt fo~·eS'i::t pr<:>duots 
and other related outdoo~ aettviti~s~ 
(S) B~il~ed Occupations 
These joba include eraft cmd ma.nua_l 
oceupa.tiona tba,t reqUire. predominantly 
a. thol7ough comprehe~sive !Qla-wledge ot 
p~ooe$ses involved in ~he workt the 
~xereise of C¢nsiderabl$ independen~ 
judg~ent, U$ually a high deg~ee of manual 
dext$rity and in eome inijta.nce~ e~ensive 
~eaponaibil.ity tor valuable pr~ducts or 
eq'Uipmen.t. Worlters in t-hese occupat:Lo.n$ 
usually b~c~me qualit~ed by se~ving a~ 
apprenticeShip or com~leting e~enaive 
training period$~ 
( 9) Seml....Sld.lled O~<nipa:tian:e 
This a.~ea inel-u<ie-s manual oc.cupat:io® 
tAat are characterized by one o~ a 
¢ombi.nation o£ parts. Q£ the following 
~equtrements; The. exercise at mattipulat~v~ 
ability of a high orde~; b~~ limited to • 
£airly w~ll-defined wo~k ~outine; .major 
~elianqe, not so much upon worker•s. 
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jUdgment or de~terity1 but upon his vigilanc~ and alertnese in situationa i~ 
Whioh lapses in pe~tQrmanc~ would cau$e 
damage to· produet or requir·ement .- fhesa 
ooqupations may requir~ the peT£ormance 
qt part o£ a c~aft o~ skill$d oe~ttpation, 
but usually to a w~lativ~11 li~it~d 
extent,. 
·( 10) Unsid.ll~d Wcrke:&~ 
Unak~led workers include thoaa sng~g~q 
in th~ pe.~to~mano~ of stmpl~ duties that 
may b$ learned wit4in a sho~~ pe~iod. ot 
time. and that ~equire the exercise ot 
little or no jUdgment~ Such oocupa~ion$ 
do not·~equi~$ ~e~~ous $~perienqe an uh~ 
speoif:t.q occupations in q'\l~·at~ont although 
fa~liarity. with oceupat~~nal enVironm$n~ 
may b$ necessa~y or d~sira~le* 
b. Po~nts. out ·that jobs al"e also el.as&i.fied as 
dealing 'With people, ;i.d$as., .and thing.::\i ~ 
c~ Explains th~t ~elated jobs belons to job £amtlies. 
d~ Disque~e$ the 4i££erent level$ of work ac~ivitiea, 
.su.eb as that. of' th.e a1'"eh:l:t:i$Ot and the carpentet> •. 
2. Students atudy a specific accup~tto~ dea.ling wtth ·tb~ 
following tactorst. 
a. Nature o£ the· wo~k ~· What doe.$ th~ worker dot 
b •· 1?et>sonal l'&quir~ments • .men'bal1 physical·; 
.Perao:nalit.y .. 
c. Education neoeasary ~ elem~ntarY; hign $Oho¢l• 
eollege .. 
d~ T.raini:ng • f;iime requ.il'ed » special ~qUipment 1. 
cost ;tfl.'V"QlV'ed. · 
e.~ \for:king condition~ • out;doora, heaVY lift-ing, 
lQng h~ura, h~zardst alon.ef ~ighta 1 vacations, 
seasonal... 
:. Union memb~~~hip~ 
g-. App:rentieeShip. 
)l;OSTON UNIVE.'RSily 
'EDUCATION LIBRARY. 
h·. Sal_ary 
i "' l?ension 
j~ Reti~$ment a~$ 
k.. Chan~e o.f :promotion 
l~ i\lfetltod of en:t;~y or st~:t>t 
~h Adv~ntag$s 
n.. Diea~vantagee 
a, :Re£e~~n¢e$ 
l j .Pat!t tim~ job 
2lf Newspapers 
J .• Visit f~Qto;ry or worke:t>s on job 
4 + lnte);'Views 
6. Unions 
6., ]3QQk$ 
7. ?:eaehe:r~ 
a. Vcea.tional ¢O®Sel!)l:'S 
9 * Ea.ch student. Will acid l.i.t.ex-at.~e to portfolio 
D. lU.bliog~aphy 
tJ?ea~her 
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STUDYING AN OCCUPATION 
As a future worker you should develop the ability to 
study the entire occupation. Below is an outline of major 
topics and related questions which you should consider 
carefully in the study o£ any and all occupations that 
interest youo 
The study o£ occupations takes time. It is also 
necessary that you check many sources including articles 
about the occupation as well as people on the job. 
lo Nature o£ the •ollfork - What does the worker do1 
equipment worn o material handled 
2. J.~ethod of entry or start on job o 
3. Personal requirements = mental» physicql, 
personality, ability to work with others necessary 
4o Education necessary 
elementaryD high school 9 college 
5o '!'raining o time required, special equipment,. 
cost ~nvolved, physical requirements 
6o Apprenticeship 
7a Working conditions = outdoors, heavy liftingv 
long hours, hazards 0 alone 0 nights, seasonal 
8Q Union membership 
9 a Salary = beginning and avera~e 0 c.ommissions or bonuses, fringe benefits such as vacations 0 group insurance, profit sharing. 
lOo Pension= contributory or company.paid 
llo Retirement age 
12o Chance of promotion and methods of promotion 
13. Possible military service 
14o A~van"~?ages 
l5o Disadvantages 
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Directions £or Io1Y VOCATIONAL QUALIF!GATIUIJS to be used with Lesson 3 ~ 
In the appropriate spaces below summari~e the information 
you have gained about your interests, abilities and aptitudes, 
and personal traits. Then record the field or £ields of work 
suggested by your qualifications. Examples of specific 
occupations may be recorded as possibilities for further study~ 
To the teacher: There is one copy of MY VOCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
' for each student in the experimental group. A sample copy is 
included £or the teacher. In the three top left~hand boxes~ 
the student looks at his best vocational side a~d £rom the 
three top right-hand boxes his worst vocational sidec F~vm 
this information and other knowledge of himself he tries to 
draw up some possible objectives and opportunities 9 which he 
lists below. 
LessQn ~ee ~ HOW T,O OHOO$E AN OQOUPATION 
A. l'ur.:po$e 
1. To a~sis.t .$tUdents in. the reali-zation that an 
¢c~upatioual ~hoioe is a proe$ss~ 
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2." To po-int ou~ th~t most of a pe~son 1 J;t lite i~ $pent 
in wor~ing and earning a living. 
) , 1o ~xplain to the s~udent that a.a en e. l·.fi -valU$S· ohanga 
in life ~o m~~ht oceu~attonal interests~ · 
4~ To aid the atud~nt with the ta~tora associated with jpb seleQtiQn1 such ae; 
{a) The tut~e (promotion} 
(b} Money 
! c.;) Advent~e til S.teady emplcyw..ent Qr :f1$a~onal , e Travel and away from family 
l~ Vndte or blue colla~ job , g . Competition . . h) Work with peopl~ 1 thin~s, o~ ideas 
t
i) Leader$hip (manager) 
j) Owner {buain$$S) 
. k) SocilU s~rvict?J {helping pe()ple·) 
ll Leistn"~ time 
5 ... FrolJi the atl¥J\fez-s to the factors men.t~ont:l~ awe- "Vital 
clues to the kin4 o£ job that will give satisfaction. 
6. Some~attent!on ls ~alled to availab~e meas~$S o£ 
aptitud~; intera.sta,and intelligenQe, 
Examples of test$ aret 
(a} .t\ptj;tnd~ 
(b) Inte11est 
ltud.~r 
Strong Qali£ornia 
(c) Intelligence 
Otis · 
KUhlmann Ander$0n 
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7. To a~d students in a sense to mateh their attributes 
with aetual jQb requi~e~ents~ 
8. To conside~ poet high school education~ 
B. A¢t1vitie$ 
1. Taa<lhe~ 
{a.} C:alls attent~Qn. in group discu$sion to t;he 
· autobiog~aphies aa written by ~tudents~ 
(b) Dis~ussea ~lues trQm inter~sts; aptitudes, 
intelligence, and hobbiea that can be !'onnd 
to ma~qh with job requ~ements~ 
(a) Explains. attached chart~ 
a. St-udents 
(a) R~·vi~w au.tobiog.;:."aphy 
(b) Discuss oecupa~ional clues 
{ ¢) Fill ou,t ~harti as suggested by Billet-t and Ye() 
(d) Cons!de~ future job, o~ 
(a) Po$sihla ~ui~$ education it abilitY and. 
fina.nte$' wa~r:~mt :t~ .. 
{t) :SQhool grades a~ clues to the future. 
(g) Tbtnk about ¢ho~ee as tentative 
a. Bi.bli.ograpby 
Teacbe~ 
l• Ba~r:J F.IS.l( y,., and Ef e. Roebel", qecupat!onal 
Inf'ot;~ tiort ,. Soi.en,ee Resea~cb. Asaociata~s ~""'"Gbi.ea.go 1 IUl.noiat 1951+ 
2. ~ Rae.d t .lu'lnz;t I • t ~c,~u:ea:tional . Pla{.}_ em an 't!r, Oornell 
Un:t,versity .Prea$ ~' ,.thada, Ne-w fork" 1946 ., 
) •· Sh.a~tl$, Oa:r~oll L~ 1 Occupational l;nto.rmation • Pr~At1Q$-Rallt. lnch; lLnilewood Ol'if.t'a, New Jer$ey, 
J.9Sih 
Stu.d~nts 
l. llilletrb;~. Roy o. and Wand$ll !eo, Grpwing lte.a. 
, n. c. Heath a~d Oompa.nyl l956• 
. 
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2. Bliss~ Walvon, a.,. ~~r~qnali~l and Schoo,!-; Allyn 
and Bacon, Inc«; New York)~§57~ 
,3.~ EndiQo~t, F1.fh:.- yog~tio~al PlannitH~t lnte~national T¢A~bQok,. Scranton, Penn~rivania~ 1948~ 
4• Ki~eon, H@ry n-.,. ; .~ind; ~~. ,Vo~aRt21tt ~TcGraw.-Hill 
Book O.o111pany • .New !orlf• 19;2;. 
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------------------------------ ~------~---------------
Interest ii'ields 
-.s ........ 
Per-Soc 
Natural 
Mechanical 
Business 
Artistic 
Scieati£ic 
1-:x.E.@§. 
Verbal 
Manipulative ---------
Computational._ ___ _ 
·rhe Interest Inventory is desir;ned to analyze the 
vocacional interests o£ an i4dividual. It is not ~ test of 
occupational abilities or skills. '.rlle scores qn tl-~is test do 
not tell you l'lhat you should do, but give an indicc-:cior.; of the 
kinds of' things in which you are interested. It is jus·' one 
item in a list of many things that should be considered in 
occupational choice. 
lo Look at any scores which are 70 or above. ThesG indicate 
your major field of interest. 
2 o Look at any scores below 30. Those aE"e fields in t·J~liC~l 
you indicated little interest • 
. 
3o After one or two highest interests have beeE identifiectg 
the next step is a study of the three types to see 
whether your interests lie in the verbal!) manipulcttive 
o:r computational areas. 
TYPES 
Verbal: Items classified as verbal stress tee use o£ 
woras in working, and may be either '!.'f.!'itten or spo1ten 
but are used to co~nunicate ideaso 
Mani,Eulative: Indi"Jiduals who enjoy working ui·t:h ~h:J.r,gs 
ana tne-Use ""or hands tq manipulate objects uill sco:::•e 
high in this type. 
Q.omE~tat:fonal: '.fhis iaterest :i..:nroJ:tr$13 UO!."h:i.:..g 'L.ith 
numbers J.n atly 11ay .. 
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INrEH.?.STS 
PersonalmSocial - This is a personal contact or service 
field~ Peroons-scoring high in this area like people and have 
a real desire to improve the lot o£ otherso This may be 
expressed through interests in physical care, protection 9 personal atteation 9 instruction, and counselo Th.e major 
occupational groups are domestic service, personal service 9 
social service, teaching, law and law enforcement and health 
and medical service o · 
Natural - Interests and activities of an outdoor nature 
are ref!ected in this field. Those scoring high can be . 
expected to be interested in agriculture and in the protection 
of natural resources. Job families include farming and 
ranching; raising and caring for animals; gardening and 
greenhouse care; fish, galile and domestic fowl; lumbering and 
forestry; and marine work. 
Mechani~a~ - The person who is interested in taking things 
apart and putt1ng them together scores high in this fieldo 
Curiosity about motors and machines and what makes them work is 
a primary factor. Also included are activities involving the 
use or tools of production and the use of rnechanical principles 
•to devise and design ne\·l machines and tools. Job families 
include maintenance and repairing; machine operating and 
tending; construction work; designing; bench work and crafts; 
and pro~essingo a 
Business • Interests in all activities peculiar to the 
business wor!d·are grouped in this area. Selling 9 management» finance, distributive activities, secretarial and.office work 9 banking, and investment pursuits are of interest to examinees 
who score high in business. Job families include clerical; 
shipping and distribution; bookkeeping an~ accounting 9 
selling and buying; training and supervision and management 
and controla 
Arts - Interest in music, drama, literature, and art are 
reflected by high scores in this field. All items ar.e 
performance items. Appreciation is not measuredo Job 
families include art·crafts; ·painting and drawing; decorating 
and landscaping; drama and radio; literary activities and 
musical performance. 
Sciences - Desire to understand and manipulate the 
physical environment in which we live is basic to this fieldo 
Use of experimental techniques in applied as well as pure 
science is reflected in these itemso Items involving 
researcht invention, determination of cause and effect 
relationship~ and controlled observation are found in this 
fieldo The six major science job families are laboratory 
work; mineral-petroleum production;· applied chemistry; 
chemical research; biological research; and scientific 
engineeringo · 
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MY VOO.I\.TIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Kinds o:f Activities I Like Host :Kinds of ActiVitie~ I trke Lsast~ 
: 
. 
Kinds of Thin~s l Gem Do East Killds of .Things I l)o Lemst WeU 
T:F:a.:\Lts I H8W~S DGVelopad Mos·6 Traits I Have Developa~d Least 
' 
!.~· 
. POSSIBLE VOOATI JNLU. OB~ECTIITES 
~~-~est....od O~©~tio:nmJC Fi~lds ";=mnles of ~~acUie ~cn~ti"&'lg . 
POSSIBLE JOB OPPORTUNIT;mB 
t'Jhere to Look for aS '~"Ci:ric Oacu: tion 
·Jork Enjgyed the ll!ost 
Hm-k Found Difficult 
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A.(i. Ptit'pO $~ 
l.t T.O" provide an oppor-tunity to coll$~-Q CQ.llege and 
schoGl bulletin$ listing cc:rurse-s ot£-e~ed:,-. 
2. To make available info~mat~on on types o£ vocational 
c~ aduqational opport.~ities bpan to eaQh ~tudant. 
)~ To aoqu.aint .s.:uudents wi~h atandards to ev@luat~ 
training oppQrtruni ti~s.-. 
~,, To inV'~at.<iga.te po·ssibla eorx-espo·ndence training .• 
5 • ,_.9 learn abo~t. local or· x-egipnal eohqols all.d -eolleg¢$·, 
6, !o st~ess imp~rtanc;·e o£ par~ tint$ wQrk e~p$riences • 
1~ To show how hQbbies ave r¢latsd to occupations, 
B• AntiYi'4ies 
a~ faa~he:r· 
a.~ Provides <>ppQ~tunity fr;r atudt::tu~'S: to. 'WJfite to 
toll-egaa £qr bulletin$,~~ 
b. J?.r<rvi.dea opportunity t() l'll1ite to .industries 
about t~aitting p~osrams~ 
c;· S~ge$ts poseible part time wor~ a~p~rienqe. 
2,, Students 
a. Write lor bulletins as suggested by teach~~ in l, 
b~ nva1uate bigh schQol ¢~edits to d$termine 
x-equirements as liatad in $Chool bUlletins .• 
e. Work pa~t time to g$t appreciation of occupation~ 
C . - Biblic;_g~a.,pby 
'leach&~ 
l.. :Ssll t Howard !•1., 1. Matching Youth and .Jobs, American Qoun~il oil Ed'l1Cation1 l940o;. -' ' '' 
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2 .. No££ singer, J, s~ ,_ Home StudX Blue Book, lfational 
Rome Study Council, Washington~ o~ 'a., 1943~ 
1. -oectreational Qutlook Randbook,_t 'U ~- S. D-epartment of 
" !;abol:- ;"'wasiiiri.gton, 'Dt o~; !)!57 • 
Student$ 
l, ll:vo~nste~n.l Saro:u.af C. 1 Qolle~f!. .. ~~nls."lg, Barron i e. 
E.d.u.aa:tional SerJ..es, Inc. t · %'eau Necki N~w !ork, 
19·574! ' 
2. Da'V'ey; M.! A.J, et al~, ~VeJ;:;gda.z ~.cC:Uf!a~i.!!>lil£!;: 
n ~ a .. .uea tb. and Oo ,. ,. l3o a·uon 1 !95 .3 ~~ 
. 
l• Detjen)., :£.1~ F,. and E., \~. ne·tjen&; ,Your. Plane tor :tgc:l 
. ·!~'t!1'!• McG~aw•Hill Book Oompan.y, Inc 11 ; New '!oHt,. 
9-'+' • 
41f Lo11'ejoy,_ Ola.ve11Ce E:. 1 Lqve.i~Z t ~~ qollese .Guid.~, Simon and SchU$ter, N~w lor~, 19$7~ · 
Leason itYe ~ HOW fO EN~ER AN OGCUPA~lON 
A. Pttr'pOS$ 
l. 1o teach ~tudents about job leads. 
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2. ~Q give prae~ice in job finding Pt aetual e~erienoe. 
. . ). ~o make st.~dents familia~· with ways ot loc~ting part 
o~ .fttll tirue· _job~h 
·i. Ac'&iVit.ies 
~. ~eaehe~ e~pla1As difterent methods of eutering 
oeeupatl~ns baaed on the following t~¢tor$t 
a~ Oollege and in-uernehip· for tnedi:eine 
'b.. a.ol.lege .and bar f)Qln f-Qr>- law 
a. Appr~nticeship as mason, toolmak~r· 
d •. ShQrt co~a~ tor typing and us~ Q£. adding machines 
~. ~wo y~a~ eo~ae for· t~cbnioi~n 
t. Purcha$e ~f busin~ss 
g. Yniou membersbip 
2. Stud~nts make a thorough study of the method Q£ entry 
in on~ ~coupation ~specially one of mo$t interest. 
e~- Referan4e ma~erial 
1 .. .Inte.rv1$ws w~th ·-wprkera in the oQe,upation 
2 • l:nt$ttv:J.e:ws with employe~e 
) • 1'rad~ maga$ln.es 
4• J?t-int.e~ mon.Qg~apha on oo<:upation 
s. Catalogs trom schools 
6J ?art 'l(ime j9b 
ll. Bibliog?e.phy 
l. Bil.le.'tit, Roy 0;. anq ¥!~ndell J ~ Yeo, ~3o-wfng Uiat n~ o,., Heat-h and Company, Boaton, I l1. 
2., Ohaptnan, p-.• W., Your P,ersonaliifY and_ Your Jab, 
Scienc~ lesea~en As$oeiate$; Oni¢ago~ I942~ 
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) ,. Lasher • w., K... and E. A.. Rioh.arda., How 'rou, Can Get a 
. aette:r? Job, lune~i,can Technical Soo:.tety; ·'" h ' I 
§l!i!eago., !941" · · 
4.. Mahoney t Hart;)ld J. and 1£. t-~ Engle, Point.s for 
Dec sion1 World ao.ok company, t,mk'er~...:Qn ... ar.tason1 !iew: ,.ork1 1957 .. 
§~ Parmenter) .n.to:rgan lh-, et al. , .. ~ucoes§ ,itt· the ~~eld 
If3Wat:k;, Guidance PU.bll.shing company 1 .New IOl:'kj 9$i . 
6 .. WQr11ht, Jam.e$ 0.-,: 'Vhrat,.E~flo:yers wan~, Science Reaea~ch Assoc1a~es1 Oh ~ag~1 l9$0* 
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lh Plli'po.ee 
l. iJro prQvid,e a11; opportunity to discuss the impo:rtance 
t>£ job attitnderJ 
2., ~o teach $tudenta about th$ ~P~~t~nc~ of pe~$onality 
in eet-tain job$• 
) ~ To provide:; ~ o,ppol"tuni t.r tQ $~plain that ge:tting alo.ng 
~ith othe~$ is one of lilefs impo~tant assets. 
4·• f,o enable the stu~e.n.t to S$e a pictwa o:t 'him$alt as 
other t;t aee- him. 
5. To .at~ess. the taet that ab-ility. tt> cooper~t-e With 
othe~~ 1~ also an asset., 
B.- A~tivi.ties 
1. Teacner 
a.. Leatis a di$ousa.ion· listing .reason$ Why people' 
get tired~ Research $h~ws.tha~ the majo~ ~easQn 
£or disroissaJ. is tlle inability to g$t alt>ng with 
ot.hera. 
b. Di$CUS$a$ oth~ £actors tha~ emp~oyers S$ek in 
etnplOY$S$,. 
c. ~alk~ ~boub th~ qualities nece~aa~y £c~ p~omQtion~ {lj ~xtra training (2 Dapendabili~y 
.!;; PunctualiU.y 
4} RespOa$ibility· 
5} ~ruatworth1ness 
6} .toralt;y 
(~ l?i<iel:Lty l$ Allegiance 9 e.oope~ation . Ambition 
2. ·Students 
' 
a. Make a list ~£ rea.soru~. why people$ lo3e Sobs. 
b. ~~ke a lis~ or factors ~plq1er$ $eek in employees~ 
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~~ ~!st wuat qualities a~e necessary for, promotion, 
~~ Adds lists to porttolio~ 
B!blio~a.phy 
fe:ache~ M.d Stud~nts 
1. Chapman, p. w., Yo~;F.~ssQn~litt~an~ tq~.~ob, Sct~~¢e -. R~$e~ch A~socia.'be.s 1 li;t..eago ~ l94 -.. 
2..- .L.ash~, W., K. and a. A.;. Ricll.ards, .How You Oa.n Gt:t. a Bett~t7 
~ab, Am~ican t,eeQJ:m:tcal So¢iety » Obitqago 1 194.1')1 I • ' ' ' 
. 
3 ~ Pall'm.en'Q~r, l4Q~~gan. D., et al. ~' Success in t:he liel.d .o£ W'grk,1 Guida~ce.: ,Publishing Company,. ·Jew fork,· ·19~jjj. I I 
4• Wo~th;y,_ Jame~ a.,. What .E,loyer-a Want~. Sciene~ B.esea:reh A~sooiates 1 Unt.cagQ • 19.. 0~ I ' • 
5• MahQne~j Ha~~ld J. and T~ L* Engl~; Poi~ts £~~Decision, 
\~orla Book Oompany, Yonkers-on-liudaon): 'New tork, 1957/f 
6• attlett. Roy o. and Wend$11 J. !e~~ ~ro.wing ~Bt D~ C .. H~ath 
a,.n.Q. Cotnpanl" t- Bqa~on ~ 19.$8. 
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L$SI;l()n Seven .,.. WOli'I'IiY USE OF LEISURE 'l:lt$, 
A, Pu.:rpos~ 
1~ Wo learn that ~n~entions and ~mp~o~$d metpods ~£ 
prOdU~tion Will in time p~obably tnrther O~crease 
¥he length o£ the wo~king day adding many hours for 
l~i$ure tim$ ~et.~viti$s. 
2 • The .riatllr.'e o£ much o£ ou:r- work .today· is aa.oh that 
we· need l~iaure .for ~est @d re:creatilon ... 
; .. A person $honld cho~Ji1e aetivitie$ which, awe m.oat 
s.u~table to b.is need.s and intH~r~~;rtS.;· 
4. Hobbi~a pr1.1v;i.d~ c).,uea t:O possible Q~c;U.pat.~QtUh 
), Reereatiott prol'ides opport-unity tor new .exp~i~nces1 ~kills and aoqial growth• 
6.. ffo-bbie$ px--ovide opportunii;ttes £or club lllefr!.b~ship 
whieh £o.ste~ te4hniqUe$ ot group coope~at1on. 
?.y To help studen~s ob~ain an overall pi4ture o£ t.ue 
worthy U$e of leiaur~ t-ime1 
B. Aet.iviti·~$ 
1 t fea.che.~ 
a~ :4eads a group diseusslon an the itnp¢rtance, of 
'Worthf :t,tae o£ lei sur·~ tinle. 
1) ... Points out tha cr.itE;ir1a .of gQ¢d. z;ee:r.eati.on1 
aueh a{as 
!l) Adapted to individual n~eds 2} Opportunity f'or gl:'o~b. )} Activs participation 
{
1¥) Provide for $PCia.l. gt"owth 
~·) O'ppotttunity for t>utd.oor l..ita 
o '), Should not be e"'P~ns.ive 
c. Mentions hobbies or well~known p~gple. 
{l} y·,. l},. Roosevelt ., ata.mp o.oJ.lecting 
(2) Henrr Ford - an·tiqnea. 
t3) Bob. by Jones "'" g<llt 
·v~ l Harl:'r T";rlittlan .. · .music (5 Grandma J1oa$S .. art (6 President gisenhower • golt and tarmin~ 
( 7} Sir Wins"Yon 0hl.tr'4hil.l - art 
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2~ Student-a 
a• Wel1 about personal hobbies and use :o£ lai$ure~ 
b. P:ttl3sr;)nt samples ot· a.rt,. $i;amps; crafts" e'bo, • 
.c;~ Havfj a olaas e~:tbit-. 
. 
d• Look ~P hobbies of famo~s pecple• 
e. Ohsck on clues to OQGUpation. 
£. Make an act.ivit.y-skil.l. seo:r~ eard suoh as 
knit~ing; writing, etc. 
g. Make a chart of how time ia spent 9titaide of 
· school ho'U;('S ~ Make a special note ot was-ued 
ti:m~. ilak(;i s-uggeetioM <>£ h.0\1 -ec bet:ter 
ut:ili~e spa:re time-. 
ll• l€ake a ¢ha,r~ of skiUs that are d~si~ed and. 
. liat- euggestions of how to go about le~nxing 
\ihem. . 
i.. Oolleet news ol1pping$ about .a.ot!viti~s s£ 
int~~est and add to portfolio~ 
c.. !ibliograph.y 
l,. Fedder, Ru:~hl A .g,~.rl; Gro~s. ~Ih M<:Graw-.Hill Book 
Company, Ne~'l York1 I9lj:. l. 
2~ lok.i$~ ~rg~erit~). Atts·and Craft~, A~ s. Barn~$ 
and Q:ompanyfl Net~ fork;' '!943., · 
3. Landis, ,Judson 1! • and Mary ta.ndis ;. :'l!een.-Ag0rs. Guide 
:for .Li Vinfi; :P~~n~i~e,...Itall 1 Inc"' , lngiewoo(f'il!IUs ;· ~~w Jersey, 1957~ 
4,. McKown~ Rar.ry <h ~ A Bo~ ,Grows,,'\Tl?~ ldaG;raw•Rillllook Qq-mpany1 lle'!tr tork, I 49.-
-'~ 1r1ulac 1 ii.t;trgaretJ The Game :Book, Ha;rper and Bl'oth$r$1 New !ork) l94~h · 
. - . 
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Leason ~ight ~ A. SURVE! OF ~OCAL EMPtOXMEN~ 
A. P~pose 
.1• 1o give the student; an overall idea ot the local. 
.employm~t picture~ 
2. ~t> call -att~n~i¢n to th$ posaibil:Lty .ot part time 
elllpl.-oyment.-
3• To l.~~n about the need$ ot the C.OIDill.llnity. 
4t- Wo inve~tigate etw.rent job oppoX'tunitie$.-
5· To provide an opportunity tor pra~tice ~mploy.ment 
interviews with people. to 'W~em they roar ,som-e day 
apply £or. a job. 
1 
6. To ereat~ good public relations betwe~n eehool and 
co~un~ty by lQatning about -eom¢ Qt the proplems 
indu$try ts fae~d w~th conee~ning employment. 
B4! A(.rt:tv.iti~s 
l., Teacher 
a. Give pupils opportuni:ty to d.i.SCllS$ .loca~ 
~ndu.at~iea, stot-es • farms, -and other lir:ms 
that may E.lUiploy yotmg. peop.l~ * 
b * Oontact some· large ~ocal .firm· .to~ inttJrmat:L¢n · 
about future ·emplo~ent.. 
a .. Make a li:at of· facto:ri~st atol'es; farms. · . 
-eontrat:tors 1 and any other gro"Q.p who ·may l'U.re tull time o~ part ~ime ~mploye~s. 
.f : 
~~ ~~k~ a p~rso~al visit it po$Sible to sOm$ tirm. 
~· f!!Jake a liE?t of job skills W$@d.red £o1!' lQ(lal 
indil®ries~ 
d. Collec-t. want. -a.dl.\l ..f'o:r po~ti'olich 
G-~ Ret~rtane:e 
l~ Annual town. ~epo~ts 
2. Telephone directory . 
j* Want ada in new$papers and t:tade ma~a~inea 
4,. People alr~ady employed in \Tari6us fitm.s 
2• ~~vate ~plQ~ent agen¢i~s · 
6~ Q¢v~n~ent amployment ag$ncies 
7 ..- Serv~ce o;rganiza:~;tons 
8. Labor untou$ 
9·· PrQts'Ssional a.s$ot;iationa 
1)_. B:t.b11ography 
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l• !1a.e:r·1 l~,x F • and Edward 0 * Roebe;r 1 §CC!:;Wat~Qna.l. Inf<>l"nta.tion, Its Natut'-e .. and Use.; dienqe Res$arch l~aoqiatG$• Inc~~ Ohicago~- 1951~ · 
2~t tyo~s). G. J_,. and lh Ch lJia:rtin1 .~h.a.,-Eltrat~rur~of', Job li'J.ru;t,in$~ )?tentritn~ ... aallt :tnc.!, Hew York:, 1: 45"-
3• PtO$Be~, Oharlea A. and Calvin s~ Sitferd; Selecting 
an.,oec.u.;e~t;\~n., Mehight and McKnight l?ubl~shin$' 
Oompany1 Bloomington, Illinois, 1953• 
4·" }leed" Ann~ t.« 1. t{C.O'tl'£ational . PJ.acem$nt * Cornell 
Unive.l"sity t'rE\U~$,_ Ithacat New !Q'*'-1Z1. l9-46 .. 
5··· $h,artle:t Oa;t+"oll L ... >1 ~cH!'IlEational fn!ormat!on,. 
.Pren.t-1ee•flal1J lne-. ,. 15ng1~wooa c·· i!l$, I )) ', 
New Je~sey; 19524 
. ' . 
6. Sheffi~ld1 s~ F,, ~eehnigu~s _o£ Job· ~indin!1 G~egg hblisld.ng Qompaliy t 1 !orollto j' aanaiia t 194~. -
7• _J'ob .}lu::td~ :tor Young ;worketts1 'U,. s~ D~pt~ of Labor, 
... Wa'ebington~ D. '{j . ._t 1950. 
. . 
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Le$tOn. Nine • APPLICATION LE~TERS 
~ •· Pl.Wpo se 
l~.To help students p~epa~e a neat· and prop~r 1ette~ ot 
. a.ppl.ica~ioth I· 
2.. i'o stress importanc~ {}_f latte:ra o£ application . .as· a 
met-hod q;r techni-que of aee'llril'lg emplQ.1Jnent. c>r an 
intu3~v.t ew. · 
$• To note importance o£ the fir$t impression o£ a neat 
and well·o~gantzed letter • 
. 
B. Acui.vities 
1" Teacher: 
a;f Draws sam.pl~ f-orm o£ l!i!tte~ on bla.9kbo&l"d~ 
b. St~e~$es th~ followtng1 
{l} Use one side o~ pap~~ 
(2) Be ~eat and ;egible 
(.3) Typtzy if p0$·Sl.ble 
(4) .Be aee~ate in spelling a.nd gramma-r· 
t
;} Spell names ~or~ectly 
6} U$e plain whit~ pape~ 
1) Be ~;J_pe¢:l.fi:c ( 8) :t;nclu<itt ad 1~ .anawe:t"itl.g sucli (91 .BEt buslnessllkG {10) Uae the gene~~l t~ee part letter 
:2.. Stud.entt.s 
(a) First parag~aph menti.ii>na job tor 
which you are app~ying 
. 
(b) State your qualifieat~ons-
( o) Clos~ with :r;-~qu~et to;r:. ittt~rvi~w. 
a. Write. an original letter u$ing ae~~at.e per$onal 
qualitieation~h 
b • l\ead letter to g~oup and exch.ange auggeation.s 
for 1mprovem~nt based on good tast¢ and $tyle. 
c·+ Add to po~i;folio .. 
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C • Bibliog:t:-ap~:r 
1-. cr~olntrfell, a.-. Floyd; et al. 1 Suepes-s ;!!! .'bhe· World pt:· 
,Woris; J!cKnight an4 McKnight. l?t.~blishint Oo~ ,'' · • 
. ~loomingto~, lllinoi$; ~95)~ . · · · 
2. Hahn, Milton s~ and Ar~hu:r- H, Brayfield1 _Occttsa.tioJ!al taboratorx.~ual, ~9~,, Saiertce Raaearcn · · 
liiP-dtates ;-Chicago.. . · 
1• L~verigb:b;· A. A., ~og_,Let:t(;jlZO,f!-1 B-'-na;!. Bl~ith 
. 'ioQationt:l~ Service ;!92;~.. -
4. Wi.l$0n, liowapd), .!9l'!.·.to Ge.~ ,,t,l\e. ~Ob; E:r;onomic 
. :tnst1cttlte~ Ohio.ago, ll.l;lnoi~, ·!9so. 
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SA~~;PLE FOrl. APPLICATION LETTER 
Mr. John Roe, Employment r-tanager 
General Electric Company 
25 East Street 
Wa~hington, D. c. 
Dear Sir: 
25 r~orth S-",reo'' 
Boston 5 ~ Mam:;~chusetts 
May 1 9 1959 
In June, 1960, I will be graduated from Technical 
High Schoolo I would like to apply for your apprentice 
program as an electronic technician. 
My qUalifications include a scientific high school 
diploma which I earned placing first in a'class of 150 
boys and girls. I have an amateur's radio· license and 
work part time at.a local radio repair shop. 
My principal and high school teachers have given me 
permission to list them as refeJ.7ences. l-lay I have the 
privilege of a personal interview at your earliest 
convenience? 
Sincerely yoursv 
Albert Adams 
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Lesson Ten ~ APPL!OATION BtANKS 
A • P:urpo J:fe 
l; To help $tu~ents in £iAling out various fo~ms o£ 
~ppl:Lcat1on. blank-s~ 
2 • 'l:o !l.ntroduoe- to ·Studettt$ th~ eon'b~ntS' of d:ttterent 
type.s of appl:tcatiou blan.ka~ 
3 •. to fr~ress the iln:po~tance -o£ filling p~t tb.$ 
~p~lic~tton bla~ co~r~ctly because of the 
impre~sion ~t makes. 
B,. Ac.t~iviti~s 
J... Teacher 
~h :mxplains that moa'b ~mployer.s Jnake '1:\s.e i;J£ 
application forma to a~sist i~ th$ $election. 
~ or empl~J1-~ea. -~ 
b j'_ l\Q:entions- that col'l~gea also use application 
£oPma and passes out to each a college and 
·Oc>mpan.y fo:-.m • 
o* ~eads a diseus.sion calling atte~tio~ to the 
impo~tance o£ neatness And legible handwriting~ 
d. Dravts ~runple copy o:f application, blank on 
b).ackboru.•ii.tol' stud$l'lts to copy fo~ th~ir' 
notebotlks. 
e .• Not$:~ s.ignificano.~ o£ each item Qn th~ blru1k• 
a. Students. 
a. Qopy sa.mpla aP.plicati~n, blank .front blackboa-rd~ 
b. Write ~o some company 1 or obtaill l<>.~ally an appli~a~ion ;form. £or notebQ.ok.. · 
·c. Write to some e.Oilleg~ ar school .of intet-a:;;t. 
or ~btain locally ~n appl~cation to~~ to~ 
admissi.on. 
d* Praetice- filling abov&. two blanks. 
'$. Incl:U.de a good photo~ 
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0* Referenc~ 
l• Va~ious emplQy,tAent application blanke will be used 
by ~ee..ohel:' ~ , 
2, Various eoll~ge applications wtll be u~~d by 
te.acber ,, 
D ~ Bibliogt'aphy 
l~ l?a.~k, Robort n,. 1 Yow;,,B~gf~ .~£11,oql; R~,go~d~ J?pe,~ .itt 
,Gotm$i1 south vai!ota Press, l'i~t-re,. Sottth · 
n~fota, 19''· ' 
1?7 
. 
......... .,... 
S·A (2·56) INTERVI&WER'S SUMMARY 
GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT BEST QUALIFIED 
FOR USE IN MASSACHUSETTS JOB CODE NO. 
PRINT SOC. SEC. No.J I I NAME LAST FIRST MIDDLE (MAIDEN) 
TEMPORARY CHECK ALL THAT APPLY 
ADDRESS D SINGLE CITIZEN} D YES 
PERMANENT D MARRIED OF D NO 
ADDRESS D DIVORCED U.S.A.~ 
NO. & STREET CITY :I; ONE STATE TELEPHONE' D SEPARATED RELATION NAME RELATION NAME D WIDOWED D MAN NAME & RELATIONSHIP 
OF HUSBAND OR WIFE, D REMARRIED D WOMAN 
AND DEPENDENT CHILDREN 
HEIGHT WEIGHT 
IF SINGLE, GIVE ~- IS YOUR { OVER 65i PARENTS' NAMES _(\~ AGE: UNDER 2n 
NOTIFY IN L EMERGENCY 
NAME ADDRESS ~. /' TELEPHONE 
HAVE YOU ANY DEFECTS ~J)Y' OR LIMITATIONS? (Physical, Mental, other.) 
'v D YES D NO IF YES, EXPLAIN FULLY 
HAVE YOU EVER 
BEEN ARRESTED~ 
D YES D NO 
IF YES, EXPLAIN FULLY 
WAGES OR {HR. $ PER WK. 
POSITION DESIRED SALARY EXPECTED MO. 
OTHER POSITIONS FOR WHICH r~ 'i:Y_ YOU ARE QUALIFIED DATE AVAILABLE 
f I WHAT INTERESTED YOU IN G.E.¥ 
' 
LIST NAMES AND ~ -! ~ COMPANY LOCATIONS OF ~ RELATIVES EMPLOYED BY G.E. 
WERE YOU EVER EMPLOYED BY G.E.? HAVE YOU EVER APPLIED FOR WORK 
IF YES, WHERE & WHEN~ AT G.E.? IF YES, WHERE & WHEN? 
CIRCLE HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETED 
II 
GRADE SCHOOL 
II 
HIGH SCHOOL 
II 
COLLEGE 
II 
GRAD. SCHOOL 
IN EACH SCHOOL CATEGORY 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
NAME LOCATION COURSE-DEGR!=E YEAR GRADUATED CLASS STANDING 
GRADE SCHOOL 
-
HIGH SCHOOL 
COLLEGE 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
APPRENTICE, BUSINESS 
OR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
OTHER TRAINING OR SKILLS 
(Factory or Office Machines 
Operated, Special Courses, etc.) 
HOBBIES 
BRANCH OF U.S. SERVICE I DATE ENTERED I DATE DISCHARGED I FINAL RANK SERVICE NO. 
SERVICE SCHOOLS TYPE DISCHARGE 
OR SPECIAL EXPERIENCE 
SELECTIVE SERVICE NO. LOCAL BOARD NO. 
CLASSIFICATION & DATE AND ADDRESS 
RESERVE OR NATIONAL NAME & ADDRESS OF 
GUARD STATUS COMMANDING OFFICER 
PLEASE COMPLETE OTHER SIDE 
tEbe ~ommontutaltb of .-assatbusttts 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
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APPLICATION ·FOR ADMISSION TO A STATE TEACHERS. COLLEGE 
This blank is to be filled out by the candidate and sent to the President of the State Teachers College 
which the candidate wishes to enter. For general information, please refer to the Bulletin of Information which may be 
obtained from any of the State Teachers Colleges or from the State Department of Education, 200 Newbury 
street, Boston. ' • 
l. Stat11 .belo'Y the name of the Teachers College for which you are applying . 
------------·------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------
2. State below the name of the course for , which you are applying (See reverse side of sheet) 
3. Name in full ·------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------
4. Home Address-----------------------------------------------------·----· Tel. Number ---------------------
.(Give number, street, town, and state) 
5. Date ·'of· Bi'rth :., ___ ;:. ____________ ..,______________ Sex.-----------------------------------------------------
'6. Name of father --------------------------------- 7. Father's occupation ·-------·--------------------------· (lf father ts not living, give. name of mother or guardian) 
8. Are you a veteran? ·--------------· 9. Do you wish to room and board in the college dormitory?*---=------
10. EDUCATION (Grades 9-12 inc. and above) 
DOL OR COLLEGE LOCATION DATE OF DATE OF DIPLOMA-DATE 
~ 
ENTRANCE LEAVING WHEN GRANTED 
' 
11. BUSINESS EXPERIENCE 
OR CITY AND NAME OF DATE OF DATE OF 
STATE EMPLOYER BEGINNING ENDING NATURE OF WORK 
12. Date ---------------------
* The MassachUJett. School of Art and the State Teachers Colleges at Boston, Lowell, Salem, and Worcester have no 
dormitoriea. OVER 
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A·-. Purpoaa 
;~.. To hfl"lp students to· appear at tb.$ir best. when 
applying £or ~ job. 
z.. T~ point out ~he impo~tance ot that ti~~t 
impressiO-n •· 
)t To provide praetiee on employment interviews 
within th~ class~oom, . 
4~ T~ ~otiVate $tudenta to seek practioe interviews 
at 1Q¢.al employment b~eausl d~pa~tment at¢res1 
oX"- indt,ts'b~ial e)nployta.ent otiiQea. 
Ih Aetivtt.iea 
1~ 'leac;he~ 
ai Leads a g~oup disoussion po~ting QUt the 
impo~tana$ of a neat and clean p~rsonal 
appearanc~t such aat combed hai~~ cl~an 
sha-ve., clean hands• elean.: te~th, c~othing 
~le~n anu pras$ed,. Shoe~ polished1 nQ gaudy jewe~y; .and.n~ heavy maksup. 
b. Demonstrat~$ a p~aotice inte~view pointing 
out tbe impo~tanee ~f: using proper English, 
ar1:1 Villg on tim~, being aou.t:teous; no gum 
ohewing,_ no smok:Lng; no exoessi~·e use ot 
perfwn$, answe:ring aU questions 4ireetly 
and honestly• being businea$like and agreeabla• 
c ~, M~.nt·iP.U$ other items . to b~ ~ept in mind by the 
,pet eQn se~ing an int~~Vi$W such as tlte: 
fol~owing questiQna wnieh ma~be asked. 
(l) Wha'b allt~ yow: hobble$? 
(2) What was your ma~or ~n :high. $Chool? 
t.;} libat kind of g~ade$ did you r~eeiY.e1 
.(It} Whatt can you do.? {5} Why did you come to this place? (6J ~Vhat pa~t time jobs do yoa or hav~ 
you had.? 
d+ ~oint.s out some of the 4oouman.ta that may be 
useful~ 
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(l) Qualifications sheet of personal data · 
{~) Oopies o£ reter~nc.e letters {>) Other school certifiqate~ (4) Birth o~rtif~oa~e$ 
2.. Students 
P.·f! Take part: in g;.r>cup di~cusston with teacher. 
b., t.rake pat"t in p~aotice int~vie.lrl and o.t£er 
euggestions £~ imp~ov~ment. 
c-. ~ke li$b of item~ o~ ques.tlo~s that may b$ 
a~ked by futlU'~ employe:r.w. 
d. blake a list and aeQttl"~ doQwnent$ tha-t may be 
needed £or a suo~eesful ~tervi$w~ 
e, $ee~ a practice interview with $Qm$ real 
emplqyer and d!scuas outeomae and e;&periel:lces 
in. Qlass. 
f. Add doe~nts and ~it~en report of the actual 
practice interview £or studen~ po~tfoli~~ 
(.h l:liblio~t-aphy 
1~ Bonham, n~ L ... :~ ,lrin~in,_and, ~'3.eP1¥$' JA .. ~.op, ~es()ta 
State Employment serv.1~el. 19$0~ 
2. Falk, ~. D~~ Your Sigh .Scho.2l llec.o~<h Doe$. It Go't:tntt 
South Dakota' Pre·$ a} 'Pierrei &d1lth 'Daliota~ 1951~ '· 
)·.- Fear f R.io~awd A~ .and .Byron .Jo:rd~n., .Emploxe~ 
valuation Manual, fo:r Intervi~wer.s; Wh~ ' 
Psycho ~gioa oo~poration1 New tor. 1 194?~ 
I+• Lyons;_ Georg~. J.• .&lld. flax-mt>n t1 • !VIar:tin.; The ,S~r{iteg~ I~~ .. ~indl1:!15:t Prent~ce-f.iall, lncht< New !()r , 
APPENDIX 0 
Dear Graduate: 
FOLLOW-UP LETTER NUt:Jl3ER 1 
Wells Road!) RFD 
Adams, Massachusetts 
January 2, 1961 
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Last year you participated in a series of tests and 
activities in your social studies class. I am interested 
in finding out whether or not you have a job and how well 
you like ite I woul~ also like to know if any of you are 
in college or in the services. 
The information obtained will be used as part of a 
research project to measure the value of an occupations 
unit in senior high school. You may help other you_ng 
people by giving an accurate response. 
Enclosed are two simple forms and a self-addressed 
envelopeo I would certainly appreciate it if you would 
take the few minutes necessary to complete the blankso 
No names, will be used in any way. 
Sincerely 9 • ~5/:c;-~ 
Theodore T. Toporowski 
Dear Gl--aduate: 
FOLLOW~UP LETTER NUMBER 2 
Wells Road, RFD 
Adams, r.Iassachusetts 
February 1, 1961 
A £ew weeks ago I wrote to you asking for a few 
minutes of your time to complete the enclosed formso 
As stated in the first letter 9 I am interested in the 
information .for a study I am doing o The results were 
rather disappointing and so I am making a second request 
o£ everyone to complete the two forms and return them in 
the self-addre$sed stamped envelopeso No names will be 
used in any wayo 
I would certainly appreciate it if you would take 
the few minutes necessary to complete the blankso 
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/ 
Sincerelyv 
~~:;--~ 
Theodore To Toporowski 
FOLLOW-UP FORM NU.!YlBER 1 
Name -----?-~--------~~~~----~~~~--Date -----------
-- tast -r1rst 'Middle 
Street and Noo ______________ Phone-----
Town or City _______________ State -----
Date of Birth ~~le Female 
---- ---------
1. Are you attending a higher school or college? ____ Yes No 
___ Preparatory ___ Junior College ~reach~rs ___ Liberal Arts 
Other 
-
I£ yes, give name ------------------
Course~ or major --------------------------------------
2., Are you in the service? ___ Yes __ No 
I£ so, which branch -----------------
Are you studying while ia the service? ___ Yes ___ No 
What? 
-----------------3o Are you employed? Yes 
--
No 
---
4o I.f you have a £ull-time job please answer the following 
questions: 
a. Name rutd address of the company ---------
bo Title o£ your job ______________ ..__ 
c. Brief description ot your job --------------------
d.. Do you like your job?--------
e. IUnount of money being earned per month before 
deductions--------
rD Was this the only job available to you? Yes No 
--
go Do you expect to be on the same job next year? 
__ Yes No Why? ____________ _ 
5o In applying for your present job whose suggestions or 
opinions did you u..se? (Check those that apply.) 
___ y,our own 
___ £.riends 
__ _.,parents 
___ .relatives 
___ _.principal 
others? 
---
teachers 
--
guidance counselor _ _. 
who? 
-----------------
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FOLLOW-UP FORbl NU14BER 2 
DIRECTIONS 
Listed below are some statements about jobs. Read each statement" 
Under Description of Job circle the one number for each item which 
will make it best describe your job. Under Importance of Job 
circle the one number for each item which will best show how 
important you feel it is in a job. 
DESCRIPTION IIviPORTA!'lCE 
OF JOB OF JOB 
-----~~~----~~~~~-~-~------~~~~~~-~~-~-~--~~~-~~~---~-~~--~-~--~-~ 
1-Very true l-Of great importance. 
STATEMENTS 2-Somewhat true 2-0£ some importance 
3-l~ot very true 3-0f little importance 
4•Not true at all 4~0£ no importance 
--~-----~~-----------------------~---------~-~-~----~-~--~~~6~---~ . 
Ao Allows use of special 
abilitiesa••••••••••o• l 2 .3 J.:. 1 2 3 4 
B. A good-paying jobo•••• l 2 .3 4 1 2 3 4 
c. Has status and prestige. l 2 .3 /.:. l 2 3 4 
Do Concerns working with 
people as part of a 
grOUP••••••••••••••••oo• l 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Eo Steady with a good 
£utureoo••••••••••••••oo 1 2 3 4 1 2 .3 4 
Fo Boss is cooperative and 
we_plan our work together 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Go Good chance for promotion 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Ho Traveling is part.of job~ 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Io Good opportunity to learn 
skills of a trade ••••••• ~ 1 2 .3 4 1 2 3 4 
Jo Permits attendance at a 
school or college on 
part time basis ••••••••• o •l 2 
.3 4 1 2 3 4 
K. Being helpful to people 
and the community is 
part of the job •••••••••• 1 2 3 4 1 2 .3 4 
Lo C~ean working conditions. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 ·4 
1:10 Variety of activitieso••• l 2 .3 4 1 2 .J 4 
APPENDIX D 
DATA TABLE 1 
I.Q.ts and Sub-Test Results of Pre and Post Administrations of the California 
Occupational Interest Inventory tQ 150 Experimental Group Students 
Pers- Natu- }iechan- Bo.si.- Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Gomputa-
Iden- Social ral ical ness ences lative tional Level 
tity I.Q. Pr Po Pr Po Pr·Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po· Pr Po Pr Po 
School l 
r- 10$ 14 16 15 12 23 24 ·27 25 OS 09 33 34 12 11 1.3 10 24 24 65 57 
2 108 10 06 32 30 29 33 12 12 07 08 30 31 03 02 00 06 11 13 70 74 
3 103 06 ll 20 25 29 26 11 19 36 19 18 20 10 13 17 12 07 10 51 57 
4 98 06 04 38 35 27 27 20 17 05 15 24- 22 03 o5 08 09 15 12 57 53 g 1Q8 10 11 29 27 29 30 07 06 15 14 30 32 05 03 08 07 OS 10 69 80 ~ ~l 17 l6 32 34 21 20 18 17 11 12 22 22 09 10 11 09 10 11 57 55 7 ~ 5 19 10 18 25 25 30 18 18 08 10 36 '27 05 06 14 09 18 11 78 92 
8 97 22 24 27 28 24 22 27 28 05 04 14 14 12 13 ~0 11 os;·~6 · 59 62 
9 97 07 13 3lt> 36 22 18 20 21 Q$ 06 29 26 03 07 10 10 17 18 60 07 
10 111 20 21 15 17 13 16 32 26 2$ 22 15 18 23 21 16 16 22 18: 66 64 
ll 107 14 15 17 17 29 33 21 19 10 06 29 29 08 11 11 09 11 18 6,3 57 
12 95 .10 1:3 29 21 26 33 21 18 11 07 23 28 06 07 11 10 1118 57 71 
13 103 09 12 29 29 34 30 12 16 10 07 26 24 03 05 05 05 10 10 57 60 
14 109 08 09 13 13 36 36 20 20 1.6 1.5 27 27 06 04 10 13 \ 16 14 67 54 
15 90 26 25 19 20 13 15 26 25 12 10 24 25 13 14 12 12 lO 09 60 6; 
16 100 12 13 36 3i 24 24 18 17 10 10 20 19 04 04 12 13 06 05 66 69 
17 109 0511 20 14 34 29 28 22 10 10 23 34 03 04 12 13 21 21. 60 74 
18 122 16 14 11 08 17 20 28 27 14 13 34 37 10 10 12 15 25 27 80 77 
19 93 08 11 34 28 30 30' 16 14 11 14 21 23 03 05 08 11 11 11 57 58 
20 102. 15 13 10 08 22 25 26 27 21 20 26 2ft 15 16 16 12 22 23' 77 77 
21 101 30 ;31 11 10 20 21 22 21 24 124 13 13 16 17 15 14 10 10, 59 62 
22 124 30 3'8 lO 15 10 OS 17 16 23 1.9 30 24 22 26 1.8 16 14 11 . 74 73 
23 101 .23 19 . 11 15 09 09 28 37 2.3 11 26 29 19 17 23 19 23 17 67 61 1-' 24 115 21 23 17 15 09 05' 23 28 37 35 13 14 26 26 25 22 12 16 61 57 '-"' 25 101 21 24 02 09 13 20 30 26 25 18 29 23 21 22 2,3 22 22 20 78 67 ()). 
(continued) 
Data Table 1 continued 
. 
Pers- Natu- Meehan- Busi- Arts Sci-. Verbal Manipu- Computa-
I den- I.Q. Social ral ical ness ences lative tional Level 
tity Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po 
26 94 24 27 H! 04 14 08 16 36 28 19 20 26 16 25 21 24 10 30 54 61 
27 114 34 32 06 06 12 11 22 27 18 16 28 28 20 22 17 17 22 23 83 79 28 115 26 26 10 11.:- 09 14 2116 2.7 15 27 35 22 11 23- 24 19 17 7.1 ?4· 
29 90 24 23 23 24- 0.7 09 31 32 22 21 lJ, 11 16 15 14- 15 13 13 ;8 56 
30 99 28 26 16 20 OS 12 32 32 25 20 11 10 27 24. 25 22 18 18 58 48 
31 97 11 12 ~8 30 28 26 0911 18 16 18 25 04 05 04 09 03 05 52 :55 
32 105 25 25 12 12 11 12 26 28 32 30 14 13 22 23 20 19 18 18 59 61 
33 97 27 20 23 26 OS 19 26 31 20 10 . 16 14 20 08 22 14 20 19 49 35 
34 112 34 35 04 08 06 04 29 32 29 25 18 16 28-30 23 2l 24 25 83 Sl 
35 101. 31 28 13 17 09 10 23 30 23 IS 21 17 22 20 lS 19 16 19 64 63 
36 11$ 32 30 11 12 10 07 J.9 24- 21 21 27 28 22 26 21 23 16 1.5 69 65 
37 llO 25 19 33 :30 10 08 15 13 23 25 14 25 17 1.4 17 20 07 07 52 49 
38 92 30 28 0$ 07 06 09 28 35 27 25 2116 26 30 25 25 22 21 74 60 
39 100 22 2.7 07 08 19 14 33 36 22 22 17 13 23 27 26 22 16 16 67 68 40 101 35 35 0$ 08 06 06 32 34 23 19 19 18 28 27 22 22 23 22 61 52 
41 94 ~9 30 11 10 16 14 28 30 24 23 22: 23 14 15 16 15 13 13 ;8 60 
42 105 17 16 13 14 2219 20 25 .33 33 15 13 13 15 22 20 14 18 58 54 
43 95 26 25 10 09 10 17 32 36 21 20 211) 20 21 18 24 22 14 53 53 
44. 90 30 33 09 09 10 07 34 33- 17 17 20 21 25 '25 21 16 18 24 77 67 
t& llO 19 16 25 22 1$ 20 13 18 30 26 1.5 18 J.8' 12 23 20 07 11 57 55 107 26 21 10 13 19 15 23 25 26 25 16 21 21 22 22 2:3 18 21 62 66 
47 9fb· 24 24 09 09 07 06 34 34 29 27 17 20 26 11 29 08. 24 11 59 60 
48 .108 20 15 04 10 18 19 30 31 25 17 23 28 20 16 27 21 25 26 66 72 
49 "95 31 .31 10 11 14 18 22 20 32 31 11 09 27 26 24 21 12 06 42 42 
50 87 30 30 25 30 12 14. 11 09 25 19 17 18 20 14 16 15 08 06 63 52 
{continued} 1-' 
w 
'-0 
' 
Data Table 1 continued 
Iden- Pers- Natu- Meehan- Busi- Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Computa-
tity I~Q. Social ral ical ness ences lative tional Level 
Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po 
School 2 -
1 100 10 14 26 24 36 30 16 16 04 09 28 27 . 07 08 10 11 15 16 ;8 58 
2 104 26 29 15 12 12 13 32 32 17 13 18 21 27 2$ 21 19 24 27 71 86 
3 102 23 23 22 19 16 13 23 28 2o 19 15 18 23 23 10 13 20 22 73 73 
4 101 21 15 22 26 2) 25 15 18 14 14 25 22 08 06 11 09 15 16 70 66 
5 102 19 16 25 29 20 14 16 14 18 20 22 27 18 12 16 13 1$ 09 64 64 
6 103 09 12 24 23 27 22 11 10 17 16 32 37 07 05 11 11 lO 1.3 6$ 76 
7 100 12 12 31 34 33 .32 14 15 11 11 19 16 17 02 06 Olt- 12 OS 59 42 
8 102 13 11 23 17 24 32 35 28 11 12 14 20 15 12 10 12 21 22 50 50 
9 102 10 09 28 20 23 25 21 28 09 15 29 23 06 07 07 09 16 2~ 70 76 
10 100 14 14 21 28 20 21 . 28 31 10 09 27 17 12 11 13 12 21 22 78 61 
11 roe 20 26 26 21 o8 10 24 24 09 oe 33 31 13 15 09 13 21 21 77 81 
12 103 10 12 16 14 31 32 14 19 16 10 33 33 03 04 10 11 16 16 12 01 
13 100 14 22 36 30 20 22 07 07 17 15 26 24 04 og 11 12 os 07 6; 71 
14 107 19 17 33 34 15 16 21 19 13 17 19 17 18 18 06 03 16 13 62 70 
15 94 19 15 19 18 25 31 21 19 09 10 27 27 09 04 10 08 17 17 75 87 
16 104 07' 17 27 l2 31 20 29 33 10 17 16 21 05 17 11 07 19 29 63 65 
17 105 13 18 22 23 26 26 13·15 28 21 18 17 10 12 15 11 08 07 70 71 
18 108 30 31 24 19 16 15 14 14 09 10 27 31 18 18 11 09 08 11 $0 71 
19 98 13 07 32 36 27 31 14 11 12 12 22 23 08 01 10 07 11 10 59 57 
20 101 22 21 22 22 22 23 25 20 10 09 19 25 17 14 07 o6 lS 16 66 68 
21 92 17 15 24 30 20 25 20 21 09 06 30 23 07 05 15 06 19 19 79 67 
22 110 11 1"2. 30 26 31 32 18 19 06 OS 24 23 06 03 07' 11 12 1~ 67 67 
23 109 26 25 18 21 17 13 12 11 34 32 13 18 2417 15 18 07 09 -76 79 
24 97 33 28 28 32 07 11 08 08 16 13 28 28 21 16 16 15 05 07 59 70 
25 108 30 25 25 26 13 18 05 06 21 23 26 22 13 13 17 21 04 04 51 58 
{continued) 
J-1 
~ 
0 
Data Table l continued 
I den- PeJ:s- Natu- !lie chan- l3usi- Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu~ Oomputa-
tity I .. Q, Social ral ical ness enc.es lative tional Level 
P!' Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po 
26 110 27 24 21 26 10 16 23 16 28 29 - 11 09 24 17 1817 14 07 63 53 
27 102 26 25 05 03 10 17 31 27 29 32 19 16 26 24 23 24 24 23 69 62 
28 92 20 20 18 17 11 13 27 ,2) 24 24 20 23 19 15 23 22 18 16 55 57 
29 108 21 19 09 12 18 23 ~5 30 15 14 22 22 18 15 21 17 26 21 63 65 
30 112 21 23 11 09 15 15 25 24- 30 29 18 20 18 16 20 24 15 19 59 63 
31 112 21 20 08 16 14 14 35 34 16 14 26 22 20 19 171$ 28 25 58 55 
32 101 2lJ. 22 10 08 12 12 35 36 22 26 17 16 25 25 :2.3 22 24 23 60 59 
.33 95 31 29 05 05 09 11 34 34 20 22 21 19 26 26 24 24 23 25 08 64 
34 105 27 30 06 1~ 14 ll 2lfo 12 16 15 33 38 19 16 24 17 23 14 64 Silt 
35 101 25 29 0$ 05 08 11 33 28 28 28 18 19 29 30 27 24 23 20 55 57 
36 93 23 24 12 OB 13 16 24 34 27 lg 21 20 22 20 23 23 15 24 62 58 
37 96 23 24 02 05 21 22 23 20 36 36 15 13 21 21 24 23 15 16 61 64 
38 98 27 25 04 09 l-4- 13 30 32 23 19 22 22 .21 21 23 19 25 23 49 51 
39 94 20 18 05 07 11 l2 26 25 38 .36 .20 22 22 22 22 22 20 20 71 71 
40 85 33 34- 06 03 04 08 32 28 24 26 21 20 28 ~9 2125 24 23 58 67 
41 93 26 22 17 19 13 J.8 12 11 29 25 2;3 21 20 1.7 27 24 0$ OS 6; 56 
42 109 32 29 09 07 08 08 35 36 23 24 13 16 29 29 25 2.3 21 23 63 62 
43 94 24 22 09 07 10 12 31 33 24 26 22 20 23 25 23 22 24 21 67 59 
44 102 23 24 05 07 14 20 31 26 33 32 14 11 28 26 27 24 19 19 68 60 
tg 99 18 19 27 2$ 12 11 ll 11 35 37 17 14 18 19 lS 20 06 02 61 61 87 22 14 16 19 14 24 20 17 .34 37 14 09 2119 19 20 09 OS 63 6; 
t~ 101 24 24 ~2 08 1012 33 36 24 25 17 15 25 22 26 24 23 23 4/.y 47 104 25 29 14 13 15 11 21 18 34 30 11 19 26 24 21 20 10 09 6$ 65 
49 92 31 31 19 07 06 09 29 3.3 20 24 15 16 26 29 22 25 18 23 49 58 
50 92 29 31 10 08 06 06 35 36 2$ 2$ 15 14 29 30 19 22 25 26 56 53 
' 1-' 
(continued) -+:-1-' 
Data Table 1 continued 
Id Pers- Natu- Meehan- Busi- Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Computa-_Bn~ S~~elL ra1 ica1 ness ences lative tional Level 
t~ty I.Q. ----------.------------------------------------------------~-----------------Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po  Po Pr Po 
School 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 g 
7 g 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2.0 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
3:0.) 
111 
99 
98 
102 
103 
90 
109 
107 
88 
88 
90 
104. 
87 
109 
102 
89 
86 
96 
91 
108 
114 
93 
112 
98 
13 12 
17 11. 
ll 08 
11 05 
10 ll 
13 13 
16 13 
09 Of.t. 
16 18 
14 12 
10 20 
18 19 
12 07 
10 04 
16 17 
12 10 
06 05 
25 29 
09 10 
13 11 
10 13 
J.5 16 
20 20 
11 13 
09 OS 
30 30 
31 36 
31 37 
32 35 
33 30 
09 .08 
27 33 
15 31 
13 12 
08 10 
27 27 
24 23 
20 22 
27 32 
29 36 
25 30 
,32 21:-
16 lS 
31 3:3 
32 31 
3$ 38 
14 14 
12 10 
33 30 
32 34 
22 2.5 
29 29 
28 28 
29 31 
30 30 
23 .24 
25 23 
32 30 
20 22 
28 28 
30 22 
26 22 
33 32 
27 28 
23 15 
20 16 
29 33 
19 19 
32 :32 
32 30 
19 18 
24- 22 
12 18 
32 33 
24 .25 
20 23 
10 10 
14 15 
18 19 
21 27 
21 19 
22 15 
29 27 
25 25 
28 ~6 1> 1,3 
22 21 
22 25 
10 08 
1419 
25 22 
19 23 
26 27 
1$ 15 
09 13 
1? 17 
28 32 
3l,. 25 
07 08 
14 09 
0$ 06 
12 13 
11. 07 
-09 11 
01{. 04 
25 27 
16 18 
12 10 
30 27 
13 16 
18 20 
09 11 
15 1,3 
21 23 
26 21 
21 25 
15 15 
15 08 
17 13 
12 13 
o; 04 
21 22 
16 l? 
15 13 
13 13 
27 24 
21 21 
25 25 
21 19 
22 18 
29 29 
14 18 
23 18 
16 14 
29 28 
22 18 
21 18 
18 21 
25 25 
12 12 
17 17 
19 20 
19 19 
13 17 
22 22 
31 .30 
18 14 
26 30 
22 2.3 
2S 31 
(concluded on next page) 
0$ 08 
05 04 
05 04 
·05 04 
05 06 
06 07 
10 10 
06 01 
20 22 
11 07 
07 07 
12 13 
05 05 
01 01 
0814 
10 12 
03 10 
22 20 
12 06 
02 60 
03 o; 
11 17 
18 10 
03 03 
03 Ol 
12 12 
03 06 
09 07 
09 08 
05 0:5 
19 18 
10 19 
09 03 
16 26 
12 18 
07 07 
11 20 
12 12 
15 15 
10 09 
16 19 
15 13 
15 OS 
07 07 
07 12 
OS 10 
12 10 
1116 
12 10 
12 10 
13 14 
13 06 
12 13 
ll 0$ 
15 17 
19 20 
12 08 
27 21 
18 30 
22 19 
10 10 
16 06 
15 19 
06 07 
09 08 
15 12 
10 18 
19 23 
l.O 04 
07 09 
15 16 
19 22 
25 23" 
05 08 
OS 09 
60 59 
52 57 
6? 74 
55 68 
57 63 
82 82 
55 58 
71 63 
57 48 
75 65 
58 55 
65 61 
62 62 
61 62 
53 55 
67 67 
71 67 
76 78 
55 60 
64 37 
70 62 
64 51 
83 so 
51 54 
73 71 1-' 
.po-
l\) 
Data Table 1 concluded 
I dan- Pers- Natu- Meehan- Busi ... Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Computa-
tity I.,.Q. Social ral ical ness ences. lative tional Level 
Pr Po l'r Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po 
26 104 08 13 18" 15 34 34 1:3 13 25 26 22 19 05 05 16 1.6 12 10 48 64 27 - 93 14 14 16 16 30 28 12 14 26 26 22 22 15 14 13 15 08 09 60 60 
28 105 2l 15 22 29 21 22 12 08 09 09 .36 37 08 02 09 ll 15 10 66 65 
29 112 16 17 22 13 32 33 22 30 13 12 15 15 08 li 13 16 12 21 58 54 30 104 09 14 26 20 26 28 2,3 28 18 07 J.8 23 08 0 10 10 22 25 69 66 
31 92 28 25 0$ 08 10 15 27 26 20 20 27 26 21 18 17 15 21 23 66 6? 
32 111 30 34 12 19 1$ 11 19 15 19 14 25 27 22 19 24 21 17 13 ;o 50 
33 94 32 25 08 08 06 08 32 34 19 18 23 2? 2$ 27 18 17 28 30 65 ?3 
34 95 31 25 11 07 03 09 33 34 20 27 22 18 29 29 20 25 '24 18 63 61 
35 96 34 ,31 10 06 06 10 30 32 21 21 19 20 26 25 21 20 19 20 61 51 
36 112 30 32 20 11 10 10 .30 30 20 22 10 '15 27 29 16 20 15 2.3 50 63 
37 96 24 27 12 10 10 09 30 33 24 21 20 20 23 23 23 25 20 23 55 45 
38 98 30 27 14 10 04 10 30 30 22 23· 20 20 27 25 23 17 22 16 66 66 
39 103 27 28 15 11 12 12 20 25 30 27 16 17 25 23 23 24 15 18 45 36 
40 91 27 25 22 14 04 09 23 30 28 21. 16 21 23 23 1.8 18 14 23 55 52 
41. 94 27 29 07 06 10 09 35 38 20 2~ 21 17 25 29 21 21 26 24 62 66 
42 93 22 22 16 20 141.3 31 31 27 26 10 Q$ 24 25 13 16 22 13 62 53 
43 119 30 28 15 15 0$07 19 27 20 24 28 19 22 2$ 21 23 1,5 20 56 57 
44 95 2'- 26 2$ 22 09 12 1.7 15 28 30 13 15 20 21 19 24 09 08 55 54 
45 105 26 27 09 09 0916 33 29 28 31 15 08 28 27 20 20 20 18 65 66 
46 88 24 21 30 30 1216 14 14 26 21 14 18 17 13 19 19 06 09 52 59 
47 89 34 32 08 10 11 11 27 32 22 16 18 19 27 24 22 21 .20 22 57 60 
48 103 22 26 17 14 18 18 31 33 10 09 22 20 15 19 18 18 20 22 52 66 
49 94 21 23 12 10 11 12 32 34 25 23 19 18 23 24 25 22 23 22 51 53 
50 110 26 26 29 29 09 08 15 18 20 16 21 23 17 15 1$ 15 l4 14 66 63 f-J 
~ 
VJ 
DATA TABLE 2 
I.Q.'s and Sub-Test Results of Pre and Post Administrations of the California 
Occupational Interest Inventory to 150 Control Group Students 
Ide Pers- Natu- Meehan- Busi- Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Gomputa-
'tit;- I$Qo Social ral ica1 ness ences lative tional Level 
School 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 g 
7 g 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
J.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2:1 
22 
23 
24 
25 
- Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po 
104 
94 
98 
97 
106 
90 
104 
106 
109 
~~ 
104 
119 
102 
93 
101 
95 
96 
111 
118 
104 
108 
99 
204 
105 
08 09 
13 11 
12 12 
08 10 
16 10 
07 07 
11 11 
14 13 
13 17 
16 11 
17 20 
15 15 
22 16 
20 13 
09 08 
lO 08 
10 12 
22 18 
05 05 
10 10 
28 24 
'28 27 
26 23 
22 16 
29 30 
33 28 
32 33 
30 31 
34 30 
18 20 
18 20 
31 30 
25 27 
34 07 
24 27 
09 08 
16 17 
27 32 
19 12 
32 31 
26 28 
24 25 
15 05 
30 31 
l? 15 
10 11 
07 09 
07 08 
06 13 
05 07 
26 20 
32 21 
27 27 
33 35 
30 32 
23 21 
20 28 
33 32 
21 23 
18 24 
20 20 
24 27 
18 17 
28 27 
18 20 
33 33 
32 33 
26 23 
34 29 
29 31 
10 09 
13 12 
04 06 
12 20 
09 1.2 
16 20 
OS 11 
19 20 
15 17 
18 17 
34 34 
20 19 
15 15 
21 31 
25 21 
29 25 
21 20 
19 17 
14 24 
22 20 
ll 12 
21 21 
18 13 
l7 14 
14 19 
21 25 
20 1.5 
33 35 27 21 
34 32 
17 17 
18 16 
18 19 
09 09 
06 06 
10 09 
14"07 
12 13 
09 10 
06 06 
29 25 
31 31 
25 28 
08 09 
0$ 10 
13 14 
12 10 
14 23 
08 09 
16 09 
36 35 
35 36 
34 33 
35 34 
27 .2lt-
{continued) 
20 26 
17 18 
14 11 
21 19 
32 3"5 
28 29 
24 25 
21 20 
22 32 
31 31 
25 22 
13 10 
09 10 
31 35 
.31 31 
27 25 
21 19 
25 38 
26 16 
34 .36 
15 16 
17 20 
16 15 
18 16 
16 15 
09 07 
04 06 
10 10 
03 06 
•)99 05 
b; o; 
06 03 
04 05 
07 12 
11 07 
15 17 
12 14 
18 17 
09 09 
06 08 
04 04 
09 08 
13 09 
04 02 
03 04 
25 27 
25 27 
29 28 
25 22 
29 27 
04 08 
13 i:l 
12 12 
06 04 
10 10 
15 16 
12 10 
09 09 
0717 
08 08 
21 16 
10 10 
07 06 
13 13 
10 12 
09 09 
06 04 
07 11 
07 09 
13 12 
.22 22 
26 20 
23 24 
25 21 
22 17 
09 14 
04 07 
07 07 
11 06 
17 18 
~4 13 
13 14 
12 12 
1.2 24 
1$ 14 
19 21 
11 11 
10 11 
19 22 
09 09 
05 05 
13 14 
15 16 
1.2 06 
16 21 
1215 
14 11 
23 20 
18 08 
22 19 
67 71 
55 56 
60 60 
47 55 
15 63 
45 50 
6.5 71 
57 60 
71 75 
67 77 
68 77 
70 68 
63 69 
$6 86 
55 59 
67 65 
65 66 
68 57 
58 63 
66 72 
59 59 
68 60 
56 50 
54 58 
64 58 
1-' 
+:-
+:-
Data Table 2 continued 
' . 
lden- Pers• Natu- Meehan- Busi- Arts Sci- Verbal Ma~ipu-Computa-Social ral ical ness ences lative tional Leve_l 
tity I.-Q~ 
Pr Po ,Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po 
26 . 06 10 38 37 26 24 105 27 24 13 14 21 21 15 14 28 27 20 19 68 55 
27 93 19 21 1619 07 09 24 22 26 21 28 28 19 19 10 09 '24 20 82 Sit-
28 106 31 27 12 12 09 07 17' 18 22 25 29 31 19 22 22 22 14 15 69 73 
29 105 33 32 o; 11 10 09 19 18 27 26 26 24 23 24 21 16 16 10 74 76 
30 100 31 27 11 10 13 10 32 36 25 25 08 12 27 28 21 a 21 22 54 52 
,31 102 32 .31 13 11 0812 20 19 26 24 21 23 25 22. 14 16 13 11 70 77 
32 110 20 15 07 04 28 32 15 14 37 35 13 20 17 14 23 19 10 12 65 65 
33 101 30 28 09 09 10 12 27 26 28 35 16 10 27 27 19 21 1917 67 63 
34 102 26 22 19 18 17 18 11 17 38 35 0910 21 14 23 09 07 07 58 53 
35 101,. 22 23 28 21 10 08 12 25 34 28 14 15 19 24 15 19 10 19 58 67 
36 90 17 21 21 17 25 18 17 23 19 21 21 20 10 20 20 20 12 19 57 54 
37 103 16 24 23 24 19 14 08 08 22 27 32 23 07 16 23 21 10 10 53 59 
38 103 25 2g' 09 08 08 09 27 29 32 28 19 1~ 29 29 23 18 2) 24. 68 80 
39 10,5 26 24 08 04 06 11 31 31 22 19 27 31 21. 24 21 20 25 26 69 71 
40 110 32 31 09 07 10 14 20 18 34 32 15 18 26 24 23 23 09 13 1; 63 
41 102 31 27 04 04 1517 32 37 16 12 22 18 22 23 19 21 26 24 66 59 
42 100 15 13 14 10 21 25 36 33 28 32 06 07 22 .17 12 1.6 19 15 50 5:2 
43 108 27 24 22 29 07 10 30 26 22 22 12 09 26 23 16 13 1918 62 56 
44 94 30 30 04 04 09 10 32 33 28 28 17 1,5 28 28 25 24 24 22 63 60 
45 101} 27 '24 05 06 1218 35 33 19 19 22 20 22 21 22 18 26 24 63 58 
46 10.3 17 21 05 05 17 13 23 24 32 33 26 24 19 20 24 25 22 22 70 69 
47 92 .28 31 05 04 12 10 34 39 26 22 15 14 29 29 25 24 24 25 60 62 
48 92 31 26 07 18 11 06 21 26 27 27 23 17 26 23 20 14 18 16 69 62 
49 105 30 31 06 0,5 17 16 27 2.9 29 26 11 13 26 24 25 ·26 29 19 49 43 
50 103 25 24 05 05 14 12 29 29 30 33 17 17 23 25 20 24 20 22 69 67 
1-' 
(continued) .{::'-\Jl 
Data Table 2 continued 
. 
!den- Pers- Natu ... Meehan- Busi- .Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Computa-Level 
'tity I.Q., Social ral ical ness ences lative tional 
Pr Po Pr Po :Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr J?o Pr Po Pr Po l>r Po 
Schoor-2 -----~· 
1 100 21 20 22 21 20 20 19 19 20 22 lS 18 18 lB 09 08 13 13 65 71 
2 100 19 27 22 22 12 21 24 19 21 21 . 22 18 15 16 18 15 18 15 70 56 
3 101 13 13 30 16 29 25 13 24 23 31 12 11 07 1.6 06 07 06 15 49 56 
4 99 09 06 31 34 35 33 10 08 1S·l9 17 20 05 Ol 10 09 01 06 61 60 g ,lmf!;~ 24 20 14 13 12 14 36 3:3 20 24 14 15 25 24 09 13 25 26 69 7'5 103 1114 26 21 20 19 32 26 1.3 18 18 22 13 10 1416 1818 58 50 
7 9.3 29 19 25 25 15 21 16 18 11 06 24 Jl 17 ll 11 08 17 20 71 70 $ 101 13 17 29 30 21 22 25 18 15 17 17 16 13 11 06 06 17 10 $4 59 
9 g4 22 26 2ti 26 27 26 09 OS 24 22 10 12 16 16 09 10 04 04 52 60 
10 100 17 19 20 14 23 29 36 32 05 06 19 20 13 13 07 11 22 20 63 46 
11 103 22 20 14 13 1.$ 2/+ 31!- 29 19 20 13 14 27 22 13 13 24 21 25 57 
12 102: 06 07 25 29 31 30 11:. 11 25 22 19 21 04 02 10 03 09 06 60 6.3 
13 lll. 17 15 08 10 3.4. 32 29 27 13 12 19 24 14 11 14 12 2119 sa 59 
14 lOS 25 24 1412 16 18 24 31 08 12 33" 23 20 24 11 13 24 26 67 78 
15 '96 22 24- 10 09 12 13 31 33 14 13 ~1 29 ~9 14 16 16 24 25 44 79 
16 108 12 10 .33 31 24 25 10 12 14 18 27 23 06 05 09 07 06 07 55 60 
17 109 1.5 13 19 16 19 21 33 36 11 09 23 25 13 14 0$ 12 28 28 75 69 
18 103 15 13 34 37 28 23 11 o; 12 13 20 2--9 o; 03 07 10 09 09 54 60 
19 96 04 03 20 23 32 30 16 18 24 23 24 23 08 07 1.2 14 12 14 61 56 
20 106 20 16 17 18 26 26 08 17 20 16 29 27 09 08 15 13 12 17 79 74 
21 107 1o-~os 34 38 25 2,5 2115 lO 16 20 18 07 06 05 06 ll 10 49 53 
22 102 10 08 23 23 35 )2 19 18 06 09 27 30 06 0) OS' 10 1614 71 5·2 
23 88 26 28 07 08 09 07 34 34 28 23 16 20 27 28 24 22 25 24 62 65 
24 108 33 32 08 10 09 08 22 20 24 20 24 30 26 28 24 22• 19 19 62 60 
25 100 32 30 12 20 09 09 23 25 25 19 19 17 26 26 19 16 13 1.6 62 $5 ,_. 
.{:-
()"\ 
(continued} 
Data Table 2 continued 
!den- Pers- Natu- Meehan- Busi- Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Computa-Le~el 
tity I.Q. Social ra1 ica1 ness ences lative tiona1 
P,r Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po 
26 85 28 30 12 14 09 07 32 31 21 22 18 16 28 25 16 21. 22 18 53 53 
27 lOl 23 21 08 10 10 04 35 '37 22 22 22 26 27 24 26 21 27 26 58 61 
28 108 20 24 34 28 14 10 20 27 24 21 08 10 17 2l(, 13 18 08 13 59 56 
29 96 23 22. 10 15 0910 31.,. 34 29 27 15 12 23 19 25 19 25 14 56 51. 
30 1.06 27 31 17 13 12 09 19 19 31 35 13 13 26 27 17 24 l.O 09 69 68 
31 107 31. 31 05 08 10 07 30 32 22 23 22 17 25 27 22 21 2.6 22 46 69 
32 109 35 35 04 05 1718 20 21 31 33 13 08 26 27 21 19 18 13 75 67 
33 105 20 25 J.2 12 14 15 36 28 28 ,33 10 07 27 25 24 26 22 16 53 62 
34 80 32 26 16 1.6 04 08 21 24 31 30 16 16 26 22 20 23 18 16 6$ 66 
35 101 29 29 09 09 07 07 32 33 23 22 20 20 . 26 17 21 13 21 16 71 65 
36 81 30 24 14 15 11 09 22 28 20 17 23 27 19 16 24 24 20 24 61 50 
37 94 30 ,31 20 19 '- 09 07 10 20 31 28 20 15 27 25 14 15 20 20 70 79 
38 90 24 23 10 11 09 10 36 35 22· lS 19 23 26 21 24 22 25 26 68 60 
39 111 )2 29 15 07 16 18 14· 19 17 23 26 24 21 23 20 22 13 13 67 63 
40 98 21 .2.3 05 03 13 13 32 34 25 30 24 17 23 29 21 22 24 25 69 69 
41 101 35 32 09 08 07 06 29 32 22 19 1g 23 26 26 23 24 21 27 67 6; 
42 109 26 -27 10 11 12 14 11 OS 31 31 30 29 19 20 22 23 09 08 76 71 
43 107 29 32 05 07 10 OS 33 34 zo 17 23 ~2 27 26 20 22 28 27 67 65 
44. 8.3 29 23 03 04 10 18 31 29 34 35 13 11 29 27 24 '27 21 17 64 58 
45 102 19 17 18 12 18 21 21 26 33 )1 11 13 16 16 24 22 08 13 55 57 
46 103 27 27 0$ 08 11 10 2g 29 26 26 20 20 25 25 23 19 22 l9 68 63 
47 llO 30 3l 18 16 05 ll ~7 09 27 28 23 25 24 20 20 20 12 07 59 68 
48 106 23 25 05 05 13 10 32 34 25 21 22 25 24 23 23 24 24 23. 52 50 
49 102 29 30 04 06 1416 24 20 33 32 16 16 28 26 24 2lt- 16 15 67 65 
50 102 32 30 16 15 07 06 23 24 25 27 17 18 23 20 19 16 22 23 70 68 J-1 
.{:-
(continued) -..:] 
Data Table 2· continued 
"'--" ___________________________________________ _, _____________ _ 
Id Pers~ Natu- Meehan- Busi- Arts Sci- Verbal Manipu- Oomputa-Level 
.en-1 0 Social ral ical ness ences 1ative tional t1ty ·~· 
School 2 
l 90 
2 105 
3 95 
4 105 
5 110 
6 96 
7 90 
g 96 
9 92 
10 116 
11 97 
12 95 
13 98 
14 95 
15 9$ 
16 98 
17 97 
18 100 
19 90 
20 97 
21 9S 
22 105 
23 92 
24 110 
25 110 
Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr· Po 
15 13 
23 22 
07 09 
20 20 
10 08 
07 08 
16 20 
12 10 
13 17 
15 17 
19 23 
1$ 18 
26 25 
32 31 
12 12 
09 08 
15 J.4 
16 15 
13 11 
1111 
1.2J2 
.30 29 
13 10 
16 14 
26 24 
15 13 
21 19 
38 :;s 
31 33 
21 22 
34 34 
27 26 
21 20 
37 31 
15 13 
21 lS 
20 22 
19 25 
10 10 
17 16 
28 33 
15 16 
20 20 
24 30 
34 35 
24 29 
11 07 
29 30 
22 20 
12 14 
31 31 
23 20 
28 ?-8 
09 10 
33 34 
32 33 
17 15 
32 28 
19 14 
23 26 
17 15 
25 23 
24 24 
llt- 13 
35 34 
29 30 
22 25 
24 23 
33 31 
35 34 
28 23 
15 17 
35 32 
32 32 
14 19 
10 09 
20 22 
06 06 
22 20 
30 31 
13 11 
25 25 
15 16 
21 32 
33 30 
29 32 
28 25 
11 10 
33 35 
22. 24 
16 13 
29 .30 
09 14 
12 10 
13 16 
24 25 
29 30 
14 16 
13 12 
24, 20 
32 35 
20 13 
15 14, 
22 25 
06 07 
19 21 
2,3 20 
1.3 ll 
13 11 
15 10 
17 17 
14 14 
.20 17 
14 15 
21 22 
12 13 
22 24 
15 10 
09 13 
10 06 
12 10 
21 24 
14 13 
ll,, 15 
34 .33 
17 19 
23 24 
26 25 
16 12 
20 18 
15 13 
12 ll:-
27 25 
1.7 15 
19 24. 
17 1.5 
17 18 
20 19 
17 16 
1.3 12 
26 2.3 
17 11 
36 38 
29 25. 
17 18 
20 21 
14 13 
15 19 
2.3 27 
10 10 
(concluded on next page) 
09 11 
16 17 
01 01 
17 15 
05 04 
02 0.3 
ll,. llJ-
06 03 
09 J..6 
15 14 
20 20 
14 13 
14 13 
28 27 
14 14 
03 03 
20 20 
07 0$ 
04 03 
02 Ols-
09 09 
29 28 
07 08: 
06 05 
26 25 
14 21 
0$ 11 
05 07 
15 16 
11 11 
10 12 
15 J3 
09 10 
D9 12 
07 07 
o6 oa 
09 10 
15 10 
16 13 
l) 16 
OS 07 
1.3 12 
13 14 
07 05 
09 10 
05 08 
15 15 
10 12 
05 06 
18 19 
05 07 
17 21 
06 05 
12 12 
18 16 
05 06 
20 21 
13 lll' 
13 21 
26 25 
18 16 
12 12 
1.1 09 
2lr- 24 
11 10 
15 ll 
15 17 
09 14 
13 10 
05 09 
25 18 
22 20 
02 02 
11 12 
14. 12 
44 47 
51 '74 
35 40 
61 60 
63 61 
5lt- 58 
69 72 
76 69 
53 51 
73 75 
80 75 
67 65 
62 66 
59 ;6 
54 60 
02 56 
56 60 
72 68 
54 55 52 45 
63 61 
58 62 
57 60 
66 70 
70 70 1-' 
.t:-
0). 
I den-· 
tity 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
lr3 
lr4 
zg 
1}7 
48 
49 
50 
Data Table 2 concluded 
Pers- Natu- Meehan- Bus:t- Arts Sci- Ve:rbal lJianipu- Oomputa,...I~evel 
I.Q. Soci~ ral :Leal ness e:nces la·tive tional 
101 
90 
96 
85 
lOO 
90 
99 
101 
92 
S8 
100 
~00 
103 
114 
100 
100 
92 
102 
98 
101 
105 
95 
100 
110 
98: 
Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po P.r Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Pr Po Fr Po Pr Po 
13 09 
21 22 
12 10 
09 08 
.20 22 
33 ~1 
22 25 
2.7 29 
2.8 30 
30 32 
30 2S" 
23 21 
21+ 25 
35 36 
2$ 30 
~0 30 
31 30 
29 31 
35 33 
Jl 30 
27 2~ 
.32 33 
22 34 
25 26 
.29 29 
38 37 
19 09. 
25 27 
30 29 
33 35 
10 08 
06 06 
2.3 25 
05 05 
10 10 
09 11 
18 16 
15 17 
17 22 
13 ll" 
14 15 
09 lO 
12 23 
19 22 
06 07 
20 18 
OS 07 
12 11 
09 07 
09 ll 
26 28 
21 26 
33 35 
32 31 
30 35 
09 08 
19 22 
J.2 11 
11 10 
08 06 
10 09 
1210 
14 16 
10 10 
06 05 
08 07 
06 07 
10 11 
0$ llr 
ll 14. 
1411 
1{? 12 
11{.. 19 
09 08 
12 12 
1112 
19 23 
22 25 
16 19 
09 37 
29 27 
25 27 
22 22 
29 30 
29 33 
32 28 
22 29 
22 .1$ 
18 16 
26 27 
18 17 
33 33 
14 12 
18 14 
25 23 
ls 15 
1618 
18 18 
17 20 
29 ~ 
15 14 
21 22 
ll 09 
15 10 
13 10 
24 2$ 
25 15 
23 23 
25 21 
29 27 
23 24 
23 19 
23 20 
25 21 
29 30 
26 27 
23 23 
16 13 
11 09 
27 23 
20 22 
33 33 
34 35 
29 :32 
20 18 
17 20 
1918 
17 14 
18 2) 
15 11 
15 18 
23 25 
13 10 
22 24 
14 12 
16 20 
22 25 
22 2ll< 
1? 15 
1814 
24 24 
18 17 
32 30 
29 28 
20 23 
21 26 
17 17 
20 13 
31 27 
21 22 
07 08 
13 15 
05 06 
05 06 
08 10 
27 28 
18 17 
21:- 23 
25 25 
27 28 
26 26 
23 15 
18 17 
23 26 
28 28 
22 21 
27 27 
19 16 
20 19 
24 18 
16 18 
25 26 
19 23 
18 19 
22 24 
11 10 
10 19 
:09 10 
09 09 
08 08' 
23 26 
23 24 
19 20 
2,3 2/.y 
21 20 
23 22 
18 20 
19 20 
20 19 
lEi 16 
20 21 
1$ 16 
18 13 
19 16 
22 23 
18 17 
25 21 
1619 
25 25 
26 19 
07 07 
15 l.J 
13 1$ 
1011 
10 11 
21+ 21 
23 23 
12 12 
1!% 19 
1919 
20 15 
1.7 20 
llt. JJ-~­
ll 11 
l? 16 
09 10 
27 26 
13 09 
12 07 
22 21 
16 09 
09 13 
12 l2 
1·5 17 
18 24-
48 14-6 
61 58 
53 60 
60 57 
62. 60 
54 59 
72 70 
57 60 
54 54 
70 70 
64. 64 
6.2 62 
5& 58 
66 62 
61 60 
61 60 
69 70 
64. 55 
59 60. 
66 77 
71 69 
46 50 
65 59 
60 65 
57 51 f-J 
.{::-
"' 
150.' 
LIST* F'OR DAT! TABLES 3 AND 4 
tthich things from the following list influenced you or 
will influence you in making your occup~tional choicei 
1. Interest in the work. 
2. Ability to qualify for necessary training& 
3. Attractiveness of' starting pay. 
4. Desire to be with friends~ 
5. Social prestige to be attained. 
6. Desire for security. 
7· Family traditi~n. 
8 ... Suggestions of teachers. 
9. Contacts through friends. 
10. Se~vice to society. 
ll. Opportunity £or advancement. 
12 .. Influence of parents. 
13. Job is availableQ 
1.4l> High pay. 
15. Short hours. 
16. Special skills for the work. 
DATA TABLE 3 
Data From Experimental Group in Response to Question: ~Jhic h 
Things From the Following List* Influenced You or Will 
Influence You in Making Your Occupational Choice? 
Identity 
Pre Choices -(First Row) 
Post Choices-(Second Row) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 j:~ 16 
School 1 
1 X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
2 X X X X X 
X X X X X 
3 X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
4 X X 
X X X X' X X 
5 X X X X 
X ·X X X 
6 X X X X 
X X X X X X 
7 jC X X 
X X X X X ~ 
8 X X X X X 
X X X X X 
9 Jt X X X 
X .X X X X 
10 X X 
X X X 1C 
11 X X X X X X 
X ~ X X X .X X X 
12 X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
13 X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
1 
' 
f t f 
(continued) 
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Data Table ' continued 
Identity Pre Choices 
Post Choices 
1 2 3 4 
' 
6 7 $ 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
14 X X X X X X 
X X X X X r X X 
" 
1,5 X X X X 
X X X X 
16 X X X 
X X X X X 
17 X X X 
X X X X 
lS X X X X X X X 
X X X X X '\1' X .... 
19 X X 
X X X X X X X X 
20 X X JC X X 
X X X X ...,.. 
-
21 X X X X 
:X: ,X X jC X 
22 X X X X X 
X X X X X 
23 X X 
X .... X X X X ...... 
24 X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
25 X X Xj X X X X 
X X X X ::~; X X 
26 X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
27 X X 
X X X 
I t continued) t f 
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Data Table 3 continued 
Fre Choices 
Id~ntitJ Post Choices 
---- 9ilO~ll 12ll3~14 1 2 J 4lr 5 6 ,7 8 15 16 
2S X X ! X 
X X X X X X X 
29 X X X X 
X X X X Jt: 
30 % X X ~ X 
X X X :x; X X X 
)l X ., X ~. X .,,. X X X ... 
"" 
H 
X X X X :X: X X X 
32 :X: X X X X X X 
X X X X .X X X ~ 
33 :X ~ X X X X 
X X ;K: X X :X: :X: 
34 X X X X 
X X X 
35 X X X X :X: 
X X X X X X X X X X X 
36 X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
37'- X X X 
X X X :X 
38 X X X X X :X: X X 
' X X X X X X X X X X 
39 X X X X 
X X X X X Jt 
40 X X X 
X X 
41 X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
42 X X X X 
X X X X X 
43 X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
44 X X X 
X X X X X 
45 X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
46 X X X 
X X 
47 X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
48 X X X X X JC 
X X X X X X X X X X 
' f T (continued) 
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Data Table 3 continued 
-
Identity 
Pre Choices 
Post Ghoioes 
1 2 3 4t 5 6~ 7 $~ 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
4.9 .X X X ~ 
X X X X X 
50 X X 
.... X X X X .... 
s ehool 2 
r X X X :X: X 
X X X X X. X 
2 X X X X !lt 
X X X :g: X X 
3 X X .X 
X X X X ;8: ..... X ..... 
4 ~ 1C );: 
X X X jt X 
5 X ~ X X X X 
.X X X X X :X: X X X ;r.: x· 
6 X X 
X X ~ X X 
7 X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
8 X X X X 
. X .X X X X X X 
9 X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
10 X ,,~ X 
"" 
X .. X "~ X X 
"""· 
.. •" . -".:. 
X ' X X X X 
11 X X. X X X: X X 
X .... .t>. X X X X X X 
l2 ~ 
X X 
13 X X X X :lt X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
14 X ,X X. 
X X X X X 
15 X X X 
X X X: X X X 
16 X X X X 
X X X X X X 
17 X X X X .X X X 
X X X X X 
18 :X X X ,X X X X X 
.X X X X X X X .X 
' ' ' 
t t 
(contirtuec) 
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Data Table 3 contin~ed 
Pr-e Choices 
Identity Post Choices 
1 2 3f 4 5t 6 7 8 9 1~ 11 12 13 14 15fl6 
19 X X X 
X X X ;,c X X X X X 
20 X X X X X X X ,..... X ,._ 
X X X X X X. X X 
21 X X X X 
" 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
22 X X X X X .X X 
X X :X. X X 
23 X X X 
:x; X X X X X X 
24 X X X 
X X X X 
25 X X X 
X X X X 
26 X X X 
X X 
27 X X 
X X X X 
' 
X 
28 X X ~~ X 
X 'X X .. X .X X ... ... : .. 
29 X X X X 
X X X X X X 
30 X ....,.- X ... X 7 X X ;8: ~· 
X X X X X X X X 
31 X X 
X X X X X 
32 X X X 
X X X X 
33 X X X 
X X X X 
34 JC .x X 
X X X X X 
35 X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
36 X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
37 X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
38 X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X ~I 39 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
T t 
' 
J 
' 
f t 
' 
t 
{continued) 
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Data Table 3 Continued 
< 
' 
t:;acwwwt; • 
Pre Choices 
Identity Post Choices , , 
' lit af -~~' 1+ 'i ~~r 7f ajv 9fl0~11f12fl3}14~15f16 
40 X X X X X X X X 
X X X :X: X X X X X, 
41 X X X X 
X X X X X X 
42 X X X X 
X X X X X X 
43 X X X 
X X X X .X X 
44 X X 
X X X X 
45 X X X X 
X X X X X X -x 46 X X X X 
X X X X x. 
l~7 X :X: X 
X X X X X 
48 X X X X ;x: 
..,. X X X X X X .n.. 
49 ·X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
50 X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X 
Schoo13 
l X 
X X X X 
2 X X X X X X 
X X X X ...,.. X ...... 
3 X 
" 
X 
X X JC X X X 
4 X X X X 
X X X X ~ 
5 X X X 
X X X X X 
6 X X X X ... X 
X X X X X X X X X X 
7 X X 
X X X X X 
8 X 
X X X X 
9 X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
10 .x X X X X X X X 
X X ' 
r t X X 
(continued) 
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Data Table 3 continued 
Pre Choices 
Identity Post Choices 
lr 2, 3 
f '+ 5~ 6r 7{t $I 9t lQ ~ 11 ,, 12]r 13 t14lrl5 r16 
11 X X 
:k X X X :X: 
12 X X X X X X X X 
X :X: X X X X X X 
J.3 :,{: X X X 
:X X X 
14 X X X 
X :X: X X 
15 X :lC X X 
X X X X X X X X X x 
1$ X X X X X: X •x 
X X X X X X 
17 :X: 
X X 
18 X X X 
X X X .x X X 
19 X :X: 
X X X X 
20 X X 
X X Jt 
21 X X X 
X :X: X X X 
22 X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X X 
23 X Jr X X X 
X X X X 
24 ~ X X 
X ~ X :X X 25 X :K: X X X 
X X X X X 26 X X X X 
X X X 
27 X X X 
, .. X X X X X 
-28 :X: X 
X X X X X 29 ..... -~ X X ~ 
1t X X X X X X 
30 X X 
X X X X X J t 
' 
T t l ? r ~ 
(contil1ued} 
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r ~=· :::;:: ·r== ;; = ;[ ·=: !"; i;: o I 'i' : I _ ::::: ! 7 I j t i; 1 ';! i ;:: ::::r::::;:;:;:,:;; 1 u :!£ :: 
IdentitY! 
1J 2~ ) r 4 5 
~1 X l X X 
.32 X 
X jt 
>> 
X X 
34 
X X 
.s,; X X X 
X X 
)6 X 
X ~ 
37 X 
X )8 ~ x.· 
X )(; 
39 ~ 
X ::X X X 
40 X X X 
:K ~ 
41 X 
X X 
42 X 
X X 
4~ X )t 
X X X 
44 X 
X 
45 ;)t X 
X X X 
46 :K. X X 
~ X 
4·7 X 
3t ~ 
4$ X 
X X 
4-9 I zl X X ~ ~ ;o X f f XI X I • 
' 
t ,, f 
f-re Choiees 
Foot Choicas 
6 7 8. 9ll0,1l!lzJl3 l4,lS 1~ 
X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
~ X 
X :K: X 
:&: X ~ 
X ;x X 
X 
X X X 1; 
;K; X 
X :K 
X X X 
X X at: 
.X 
X 
X X 
X X X X .X 
)t X :g X X 
X X X ~ X 
X. 'X X X 'll,; 
~ X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
:X X 
l( X X 
.X X X 
,jC X ~ 
X .X X 
X X ~ 
X :X X 
~ X ~ X X X 
I 
I 
l x! ,X X X 
. ! X 
J J j ~ 
'f f f : l 1 1 t t 
! ·--. , \ 
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DATA TABLE 4 
Data From Control Group in Response to Question: Which · 
Things From the Following List* Influenced You or Will 
Influence You in Making Your Occupational Choice? 
Identity: 
P;re Choices - (F.irst Row) 
· Post Choices -(Second Row) 
lr 2 3 l~:- 5l 6~ 7 ~ 9 10 llfl2t13 14 15 16 
School 1 
1 X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X ~ X X X X X X X X X 
2 X X X X x X 
X X X X 
3 ~ ~ 11: 
X X X X X 
4 X X X i l X X X X 5 X X X X X 
X X X X 6 X X X X 
X X X X 
7 X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X :X X 
8 X X X X X X 
X ,x X X X 
9 X X 
X ·-~ X "'" X ~.
10 X X X X 
X X X X 
11 X X X .X :K X X 
X X X X ~( x· .,r X X ~. ... ~ ~ 
12 X X X X X 
X X X X 
13 X X X X X 
X X X X ~ X 
14 X X X X 
. ;x: X X X X 15 :X X X 
X X X X X 16 X 
X X X 
17 X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 18 X X X X X X X X X 
~· X X X X X '" 19 X X X X X X X X X 
-X X X X X X :X X 
(continued) 
Data Table 4 continued 
Identity 
. 
1 2 :3 4 5 
20 :X X X 
X X X 
,21 X X J! X 
X X X X 
22 X X 
X 
23 X X 
X X 
24 :X: X ~ .. ~-
X X x 
25 X X 
X X X X 26 X 
X X 
27 X X X 
X X X 
28 ~ X X 
,X X 
29 X X 
X X X 
30 X X 
X X 
32 X X 
X X 
33 X X X 
~ X X 
34 X X 
X X 
35 X 
X 
36 
X 
37 X X 
X X 
38 X X X 
X X X X 
39 X X X 
X X 
40 X X 
X X 
Pre Choices 
Post Choices 
6 7 8 9 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
-·· 
,. ~· 
~ ... 
-
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
~ X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
t X 
(continued} 
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10 ll 12 13 14 15 16 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X :lt X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
-
... ~· 
. 
-
X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X ..... X ~ 
X X 
X X 
-x X 
X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X X: 
X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X x X X X X 
X X 
X X 
X X t X 
Data Table 4 continued 
Identity 
1 2 3 4 5 
41 JC X X 
X 
42 X X 
X X X 
43 X X 
X X 
44 X 
X 
45 X X 
X X X 
46 X X X 
X X 
47 X X X 
X X 
4g :X X 
X X X 
49 X X X X 
X X X -.~ ~-
-
_.., 
50 X 
X X 
School 2 
1 X X X X 
X 
2 X X ·x 
X X 
3 X X 
X 
4 X 
X X ; X X 
X 
6 X X 
X 
7 X X X ¥. 
g X X X 
X X 
9 X X 
X X X 
10 X 
X J f 
Pre Choices 
Post Choices 
6 7 g 9 
X X 
X 
X 
·x 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
.X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
' 
f 
(continued) 
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10 ll 12 13 14 15 lp 
X X X 
X :X: 
X ,X X X 
X 
X. 
X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X 
X X X ;x X 
X X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
:It X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X X X 
X X 
X X X. 
X X X 
X X X 
X :}!: 
X X X X X 
X 4 X X X 
X 
X X X X 
X 
f X 
' 
f r 
Data Table 4 continued 
Identity 
Pre Choices 
Post Chofces 
1 zj 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll'12jl3jl4 15{16 
11 X X X X X 
X X X X X X X 
12 X X 4t X X X 
X X X X 13 X X X X X 
X X X X 14 X X 
X :X 
15 X X X X X 
X X X 16 X X X X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 17 X X X X X X X X 
X X :X: X X X X X 18 X X X X X 
.X X X X X X 19 ~ X 
X X X 
20 X X X X X ·x X X 
X X .X X X X :X: X X 
21 X X X X X X X X 
X X X :X 
22 X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 
23 X X X X 
X X X X 24 X x X X 
X X X X X X X 
25 X X X 
X X X 26 X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X 27 X X X X X 
X X 
·X X X 28 .X X .x X X 
X X X 
29 X :X X X X X X X X 
X X X X . X X X X X :k X . 30 X X X X XIX X I xt l f t x' t X t x' x' 'I ' ~t t X X 
{continued) 
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Data Table 4 continued 
Identity 
1 2 3 4 5 
31 X X X 
X X 
32 X 
X X 
33 X X 
X X X 
34 X X 
X 
35 X X 
X X 
36 X 
X 
37 X 
X X X X 
38 X 
X 
3f1 X X 
X X 
40 X X 
X 
41 :X 
X 
42 X 
:X: X 
43 X X 
X X 
44 X 
45 X :X: 
X X 
46 X 
.:X: X 
47 X X 
X X 
48 X X 
X X 
49 X X X 
X X X 
50 X 
X X, 
' 
t 
Pre Choices 
Post Choices 
6 7 e! 9 l01 ll,l2i13l 14 15 
X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
:g: 
X 
X X X X X 
:x; X X .X X X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X X X. 
X X X 
X X 
X X X X 
X X X X X 
X X .X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
:g: X 
X :X: X X 
X 
.X 
~ X X 
X X X X 
:;c X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
·X 
X X ;)C 
X X 
X X 
~ 
' x' x' ' ' 
1 1 J X 
(continued} 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
:g: 
X 
• 
Data Table 4 continued 
Identity 
1 2 3 4 5 
School 3 
1 X X 
X X 
2 X X 
X X 
3 X X 
X X 
4 X X 
X X 
5 X 
X 
6 X 
X 
7 X X 
X X 
8 X X X 
X X X 
9 X X X 
X X X 
10 X 
X X 
11 X X 
X X 
12 X X X X X 
X X X X X 
13 X 
X 
14 X 
X 
15 X X 
X X 
16 :X X 
X X 
17 ~!: X X 
X X 
18 X X 
t X X 
6 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Pre Choices 
Post Choices 
7 g 9 lO 
X 
X X 
:X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X I 
X 
X X 
X 
X :'<: 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
1 
(continued) 
. 164 
ll 12 13j14 15 16 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X 
X X X 
:X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X X X 
X X 
X 
X ..,.. X .n. 
X X X 
X 
X X X 
..... X X .n.. 
X X Jt 
:X: X 
X 
X X 
. X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
X X ~ X X 
X X X X X 
X X 
XI X X 
' . 
f t f f. 
Data Table 4 continued 
Identity 
rl, 2 31 4 5 
19 X X X 
X X X 
20 X 
X 
21 X X 
X X 
22 X X X X 
X X X X 
23 
X 
24 X 
X 
25 X :K 
X "J( X 
26 x J! 
X ; 27 X :X 
X X 
28 X X :J( 
X X 
29 
X 
30 X ~· . 
X X 
31 X· X "" 
"'' X X 
32 X X 
X X 
33 X 
X 
34 :X 
X 
3? 
X 
36 X X 
:xt X t 1 f 
Pre Choices 
Post Choices 
l 
6 7 8 9 1< 
~ 
.X ~ 
X X X X J 
X X X X ) 
X ~,. ~"' 
X X 
X 
J 
X 
X 
X X 
X .X 
X 
X 
.X 
X l 
X 
" :X 
X l 
X 
X 
X: 
.... l .n. 
X 
X 
J! 
It l 
(continue~) 
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1~ 1~ 1~1 1~ 1~ 16 
,J ~ ~ Ji 
j J .J! 
' 
X 
J ~ 
j ::l X 
' 
)t 
J ~ ] 
' 
X 
~ X 
J X 
j :!} '< l .. , X ... ,. . 
J 1 ~ X 
~ 
?Jj 
:l 
J ~ 
::l 
~ 
J :>1 X 
~ ] X. 
l l X 
J 1ll X 
J 
~ . -'! 
J! X 
J l X 
X 
~ X 
~ 
:X X 
J! :1< ~ :X 
:X :X l :X 
. 
Jl X 
' :X 'I 
X 
' ' ' ' 
t 
Data Table 4 concluded 
Identity 
1 2 3 41 5 
37 X X 
X 
38 X 
X 
39 X X 
X X 
40 X X X X 
X X X X 
41 X X 
X X 
42 X X 
X X: 
43 X X 
X 
44 X X 
X X X 
45 X: X 
X X 
46 X X X 
X 
47 X X 
X X X X 
48' X X 
X X 
49 X X 
X 
50 X X 
X X 
Pre Choices 
Post Choices 
6 71 8 9 10 
¥ 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
:X: X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
x 
ll 
X 
X 
X 
..., 
.... 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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12 13114 15 16 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
·X X 
X X 
:X: X X 
X X X X :lC 
X X X X X 
X 
:X: X X X X 
X X X X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X X, 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
DATA TABLE 5 
Experimental Group Raw Data Gleaned From the Occupational Information Survey 
~. f. ~ --·--~------------
1 Plans After Graduation ' What--Kind of Work tno 'you Hav;i ___ vii\~,;~ dJdy~:;;_~-g~t--1 fif you Could be 
Ide~ do you Expect to Adequate the Information Anything you 
tity Further E~ter- Going to do as a Life Knowledge of and who Helped Wanted in ten 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 g 
9 
11;0 ~..';:..._ 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Sc~ool- ~ng. Work Occupation? Oecupations? you Plan? Years What? 2ng Serv2ce ' 
Pre Post Pre PostPre Post Pre Fost Pre Post 
f:N YN 
X 
X 
X 
·x 
X X 
X 
X 
'? 
X X 
? 
? 
• 
? 
X 
? X 
? 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
D~It. D,.I. X X 
Elect ... D.K., X X 
D.It, Carpenter X X 
Farmer Farmer X X 
Chemist Chemist X X 
Farmer Farmer. X X 
Radar Electrcnics x X 
D. It. Hotel X X 
Butcher Butcher X X 
D .. K. Teacher X X 
Engineer Engineer X X 
Eleetri.Electric. X X 
MechanieMechanic ·x X 
DraftingDrafting X X 
Police Business X X 
D. K. Forester X X 
D. K .. D. K~ X X 
EngineerD.. K. X X 
Factory G .. E. X X 
D. K.o D .. K. X X 
(continued) 
Pre Post P.re Post 
No one School D.K. Scien:tist 
No one School Skier Elec .. E ... 
Reading Course 
Farmers School 
AstranmerPhysicist 
Farrre r Farmer 
Parents Reading Chemist Chemist 
Working Reading Work Farmer 
Parents Reading Elec.E. Scientist 
No one School D. K. Hotel .Mgr. 
\'Jorking Books Butcher Butcher 
School Parents Car RaeerRacer 
School Parents Elec.E~ Manager 
People School Ele~'lkcs IBM Tech. 
Course School Mechanic Machinist 
People School DraftsmanEngineer 
.Reading School Police Business 
Books School D. K .. li'orester 
Books Books E1~onbsElectroni~ 
Courses Courses HistorianHistorian 
· Foreman School Factory Mechanic 
D .. K. D ... K41 Doctor D. K. 
,_. 
~ 
....:! 
Data Table 5 continued 
Plans After Graduation What Kind of Work 
Further Enter- Going to do· You Expect t~ 
!den-School- ing Work do as a Life 
tity ing Service Occupation? 
Do You: Have Where Did You Get, t 
Adequate the Informa.t.ion 
Knowledge o£ and 11\iho Helped 
Occupations? You Plan? 
If You Could be 
An,thing Yon. 
iflanted in Ten 
Years, ~lhatr? 
Pre. Post.Pre PostPre Po:st Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
Y N Y N . 
Sch.l 
21 X X D-..K,. Secretary X X No One School D .... K .. Secretary 
22 X X Nurse Nurse X X Reading Books l{urse NursSup 1'V' 
23 X X Housewife Secretary X X. Fri-ends Books if!ife Wife 
24 X X Teacher Tep.ch~l? .X X Relative Reading Teacher Teacher 
25 X X S-ecretary Rouaewife X X' School Teac~ers Secretary\'Jif' e 
26 X X Sec~etary Secretary X X TeachersTeachers SecretarySecretary 
27 X X "Teacher Teacher ~ X Family Teachers Teacher Guidance· 
28 X X D. K. Lab .. Tech X X Library Li.brary Diplomat Lab •. Tech .. 
29 X X D,. K" Off~ce X X No One School D.o~K• Secretary 
30 X X D; Ko O.ff'ice X X Parents Teachers SecretarySeeretary 
31 X X D. K,. D"' .K,. X X Family .Parents PolicemanD.K • 
32 :X X Secretary Secretary X X Books Teachers Fashions Secretary 
33 X X D. K.,. Secretary X X Cousin Teaehers \'fi.fe Wife 
34 X X Teacher Teacher- X X Friends Teachers D.-K. Teacher 3' ~ X Business Sec:t-.eta.ry- X X Parents Teachers Airline Secretary 36 X X Teacher Teacher X: X Relati ve:Parents. 'reacher Guidance. 
37 .X X D.!L Secretary X X No One .School D.i;K. D-.K • 
38 X X Secretary Secretary X X: li'.rienss Wife Wife 
39 X X D.IC.. Secretary X .X: No One T.eaehers WU'e See.Wife 
40 X X D .. K. Housewife X X Friends Reading Wife Sec.Wif'e 
41 X X D.K. Hous~wii'e X :X Friends School 1-lif'e Wi:fe 
42 X :s: D.K .. Hpuse1tlife X X No One Friends t'life Sec .. Wife 
4) JC :s: D.K .. Secretary X X Friends School BecretarySecretary 
{continued) 
1-' 
()'\ 
~ 
Data Table 5 continued 
--- ~~~------r-'"- ~~--------------~---~~--~ 
Plans After G~aduation 
----------- lfuat Kind o.f Work Do You Have Where Did You Get lf You._ Could b.e 
Iden- Further Enter- Going to do You Expe.ct ·to· Adequate the Infor-mation Any.tfiing You 
tity School- ing W~k do as a Life ~nowl~dge of and Who Helped Wanted in Ten 
ing Service Oceupatidn? Occupation? You Plan? Years, What? 
Pre PostPre PostPre Post Pre Post ?~e Post Pre Poet Pre Posh 
:cr"l~ Y N 
i4
5 
x :X: SecretarySeore·tary x x Friends S~hool. Secretary Secretru;oy 
46 
x x SecretaryHousewife x x Relative School Wi~e Sec.Wife 
x x D .... K Secretary x x Parents School Haird~.. Hairdr .. 
t~ · x . x lia:r-rdr ~ Secret~y x ~ Friends Parents Ha.irdr. Hairdr _., 
x x Hairdr~ Secretary x x Books People Hairdr. Secretary 
~6 x x Haitdr~ Haird~. x x Visiting Teachers Wife Hairdr. 
Sch.
2 
X X D.K~ X-RayTech X x Books Books D. K~ X-RayTech. 
1 :.. x x D.K.. :Wlechanic x x S-chool Books D.., K.. Mechanic 
2 x x Lm·~er T~acher x x Parents Parents La~ryer Teache~ 
3 x x Gov'to ~ov'~ x x Parents Teachers Govtt. Lawyer 
4 x x LinesmanD.K. x x No One School Linesman Linesman 
5 x x D.KA Barbe~ x· x No One Books Barber Ranger 
6 x x D.K. Lab. Tecih x x School School. Lab .. 1'Jork Engineer 
7 x x D4K~ Mecnanic x x No One School Phys.Ed. ~aseball 
8 x x Draf·ting Drafting x x Father tJ.leacher ElectEng~ Draftsman 
9 X X D•K~ D.K. X :X: n~ K. School D ... K. Business 
10 ;k x x Drafting D.K.. x :x: G .• E. School llraf'ting S~esm~n 
11 x x D.K. Biologist x x Teacher Sehool E. K. B~olog~st 
12 x x Elect. Eleetr~ x x Parents Parents El$c~ron Electronic 
13 x x . Eng. Agric. x x Colleges School Eng. Foresta~ 
l4 x x \ · Arborist A~borist x ·x Parents Pa~ents Arborist Arborist 
1$ x x Eleet:ron,El-ectron. x x Friends School. Ele"etric a:- Electrie 
' (continued) 
~ 
{J"\ 
"' 
Data Table 5 continued 
Plans After Graduation What Kind of Work Do You Have Where Did You Ge~ If You Could be 
Iden- Further Enter-Goi~~ to do You Expect to Adequat-e the Infol"mation Anything You. 
tity School- ing \'lol" · do as a Life I\now'ledge of' and \'ilho Helped \'!anted· in Ten j.ng Service . ' Occupation? Occupations? You Plan? Yearal What? 
PrePostPrePoetPre Post Pre Pos:t Pre Post Pre Pot;tt Pre Po-st 
YN YN 
16 X X Engineer :Business X X Friends School Mat.h l3u.siness 17 X X Oom • .Art Art X X No One School ~~:fijjpnaixe Coml> Art 18 X X lfeacher 'Teacher X X Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher 19 X X ·Ele.c.Eng. Factory :X: X Self Teache'r D.K .. Factory 20 X X Pilot Pilot, X X :School School Pil:ot Pilot 21 X X Draftsman Draftsman x X No One Teacher Draftsman Electron. 22 X X Draftsman Tech. X . X No One T~oher· Engineer Elec.Tech .. 23 X X Goll~ge Wife X X Teacher School Teacher Wife 24 ' D.,K .. Nun 'X X D .. K, Hairdr .. X X School Hairdr~ 25. X X D .. K. Hairdr·. X X No One School Artist Artist 
26 X X Wife Wife X X S-chool School Actress Wife 
27 X .X Dol{., Wif'e X X Family School Office Oi'fice 28 X :X D.K. Secretary x X Friends School Sec~et~y Secretary 
29 X X Secretary Accou~ting x X Fritands Schodl Secr~tary Accounting 
30 X X Secretary Wife x X Parents School Secretary ~life 
31 X X SecretaryWife ~ :X Friends School Secretary Wife 
32' Jc X Secretary Secretary x X Parents School Secretary Secretary 
:33 X X Secretary Rairdr. x X No One Teacher$ Secretary l!airdr, 
34 X ~ Nurse Nurse x X School Teaehers Nurse Nurse 
.35 X X Secretary Wife X X Parents ~chool Secretary Secretary 
36 X X Wife Wife X X School T·eachex-s Wife Mother 
37 X X Office O.ffi.ce X X Own S~hool Secretary Secr-etary 
38. X X D-.K~ Wife X X Own School Wife Wife 1-' 
:39 X X Actress Secretary x X: ;Books School Jilodel Secretary ~ 0 40 :&; X D .• K .. Hairdr'$ :x: X Parents Schoo~ ~1urse lfaird:r. 
(continued) 
Data Table 5 con'jjinued 
-- . 
··-· - ~ ---------.- ------·---------- -----~----------------~-------~ 
Plans Aft~r Graduation 
What Kind of \'fork Do You Have wnere Did You Get l:t You Could be 
Id Further Enter-Going to do You Expect to Adequate the Information Anything You 
.en- School- ing Work do as a Li~e Enpwledge of and lfuo Helped Wanted in T~n 
t:r.ty ing BerV'ice Oecupation'Z Occupations? You Plan? YeBl"s, What? 
41 
42 
43 44 
tg 
47 48 
49 
50 
Sch.; 
l 
z 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 $ 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
PrePostPrePostPrePost Pre Post P~e Post Pre Post Pre Post 
X X 
:X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
J.t j£ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X: 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
Y N Y N 
'Vii£$ Wife X X 
Secretary Wi£e X :X 
Nurse D~K:, X X 
Secr~tary Secretary x X 
Secretary Secretary x X 
Secretary Secretaryx X 
Sec~etary Wife x X 
Secretary Secretary x X 
Wife Secretary x X 
Wife DentalAsst ~ X 
11ecbanic Mechanic X X 
D ... K. Baker X ~ 
Forestry Forestry X ~ 
D.K •. D.,lr .. ~ X 
Electron~ Farming X X 
Draf'ting D .. K~ ~ X 
Barber Barber X X 
AccountingAccountingx X 
Business Air Force x X 
Je~ Mecho Jet ~1ech. X X 
Truck Dr. D'ltK. .X X 
Mechanic a..K_. X: X 
Jet Mech •. Electric. x X 
Mecht;tnie Ranger X X 
BheetMetalConstruct.x X 
{continued) 
No One School D~afting Drafting 
Own .School Seci"etaryWif e . 
Friends Teachers Nurse Sec:r-etary 
Relative.sSchool ~ypiat Seeretary 
No One School Ranching Med.Sec~ 
No One School .SecretaryHairdr~ 
F;riends School SecretaryWife 
Self Teachers SecretarySecretary 
School School vJif'e Secretary . 
School Teachers Wife Denta1Asst9 
Family Family M:i1Jio:na. ire Surveyor 
School Teacher Engineer Electron. 
Friends Parents Forestry Game Warden 
School Parents DsK. Don't Know 
Own Own JetMech. Farmer 
School Parents Artist Draftsman 
Self Self Barber l3arbe:t1 
School School Ac-counttng D .K. 
Parents Pat·e.-nt {a Air ForceAir Force 
Parents Parents Engineer Engineer 
Se-lf School Truck Dr~ D.K. 
Pttrents Parents Foreman Foreman 
Friends Parents Je~ Mech.Electrician 
School No One Toolmaker Artist 
Home Scho.ol SheetMet.Constructicn 
1-' 
-..J 
1-' 
Data Table 5 Continued 
Plans A:tter Graduation . 
---------- "t1ha:t Kind o£ llork Do You Have Where Did You Get If You C:ould be l~en- Fu~ther Enter-Going to ·do You Expect to Adequate the Information Anythi~g You 
t~ty School- ing Work do as a Life Knowledge of and vlho Helped Wanted in Ten 
ing Servic$ Occupation? occupations? You Plan? Years, ~~at? 
PrePostPrePostPrePost Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
16 ~ 
17 
1$ 
19 X 
20 
21 X 
22 
23 X 
24 
25 X 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 X 
31 X 
3)2 X 
.33 
34 ~ 
j5 X 
_36 X 
31 X 
38 
39 
40 
X 
X 
.X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X 
X 
X 
c --~ _ --"--- ____ y_ }L __ ,_ :Z __ H__·~~, 
Gardener Gardener x 
Own Bus:inem U\tm Bus .x 
Elec ,.Eng_, Elec.Eng. :x: 
Gardener Gardener X 
Metal W.. Metal 11. :x: 
Fa~m Farm x 
Artist D~K. x 
Banker Electric. x 
Oonptruc. CarJ;enter x 
Electric. 1>1echanic :x: 
AutoBody Mechanic ~ 
Eleetrie. Electric~ x 
D ~K. Chemist x 
Construe. lJietal \1.- x 
Draftsman Oarpente~ x 
D"K. Hairdr.. x 
Nurse N~se · x 
Bookkeep. Bookkeep. x 
Teach~r Secretary ~ 
Secretary tqtu:'se. x 
Hairdr. s~~~etary X 
Rairdr. D.K. x 
Secreta~y Secretary x 
D .. K.. Wife x 
Wife Wife x 
(contin-s~d} 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Parents 
·Own 
Parents 
Parents 
Parents 
Teacher 
X Belf 
x Teacher 
x Books 
x School 
x Parents 
x Working 
X 
X 
X 
x. Parents 
Parents 
Parents 
Friends 
Friends 
Teaelier 
Teac-her 
Self 
Pa:rents 
x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:X 
X 
X 
X 
Friends 
School 
School. 
School 
Parentft Soc, Work D .K. 
Sehool Gprd~n B. Garden Bus 
Books E1ec.Eng. Elec..Eng. 
Pa:rents D..,K.. ~1echanic 
School Metal Ttl., !<letal W,., 
Teacher Farmer Farmer 
Self Fo~eman Co. Pres. 
Books Banker Electric. 
Silf Sculptor Construct 
Teacher Jet?ilot JetPilot 
Teacher Metal Work Auto Mech 
Self Radio Tech Engineer 
School Scien~ist tab.~ech. 
School Metal We Metal W. 
Teacher ~raftsman Draftsman 
Self Haird:r .. : Hairdresee 
S:elf Nurse. Nurse 
Teache~ Bookkeep Bookkeep 
Teacher Teacher Secretary 
Parents D.K.. Nurse · 
Teache~s Wife Phone Op. 
Friends, Wife Phone Op. 
School Secretary Sec~etary ~ 
Teachers Wife Wife N 
School Wife Secretary 
Data Table 5 ~&ncluded 
Plans After Graduation r. _ . . 
---------------------- What Kind o£ Wc~k Iden-Further Enter-Going to do You Expec~ to 
tity School- ing Work do as a Life 
Do You Have ll.her~ Did You Get If You Could be 
1\dequate the Information Anything You 
Knowledg~ of and Who nelped Wanted in Ten 
Occupations? You Plan? Yeare; ~~at? ing Service Occupation? 
PrePostPrePostPrePost Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
·--~~~~~~---·~c~ ·-x_»---------~---~----·--
41 :X X Secretary HaiF.dr. X X Parents School Se;cretary Flairdr .. 
42 X X Actress Wife X X Bell' Self Acbress Actress 
43 X X Nurse Secretary x X Parents School Nurse Nu.rs~ 
44 X X t~i.fe Wife X X . Self Parents Wife Wife 
45 X X i'fife D.K. X X Parents Sehool \'life D.K., 
46 X X: AirHostess'Secretary x X Self School Wife vlife 
47 X X Sec~etary So:Qt. 1'1ork x X Friends Teacher Wife D.K. 48 X X Secretary Secretary x X Friends Teacher Wife Secretary 
49 X X Secretary Wife x X 
50 X X 't1i.f-e Wife x X 
School Teacher-
Self Self 
D.K. 
Wife 
D.IC~ 
Secretary 
-J--1 
.....:! 
VJ 
DATA TABLE 6 
Experimantal Group Raw Data Gleaned Fro1n the Follo't"r-Up Survey 
~-- ~·-- - ·-·-~~- . 
Sehl.. • Further B:tanch Do you Hm'l much Was ·This On Same Whose sug- High 
In- School- o£ Working Like Money the Only Job gestion did InteTests Matched 
-en ing Service Your Job? PerMo? ·Job? Nxt •. Yr? You Use? 
titY--------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------
l 
2 
J,.. 
4-g 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
AF 
Navy 
Navy 
X 
X 
-
X 
:X: 
X 
Yes No Yes No !es No Yes No 
Farm X t260· X 
Fjarm X 340 X 
Lab Work X 280 X 
-
Apprentic~ x 350 X 
Utility man x 225 X 
Mach..,, Op.. x 267. X 
Drafting x 255 X 
f).ffice Boy x 240 X 
Toolmaking X. .320 X 
Farm X 21.2 ;8:, 
1-'larket X J.60 X 
{Continued} 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
.? 
.. 
Science 
~1ech-Sei 
Nat-Art 
Own ... Teacher Natural 
1-'1ech-Sci 
own Natural 
Own Mech-Sei 
Per•Soc 
Nat....Sci 
Per-soo 
Ow.n·P~rents Mech~Sei 
Own-Parents Mech•Sci 
Friends Me-ch-Nat 
own IVfech-Sci 
O'P'm-Rel .. Per ... soc ... Bus 
Nat.-.Mech 
o,~~Parents Sci~Mech 
Own.wParents Mech-Nat. 
Qwn-..Rel .. Bus 
X 
:X: 
X 
X 
X 
:X 
X 
X 
X 
.:X: 
X 
f-J 
--.J 
..{::-
Data Table 6 continued 
I den- Further Branch Do you How ll:1uch l'las This On Same llhose Sug- ::. :,_.Ht~]'-es~ 
tity School- o£ Wo~king Like Money the Only Job gestion did !nterests Matched 
ing S~rvice Your ~ob? Per Mo? Job? Nxt .. Yr? You Use? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
21 Mach.Op. X $250 X X Own-Farents-T Pers-Soc. X 
22 Hosp. Pers-So .. Sei 
23 Offiee X 300 X X Chv"'!l-Parents Bus .. Sci X 
24 4-Yr. Nat.Art 
25 Clerk-Typ.:x: 26,5 X p O~Jn-Par.Teach.Mech-Bus .. X 
26 Laundry X 160 X X Own-Parents · Bus.Sci X 
27 4-Yr., Per-SoSci 
28 Cont.O£f. x 280 X p Own-Fr-Par Sci-Bus. X 
29 Ins. Col X 176 .X X Own-Par-Teach. Bus-Nat. X 
30 Secretary x 312 X X Own-Parents Bus ... PersSo X 
31 Mach.Op. x 1?6 X X Brother Mech;, ~ 
32 Givi1Ser· X 300 X X Own-Teachers Bus .. Art ,X. 
33 Clerk X 200 X X Own-Friends Bus-Mech X 
34 4-Yr. Pers-So .. Bus -
35 Clerk X 224 :X: X Own-Par.Teach~Bus~Pers.So.x .. '<. 
36 4-Yr .. Pers~Soe. 
37 Payrol1Cl .. X 180 X X Own-Relatives Nat.Sci X 
38 Farm X 180 )C 1 Own Pers-Soc X 
39 Secretary x 240 X X Own-Par-Fr Bus .. Pers-Socx 
40 Clerk X 224 X X ·Own-Fr-Par Bus.Pers-Socx 
41 Clerk X 232 X X Own-Fr-Par Bus.Pers-Sco x 
42 Cashier X 160 X ? Own-Relatives Mech.Art X 
43 Secretary x 2)6 X X Par/l'each.Fr Bus X 
1-' 
"' \.11 
Data Table 6 continued 
Iden- Furthe~ Branch 
tity School-· of Wo:rking 
ing Service 
Do You How Much Was This On Same Wht>se Sug-
Like Money the Only Job gestion did 
Your Job?Per T-io? -Job? Nxt.Yr? Yo1a Use? 
Highest 
Interests Matched 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
44 Typist X $238 X X Parents Bus.Pers-Soc x 
4.5 Typist X 266 X p tJwn ... Fr-Par. J.~ech.Nat. X. 
46 Key Punch x 300 X X Qv.m-Fr-Par. Mech .. Sci. X 
47 Typist X 300 X X Own-Fr-Par. Bus. X 
48 Typist X 300 X X O"Trm-Parents Bus.Mech. X 
l~o9 Hairdr. Pers-Soc. 
50 Cook X 240 X X: Parents Pers-Soc. X 
Sch.2 
r AF Mech.Sei 
2 4-Yr. Pers-Soc.Bu.s 
3 (Unemp~ Pers-soc .• Bus 
4 Hotel X 250 X ? Friends Nat.Mech. X 
5 AF Nat.Sci. 
6 4-Yr. 
7 Engraver X 250 X X Own-Friends Mech .. X 
e 2-Yr .. 1-iech-.Bus. 
9 AF Bus.Mech 
10 r,._ 
- -
Bus .. 
11 Barber Pers.Soc.Sci. 
12 2-Yro· Sci.Mech 
13 2-Yr .. Nat.Pers-Soc. 
14 2-Yr. Nat.?ers-Soc. 
15 6-Moo Mech.Sci. 
1-' 
-.J 
~ 
Data Table 6 eontinued 
!den- Furthe~ Branch 
tity School• of Working 
ing S€rvice 
16 2-Yr. 
17 Navy 
18 4-Yr .. 
19 AF 
20 LabTech 
21. Navy 
22 App. 
23 (Married) 
24 _Hairdr. 
25 Hairdr. 
26 Clerk 
' 27 Clerk 28 Clerk 
29 Clerk 
)0 Clerk 
31 Bookkeep 
32 .. 
-
.. 
3) Hairdr. 
34 Hosp. 
KeyPunch 
Do You Hov-1 J:viuch \V'as This On Same Whose Sug... ltighest 
Like Money the Only Joh gestion did Interests 
Your- Job? Per n~o? Job? Nxt.Yr? You Use':' 
Matched 
Yes No J:r..;j Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Bu..s.Pers,..Soc 
lVIech.Pers ... Soo 
Pers-Soc.Sci 
Nat .. Mech 
X $320 X X Own-Boss Sc:t .• Pers ... goc. x 
Nat.)~ech 
X 400 X X Own-Teacher Mech X 
' Nat.Art 
Nat .. Sci. 
Nat.Mech 
X 168 ~ X Own Nat.Art X 
X 240 X X Own-Par-Teach Mech.BusArt X 
X 224 X X Own-Par Bus.Nat.Sci X 
X 180 X X Teachers Mech .. Bus .. X 
X 200 X X Own-Teache:r Art .. Sci X 
X 180 X X Own-Parents Bus. .X 
Bus<>-
Pers ... Soc.Bus 
Pera ... Soc .. Sci 
X 200 X X 0\'m-.Teachers· Pers-Soo.Bus X ~g Bookkeep.. x 240 X X Own-Par.Teach.Bus~Mech. X 
Own-Teachers Mech.Jirt 37 Hardware X 209 X X X 
3$ Airline . Bus.Sci 
39 (Unemploy) Art~oSci. 
40 Hairdr. Pers-Soc .. Bus 
{continued) 
1-' 
" 
" 
Data Table 6 continued 
~den- Further Branch Do You Jlol'r Much Was This On Same Whose Sug• Highest 
tity School- of Working Like Money the Only Job gestion did Interests Matched 
ing Service Your Job?Per lVlo? Job? Nxt.Yr? You Use 
·----------.,------- -----~-~---------~----
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
41 Store Clk.. X $16S X X Own-Parents Nat.Sci.. X 
42 Clerk .232 Dwn-Par~nts -· Bus.Pers-Soo X X X X 
43 Clerk X 162 X-· X Own-Parents Btts,.Sci X 
44 Loan 06. X 220 X X Own-Par.Teach Mech.A~t X 
tl Store X 200 X X Own Nat~Art X 2-Yr. l-ieeh.krt 
47 Clerk X 259 X X Own-Parents ltlat.Bua. X 
1-tB Bookkeep X 200 X X Own-Friends Pers-Sco X 
49 Recept. X 217 X X Qwn-Fr-Par Pers-Soc.J3us X 
50 Dr.'s X 220 X X Own-Par-Teach.Pers-Soc.Eus X 
Scl!..!.l 
NeonSigns x 260 Nat.,Sci 1 X X Own X 
z Garage X 250 X X Own-Parents Mec-h .. l'lat-. X 
3 lVJachinist x .360 X .X Own-Parents !•Ieoh'*Nat • X 
4 Gas Sta .. X 225 ~ :g: Own Mecrh .. Nat. X 
5 Tree Co. X 280 X X Relati-ves Nat.~iech X 
6 (Unemp} Art.S:ci.,. 
7 Machinist x 280 X X Own-Parents Nat~ X g 1"'1arines Mech.Bus 
9 AF Art .. Bus., 
10 :Market X 268 X X Own-Pa.rel.lts J:Iech,. Sci • X 
11 Army Meeh~ 
12 Machinist x 280 X X Own-Friends :n.1eeh. X 
l) Marines Meeh .. J-1 
14 Army Art-.Mech -.J 00. 15 2 ... Yr. Mach 
(continued) 
Data Table 6 continued 
Iden- Furthet' Branch Do You How Much Was This O:n Same \'1hose Sug- Highest 
tity ~ School.... of Working Like Money the Only Job gestion did Inte-rests Matched 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
.32. 
33 
34 
·35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
ing Service Your Job? P-er l•Io? Job? Nxt .. Yr? You Use? 
Yes No 
2-Yr"" 
OwnBus .. 
AF 
X $350 
- -AF 
2-Yr .. 
Sales X 288 
r.rree Co. X 270 
Construct~x 300 
AE 
Mechanic :X 285 
Army 
Navy 
Machinist x 300 
· Construct.x 320 
Haird:t~. 
Hosp • 
Office X 250 
Store· X 240 
Clerk X 1$0 
Tel .. Op~. x 
Lunch B;m., X 
240 
200 
2-Yr .. 
Sch.raerk x (Married) 200 
Yes No Yes No 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
:X: X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
(continued} 
Yes No 
Art.Bus. 
Otm-Parents. Nat.].~ech., 
Pers-Soc.Bus 
Mech., 
X 
!hom-Teachers 
Own 
Own-Parents 
I11ech .. Nat. 
Nat .. Sci .. 
Bus .. Pers ... Soca x 
Sci .. I~at.. x 
Mech.Nat... x 
Sci.Nat. 
Own-Relatives Mech.Art. X 
Art. .. Mech 
Sci .. Pers-Soc. 
Ovm-Par~r~ Mech. 
Own Mech~ 
X 
X 
-own-Friends 
Own-Parents 
Parents 
Own-Friends 
Parents 
Friends 
Pers-Soc.Sci 
Pers-Soc.Sci 
Bus.. x 
Bus .. Nat.. x 
Bus .. Art x 
Pers-Soe ... Bus. x 
Bus .. Sci x 
Pers.-Soc .. Eus. 
Pers .... soc .. Bus.. x 
Art.Sci. I-' 
-....] 
'-0 
Data Ta.ble 6 continued 
Iden- Further Branch 
tity School- of Working 
ing Service 
Do·You How Mueh Was This On Same Whose Sug-
Like Money the Only Job gestion did 
Your Job? Per Mo? Job? N;rt, .. ,Yr? Xou Use? 
Highest 
Interests Matched 
---~----,-~-- ----~------------------------~~ 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
41 Market X 4P'245 X X Own Buso X 
42 ·Typist X 310 X X Own-Teach9Fr. Bus .. Nat. X 
43 Clerk X '290 X X Own-Pastor Sci.Pers-Soc 
44 (:Married) Nat~ 
45 Clerk X 200 X X Own-Friends Bus.Pers-Soc.X 
46 Clerk X 280 X X Own-Parents Bus.Art X 
X 
47 Phone Co. x 250 X X Own-Friends Pers-Soo~Bus.X 
48 (Married) Nat.Mech-. 
49 Store Clk. :X: .160 X X Parents Bus. X 
50 Typist X 285 X X Own-l?ar-Fr. Nat.Sci. X 
1-J 
{X). 
0 
DATA TABLE 7 
Control Group Raw Data Gleaned From the Occupational Information Survey 
(jlans After Gradu~:tion . ~~~-~----
What Kind of ~~Tork Do You Have Where Did You Get If You Could be 
Iden- Further E~ter-Going to 
tity S~hool- 2n~ Work 
~ng ServJ.oe 
PrePostPrePostPrePost 
Sch.l 
r X X 
2. X X 
,3 X X 
4 X X 
5 X X 
6 X X 
7 X X 
8 X X 
9 X .X 
10 X X 
11 X X 
12 X X 
13 X X 
14 X X 
15 X X 
16 X X 
17 X X 
18 X X 
19 R X 
do You Expect to Adequate the Information Anything you 
do as a Life Knowledge of and Who Helped Wanted in Ten 
Occupation? Occupations? You Plan? Years, What? 
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
YN YN 
Jl.1usician Musician X X Friends D .. K. Record.StarMusician 
Mechanic Mechanic X X RelativesBooks ConstnuctionMechanic 
Florist Mechanic X X S-chool RelativesFlorist Mechanic 
Mechanic Mechanic X X Father Relative~iechanio Mechanic 
Pilot Pilot X X Self Self ·Pilot D.K~ 
Engineer Engineer X X Relative RelativesBngineer D.K~ 
Machinist Machinist X X Parents Parents Toolmaker Forester 
Machinist Machinist X X No One No One Machinist Pilot 
D .. K. Business X X Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher 
D.K. Manager X X No One Parents Manager Manager 
Oonstruct.Office X X D.It. D.K. D. K. D.K. 
D.K. D.K .. X ;&: 'Barents Parents D •. K. D .. K. 
.Merchant F-ierchant X X Parents No One Salesman Auto Bus. 
Engineer Engineer X X No One Parents Engineer Engineer 
Police Police 'X X Self Self Police Police 
Drafting Drafting X X Teacher Teac-her Artist Artist 
Mechanic IJiechanio X X Books RelativeiMechanic Mechanic 
Insurance Insurance x X Father Sel£ Insurance Insurance 
Mechanic Mechanic- X X D .. K •. Books Own Garage ~m Garage 
20 X X Ohem.Eng. Ohem •. Eng. X X Parents Books Engineer Chem.Eng. t;_ 
1-' 
(continued) 
, 
Data Table 7 continued 
~---~~-~~----- -~~'-----~·---- ------· ·- ~--- ~---~----~-~--~----~-"--- ......... 
Plans A£ter Graduation 
------------~-----~---What Kind o£ Work 
!den-Further Enter-Going to do You Expect to 
tity School- ing Work do as a Life 
Do You Rave Where Did Y.ou Get If You. Could be 
Adequate the Information Anything you 
Knowledge of and Who Helped Wanted in Ten 
Occupatriuns? You Plan? Years) What? ing Service Occupation? 
PrePostFre:PostPre.Post Pre Post- Pre Post Pre ~~.~Post -~--~:Pf.e_____ · Po.s-t ~--
Y :N Y N 
21 X .... Teacher Air Host. x X Books Teacher "Teacher Air Host. ..... 
22 X .X Secretary Secretary X X l?arents T~acher FashionArt Fashion A 
23. X X Secretary Becreta~y x X School S:chool D ... K. Model 
24 X X Secretary Secretary x X Friends ·school Secretary Secretary 
25 X X Secretary Secretary x X School School Secretary Secretary 
26 X X Secretar1 Secretary x X D. K,. School Gle!'k Bookkeep. 
27 X X Secretary Secretary x X School Teacher Secretary Scientist 
28 X X Nurse Nurs-e x X Teacher Parents Nurse Nurse 
29 :X: X Teacher Teacher X X Friends Friends Teacher 'Teacher 
30 X X Secretary• 'Secretary x X Par-ents School Secre·tary Accounting 
31 X ~ PhFg.Ther~Phys. Therx X Teach(?r '1\-eacher Phys.Thcr. Phys.Ther. 
.32 .X X TBacher Teacher x x; Books Taacher Teaching Designer 
33 X X Writer Hairdr X X Books Teacher Writer Hairdr. 
34 X. X Wife Wife X X Self: Self Desiner Housewife 
35 X X Librarian D. I~. X X Parents Self' D .. K. Teacher 
J6 X X Wife m. K .. X X D .. K. n. K. D .. K .. D. K .. )7 X X Teacher Teacher- X X Teacher Teacher Scientist Scientist 
3S X X HairdrQ" llairdr. X X !~.~other Iv!Qther Model Adtress 
39 .X X Hairdr* Secretary ~ X Parents Teacher Rairdr. Scl.entist 
40 X X Teacher Teacher X X Teache:r ~eacher Teacher Teacher 
41 X X X Teacher T~a.cher Housewife Secretar1 Secretary x Secr~tary 
42 X X Secretary Mathe~ x X Books Books Sec:L"'etary Saleslady ,_. 
43 SecretaryMiniater Parents Teacher Secretary Minister ()). X X X X 
l\) 
(continued) 
Data Table 7 continued 
Plans After Graduation 
Id n· Vlhat Kind o£ Work Do You Have YT.h~re Did You Get If You Could be t•~ - Further Enter-Going to do You Expect to Adequate the Information Anything you ~ Y School- ing Work do as a Life Knowledge o£ and 11ho Helped Wanted in Ten 
ing Service Occupation? Occupations You Plan? Years, What? 
PrePostPrePostPrePost Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
Y N Y N 
44 X X Secretary Secre-tary x X School Teachers Teache~ Secretary 
45 X :X: Secretary Secretary x X Books Teachers Nurse Air .. Host 
46 :X: X Secretary Secretary x X Books Parents Secretary Secretary 
47 X: X Secretary Secreatry x X School School Secretary Secretary 
48 X X La~Tyer Secretary x X School School Lawyer Lawyer 
49 X X Secretary Secretary x X Parents Teacher Secretary Housewife 
50 X X Wife Wife x X Parents Teacher Housefl.;@e Housewife 
Sch.2 
. rx X Police Soc .. S-erv. X .x Parents Teacher Police :Police 
2 X X AecauntingAccountingx X Books Parents Accounting Account~ 
3 X X Music Music x X Books nooks Engineer Musician 
Lt. X X Toolmaker Machinist X X Parents Parents Tool~aker Engineer g X X D~ K~ D_.. K. X X Fathet< Father Chef Business 
X X Office O.ffic·e X X School Parents Business Business 
7 X ..,. Teacher Engineer X X Books Books Doctor Teacher .... s X X D., K. D .. K., X X Books No One Baseball D. K. 
9~ X X D .. K .. D ... K. X X Parents Parents D .. K. .Actor 
10 X X D., K. Mechanic X X: D ... K. Parents Mechanic !Jlechanie 
11 X ~ D. K. D. K. X X Parents Parents Business Business 
12 X X Me-chanic Mechani-c· :X X School Parents Police Police 
13 ~ X Business Business X :X Parents Parents D .. K..- Business 
14 X X Priest Priest X X Books 'Teacher P:riest Priest 
15 X X Business Doctor X X Father .Self' "Business Doctor 1-' 
00. 
{continued) \..1.) 
Data Table 7 continued 
Plans After Graduation --~-----------------~mat Kind of Work Do You Have Where Did You Get If You Could be 
Further Enter-Going to do You Expect to Adequate the Information Anything You 
I~en~ School- ing Work do as a Life Knowledge of and ~~o Helped Wanted in Ten 
t 2 tY ing Service Occupation? Occupations? You flan? Year~ What? 
PrePostPrePostPre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
YN YN 
16 X X 1Ylechanic Radio X X Parents Sel:f Radar Tooihmaker 
17 :X: X D. K. Accounting x X Books· Teacher Engineer Accounting lS X X Dw K .. Police 4C X' Self' Brother Ranger Game Ward. I 
19 X X D .. K. Sccience · X _x .. Parents Parents D. K. };},. K 
20 X X Dt>afting Electric. X X School School Engineer Engineer 
21 X X D. K. Mechanic X X Books Books Mechanic Mechanic 
22 X X Toolmaker Toolmaker x X Parents Teachers Toolmaker Toolmaker 
23 X X Secretary Secretary x X Parents Parents Secretary Secretary 
24 X X Nurse Nurse x X Parents Paren·t.s Nurse Nurse 
25 X X Nurse Nurse X X Parents Teacher Nurse Nurse 
26 X X Secretary Wife x X Teacher Parents D-. K. D., K. 
27 X X Secre·tary Secretary :x X :Parents Parents Secretary Housewife 
28 X X Teacher Teacher x X Teacher Teacher -Teacher T-eacher 
29 X X Wife Secretary x X Parents Parents Secretary D. ·Ks 
30 X X Nurse Nurse X X Teacher Teacher Ntl.r'se \vriter 
31 X X ~ecretary Secretary x X Parents :Parents Secretary Secretary 
32 X X Teacher Teacher x X Teacher Teacher Soc .. \'Jork Writer 
3) X X \1i£e Wife X X Teacher Parents Sect·etary Housewife 
34 X X Hairdr., .Hairdr,. X X Hairdr .. Hairdr. l:Iairdr"l Hairdresse 3g X X Secretary Wife X X Parents PQ.l:'ents Secretary Secretary 
3 X X Wife Wife X X School School Secretary Secretary 
37 X X Teache-r Teacher X X Parents Parents Teacher Doctor 
38 X X Wife Secretary x X School School Wife 't'Jife f-J 
39 X X Nurse Nurse X X Friends Friends Nurse Nurse 0). .{:-
(continued) 
Data Table 7 continued 
Plans After Graduation 
----------------------~What Kind of Work Do You Bave 1~ere Did You Get If You Could be !~ten- Further Enter-Going to do You Expedt to Adequate the Information Anything You 
.~ Y School- ing Work do as a Life · Knowledge of and ~mo Helped Wanted in Ten 
ing Service Occupation? Occupations? You Plan? Years, What? 
l'rePost.PrePost;Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Pos~ 
40 X 
41 X 
42 X 
lt-3 X 
44 
lt-5 X 
t:-6 X 
47 X 
Zt.8 
4~ 
$0 X 
Sch ... ] 
1 
2 
3 
4 
i 
~ 
9 
1.0 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X. X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
________ _ _______________________ U _,;;;Y .... N;;;.,..... ________________ _ 
Secretary Wife X :X Parents Par-ents \'life Secretary 
Teach Teach X X Home Teacher Teacher 1feaoher 
Nurse Wife X X Sehool Parents Nurse Nurse 
Secretary Wife X X School School Secretary Tea"bher 
Secri;rtary Wife X X Parents Parents Secretary Wife 
Fashions Fashions X X Parents Parents Drawing Designer 
Secretary Secretary x X Teachers Teachers Secretary Nu;r'se 
Nurse Nurse x X Parents Teachers Nurse Nurse 
Wi:fe Secretary x X Pat'ente Parents Secretary Secretary 
D .. K .. D. K. X X No One No One Designer Designer 
Nurse Nurse X X Parents Parents Nurse ~Jurse 
Printing Printing x X School S¢hool f<;rinting Printing 
Jet Mech~ Jet Mech. x X School Parents Jet J.1ech. Jet Mech. 
1>iechanic l.:iechanic X :X. School School Racer Racer 
Factory Silk Tt[ill X X Work School J:i''orema:n Foreman 
!4echanic l:Iechanic X X Parents School Toolmaker Toolmaker 
D ... K. D,. K .. X X D. K. D~ I{., D.., K. D. K .. 
-Grocer Grocer :X: X School Books Grocer · Grocer · 
Mechanic !Jlechanie X X School School o~.rn Bus; Own Bus~ 
1J!ech...anic .Mechanic X X School School Own Bus. C'Wn Bus .. 
n ... K,.. !viechanic X X Parents School Mechanic Mechanic 
(continued} 
I 
1--' 
00. 
\J't 
Data Table 7 continued 
Plans After Graduation . ~ _ . -------·--------~~,hat R~nd of ~tork Do You Have ·where D:Ld You Get If You Could be 
I Further Enter-Going to do You Expect to Adequate the Information Anything You ~en- School ing Work do as a Life Knowledge of and ~Jho Helped Wanted in Ten 
t~ty ing Service Occupation? Occupations? You Flan? Yeal;>s, What:; 
--~---------·--·---·~----~-- - -~--~- -'-- ------~-'-----------~ - ---
PrePostP:cePostPrePost Pre·---· ··- Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
ll 
12 
ll X 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1$ 
19 
20 
21 
22 X 
23 
24 
25 X 
26 
27 
2$ 
29 
30 
:X: 
X 
X 
X 
X: 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
X 
X 
X 
:X: 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
.... 
.... 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
)!:: X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Y N Y N 
D,. K. Jet Mech.. x 
\'!elder Welder x 
Milk Insp. D. K.. x 
StockBoy StockBoy x 
Machinist Machinist x 
Carpenter Carpenter x 
Blectron. Electron. x 
Police Police x 
Mechanic n_ K. X 
ServiceSt~Oonstrnct. x 
ToolmakerMechanic x 
.Minister D. K.. x 
AutoBody Auto Body x 
Drafting D .. K.... x 
Business Bus~ness x 
Game WardenNavv x 
Business Business x 
Welding Welding x 
Welding D~ K. x 
D" K~ Carpenter x 
{continued) 
X 
X 
x D. K.. D~ K. Jet Mech. Jet l~ech. 
X 
:X: 
School School irJeld.Teach irTeld.Teach 
Brother Brother r·Jilk Insp.. Milk Insp., 
Mother Mother Cabinet Mk.Cabinet NU~ 
Cousin Friend Manager Cabinet Mk 
:x Parent s Parents Carpenter Carpenter 
x Books School Business Announcer 
X 
X 
X 
Pa~ents Parents Police Folice 
School School ]";ireman Fireman 
School School ServiceSt. D.K. 
x Brother Brother ~chanic Toolmaker 
x School School Minister D. K. 
x School Pa~terns AutoBody Mechanic 
x Relative Relative Architect Architect 
x Friends Friends Business Business 
X 
X 
X 
X. 
X 
Parents Parents Navy Radi~ 
School School O~m Bus. O~m Bus. 
School School D .. K. D. K. 
School School ~lder Welder 
School School Carpenter Carpenter 
I-' 
00-
0' 
( 
Data Table 7 continued 
Plans After Graduation 
Fur-ther Enter-Going to 
Iden- School ing Work 
tity ing Service 
PrePostPrePostPrePost 
31 jt X 
32 X X 
3) X X 
34- X X 
35 X X 
.36 X X 
37 X X 
38 X X 
39 X :X 
40 X X 
4-1 X X 
Jr.2 X X 
43 X X 
44 X :X: 
45 X X 
lf6 X X 
47 X X 
48 X X 
49 X X 
50 X X 
\iJ-1at Kind of Wo:rk 
do You E.xpect·ro 
do as a~Life 
Occupation? 
Do You Have Where Did You Get If You Could be 
Adequate the Inf'orma·tion xAnything You 
Knowledge of and v~o Helped Wanted·in Ten 
Ocoupetions'? You Plan? Years, 'What,? 
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
YN YN 
Nurse Nurse X X Parents Parents Nurse Nurse 
Hairdr. Hairdr,. X X Friends Parents Hairdr .. Hairdr. 
Wife Wife X X. No One No One Housewife Wife 
D. K .. D .. K. X :X: Parents Parents Hairdr. Hairdr. 
Phone Op..- Phone Op. x X Friends Parents Phone Op~ PhoneOp. 
Bookkeep. Bookkeep x X Teacher Teacher Nurse Nurse 
Secretary Secretary x X School Pa:r"ents W'if.e Wife 
Nurse I~urse x X Parents Pl?.:x•enta Nurse Nurse 
Nurse Nurse X X Parents Teache Nurse. Nurse 
Wife Wife X X Books Books Il.[odel Model 
Nurse Nut'"se X X Friends School Wife Wife 
Secretary Secretary X X Parents Parents Dental AstDen·calAst e 
Lab ~echo Lab Techo X ..,.. Books Books tab. rreeh Ho-asewii'e J>-
Office O£fice X """ Books Books Therapy Therapy .... 
Teacher · Secretary x X Friends .Books Teacher Teacher 
Bookkeepe Store Clerk x X School Parents Teacher D. K. 
Teacher T~acher X X Parents Books Gut dance Soco" Work 
Designer Designer X X }~other Teacher Designer Designer 
Biologist Teacher :X X 'reacher Teacher ti.esea-rch Research 
Nurse Nurse X X Books Books Housewife Nurse 
/ 
f-1 
00. 
""" 
DATA TABLE -8 
Control Group Raw Data Gleaned From the Follow-Up Survey 
Iden- Further Branch 
tity School- of Working 
ing Service 
Do You How Much Was This On Same Whose Sug- Highest 
Like Money the Only Job gestion did Interests Matched 
Sch.l 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
~ 
9 4-Yr. 
10 2-Yr, 
11 
12 
13 4-Yr ... 
11.;. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 46Yr. 
Your Job? l?er ]rio? Job? Nxt.Yr? You Use? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Ali' 
AF 
Army 
Gas Stat,. 
Engraver x 
Factory (Unemp) 
Laundry 
El.Test x 
Farm 
Coast Gd .• 
AF 
A.F 
Logger 
ShoeFact. 
Carpenter x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
$200 
340 
250 
295 
300 
200 
200 
240 
292 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(-continued) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Own-Parents 
Own-Friends 
Relative 
Own-Rel-Par 
Parents 
Relatives 
Friend a 
Friends 
·Own-Parents 
Nat.Sci. x 
Mech.Nat. x 
Nat.Mech x 
Mech.Nat .. 
S¢L.Mech. 
Sci x 
Mech...- x 
1-Iat ... Mech 
Bus.Sci. 
Sci.Nat. 
Art ... Pers-Soc. x 
Art.Mech. 
Art .. ~lat. 
Sci .. Bus .. tJiech 
Sci.Nat. .. 
Sci.Mech x 
1!-~e-ch<l'Bus 
Sci~Art. x 
Mech .. ~1at. x 
Sei.-M:ech. 
1-' 
():). 
():). 
I 
Data Table 8 continued 
Iden- Fu~ther Branch 
tity School- of Working 
ing Ser-vice 
Do You How lJ!uch Was This On Same Whose Sug-
Like Money the Only Jo·b gestion did 
Your Job? Per Mo? Job? Nxt.Yr? You Use? 
Highest 
In:terests Matched 
-~------~------~- - -~·----- ------ - ---··-'-·--·- ---------~-------- .. ·-----·-----~~-
Yes No 
21 Secretary x $240 
22 2-Yr .. 
23 Secretary x 238 
24 Clerk X 160 
25 Clerk X 200 
26 Bookkeep. x 200 
27 Mail Cl. x 160 
2C! Hosp, 
29 4-Yr .. 
30 2-Yro 
31 Olk.-Op. X 220 
32 4~Yr. 
33 Clerk :X: 220 
34 Housework X 200 §g Bookkeep X 250 .. ., {Unemp) 
37 {Married) 3~ Clerk X 225 
39 Clerk X 225 
40 4-Yr, 
41 Oliarried} 
l:-2 IJiarines 
43 J.~ •• :tr .. 
Yes I~o Yes No 
X X 
X ~ 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
(eontinued} 
Y~s No 
Principal BusoArt X 
Art.Pers-Soc. 
Own Bus .. Art .. X 
Ov-m.,.Parents Art •. :Mecq 
Own-Parents Bus .. Pers-Soc x 
X 
Own-Parents Bus-. X 
Own-Parents Scj .• r{at. X 
Sci.,Pers"':'Soc 
Art,.Pers-Soc 
Buso 
Own-Parents Perey-Soc,. X 
.Mecl:}.Art 
Own-Par.Teaeh Bus~Art. X 
Own-Parents 
Own 
Own-Parents 
0\-\-il-Parents 
Art. 
Na.t~ 
Nat ,. t-~ech" 
Nat. Sci .. 
Per~·Soc.Bus x 
Buso X 
Pers.Soc.Art 
Bus .. 
Bus~ 
Nat •. Pet>s-Soc .. 
X 
X 
f-1 
00. 
\.() 
I 
Data Table 8 continued 
Iden- Furthe.tl' Branch Do You Hol'T 1~uch Was This On Same Whose Sug- Highest 
tity School- of' Working Like Money the Only Job gesti()n did · Interests Matched 
ing , Your Job? Per !~o. · Job? Nx"t:Yr? You Us~"? 
Yes No 7 Yes No Yes No Yes No 
lt-4 (Unemp) BusO' 
lr5 Clerk X $200 X X Own-Parents Bus.Mech X 
lt-6 (1-~arried.) Sci.,Al."t 
47 (Unemp) Bus ... I 48 Cle:r"k X 160 X X Own-Pa:t"-T0ach Pers•Soc.Sci x 
49 Zecretary .1t 220 X X ~-Teach-Par Pers-Soc.Bus x 
50 Clerk · x 240 X X Rel-Teach-Par Bus.Art X 
Sah.2 
l Army Pers-Soc. 
2 Dishwshr X 250 X X Parents P~l"s-Soc,.. X 
3 Shoe Clk. X 240 X X Parents Eus.Art .. X 
4 l'liachinist x 260 X X Friends Mech~ X 
5 Marines Bus. 
6 Stock Clk x 200 X .X Parents-Fr. Bus •. X 
7 (Unemp.) Sci .. 
a- Navy Nat. 
9 
- - -
Pers-Soc.Mech 
10 AF Bus~Pers-Soc, 
11 .2 ... Yr .. Bus.Pers-Soc .. 
12 A.TJ' ~-~ech,l1A:r•ti 
13 Cook X :250 X X Own Bus ,.l~r1ech. X 
14 Market X 250 X ~ Own-Parents Pe1"S-Soc. Bus .x 
15 Market X 2.18 :k X Own 'Pera-Soc,.Sci x 
-{continued) 1-' 
"' 0 
Data Table S continued 
-~------, ·--·~-·r-------·---~---- ---~---- - --------·~·' -·---~-~•• "----==.:.-:.~=-:=------==.===-===----- ~---·---L-
!den- Further Branch 
tity School• of Working 
ing Set'Vice 
16 Navy 
17 (Unemp~ 
18 Navy 
19 Marines 
20 Navy 
21 F1aotory 
22 Truck Dr. 
23 Typist 
24 Hosp. 
25 Hoep ... 
26 AF 
27 (¥.iarried} 
.28 (Married) 
.29 Clerk ?O Hosp. 
Do You Row Much Was This On Same Whose Sug-
Like Money the Only Job gestion did 
Your J 0b? Per Mo? ~ob? Nxt.Yr? You Use? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
X $260 ~ X. Parents 
X 200 X X Own 
X 230 X X Own-Parents 
X 160 X X Friends-Par .. 
31 Secretary x 230 X X Parents 
:32 4-Yr. 
3.3 $teel Co4 X 160 X X Parents 
:u:. Hairdr .. 
:35 Clerk X 220 X X Own-Parents 
36 {l~arried) 
3? 2-Y1 ..... 
38 (Unemp.} 
39 Hosp~ 
(continued) 
Highest 
Interests Matched 
Yes r~o 
Nat,.$ci 
Bu.s., 
Sci.Natt. 
l\llech.J.l.rt 
Sci .. Mech .. 
Nat. X 
!viech.Sci .. X 
Bus .. Pers-Soc x 
?ers-Soc.Sci 
Na.t,..Pers-Soc. 
Pers-So.c.Bus. 
Bus. Scic~ 
Bua'" Sci .. 
Bus .. X 
Art ... Pers-Soc. 
.Pei's-Soc~Bu.s x 
Pers-Soc .. Art 
Al"'t X 
Art .. Nat~ 
Bus.Pers .... Soc~x 
Sci.:Nat .. 
Per{S-Bo<;! !Nat <f. 
Bus,S0i. 
Pers.,Sc.Sci .. 
/ 
1-' 
\.() 
-1-' 
" Data Table 8 continued 
Iden- Further Branch Highest 
tity Scheol- of Working 
ing Service 
D9_Y0u How ~fuch Was This On Same Whose Sug-Like Money the Only Job gestion did Interests Matched 
You~ Job? Per Mo? Job? Nxt. Yr? You Use? 
Yes No Yes l~o Yes No Yes No 
40 Clerk X $220 X X Parents Bus.Art ... X. 
41 {Convent) Nat.Bus. 
42 Clerk X 220 X X Friends Sci .. Art X X 
43 2-Yr,. Pel"s.,Soc. Bus 
44 Reuep. X 220 X X ~m Art.Mecho X 
4.5 Clerk X 220 X X Parents Art •• Mech X 
4.6 2-Yr .. Bus •. Pers-Soc"' 
47 Hasp. Pers..Soc .. Sci. 
48 Loan Oo ... X 180 :X: X Own-Par-ents Bm3:.Sci X 
49 (Unemp) Art ... Pers-Soc. 
50 Market X 200 X X <h-m-Parents Pers-Soc-• .Nat .x 
Sch..!.l 
180 Parents-Rel 1-Tech .. Art. 1 Restaur .. X X X X 
2 
- - -
Pet'a-Soc.Bus. 
3 Neon Signsx 224 X "" Relatives Nat<;> Mech. X .n. 
.4 Navy Nat .. Ar'ts 
5 
-
.... 
-
Me eli. Bus. 
6 App:rent. X 300 X. X Own-Par-Teach Nat.Mech. X 
7 Printer X 200 X X ·Own-Par~'ts Mech~Nat.., X g Auto Body x 225 X X Teachers 14ech"Sci X. 
9 ..Market X J.BO X X Parents, Rel. Bus.Pers-Soo x 
10 ComJ7uter X )00 X X Own Bus. x 
(continu$d} 
I 
,_. 
'\() 
l\) 
Data Table S continued 
Iden- Further Branch Do You How Much Was This On Same Whose Sug~ P~ghest 
·tity School- of \1orking Like Money ·the Only Job gestion did In·terests Matched 
ing Service Your Job? Per Mo? Job? Nxt.Yr? Yo~ Use? 
Yes No Yea No Yes No Yes No 
11 Army Bus,.Pers-Soc .. 
12 Army Bus~.Pers-Soc~ 
1.3 (Unemp) .Pers-Soc .... Mech. 
lll-
-
... 
-
Pers-Soc •. Bus ... I 15 = 
- -
1~1e ch .. A:rt ~ 
16 Construct X $200 X X Parents Na·t .. l-lech. X 
17 Army Bus. Art 
lS AF St!i .. 
19 Carpenter ' X 200 X ? Own-Relatives Mech~Nat$ X 
20 Lumber Co,., x 240 X X Own ... Par-Rel~ Nat~Mech. X 
21 Machinist X 360 x. .X Own Nat,.Mech .• X 
22 Hosp .. Clrko. x 206 X X Friends Pers-Soc .Bus .. , x 
23 Navy JJiech .Nat. 
24. \Unemp.) t~:ech ,..Sci ., 
'25 Hotel X 200 X X Own Pers-Soc.Art X 
2h Navy -:wat. Me2~. 
27 AF Pers-Soc. Art .. 
28 
- - -
Mech ... Nat ... 
29 ~ --- r.-r FaTm. X 200 X X Otm-Parents Mec1i .. , Nat. X 
30 ArmY. lYlech. Nat ... 
{continued} 
1-' 
'-() 
\A) 
Data Table 8 continu.ed 
----.,--·-~ - -·--·..............------ -------~--- ------------------
Iden~ Furth6~ B~anch 
tity School...; O.f Working 
Do You How ~1uch Was This On Same Whose SUg-
Like MOney the Only Job gestion did 
Highest 
Interests Matched 
ing Service Your Job? Per ].1o? Job'- N:xt.-Yr? You Use? 
Yes No Yes No Yes No- Yes No 
-----------------·----~------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
31 Diet Kit. X $160 
32 Dime Store X 160 
33 Fact~ory X 160 
34 9 
-
... 
35 Credit Off~x 180 
36 Bank X 210 
37 AirLines 
-38 All 
39 H-1arried} 
40 (Unemp) 
41 Hosp. 
42 Tel. Opo· X zoo 
43 Laundry X 180 
44 Recep. ~ 250 
4$ (!liiarried} 
•6 Clerk X 250 4· 
47 
- - -4($ Typist X 312 
49 2-Yr 
50 Hosp. 
X X 
X :X: 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X. 
X X 
X X 
X X 
x; X 
Relatives Pers-Soc.Bus X 
Fr:ie:nes-Pa-r .. ~lech .. Sci. 
Employment. Ag Nat.Pers-Soc. 
Pers-Soc.Sci. 
Parents·"'Rel Fers•Soc.Bus. x 
Own_, Friends Pers-5oc .. Bus. x 
Nat4Sci. 
}\Jat. Sci. 
Pers-Soc.Nat. 
Pers-Soc.Art-
Pers-SocoSci. 
Own, Parents Pers-Soc.:Bus. x 
Own, Parents Pers-Soc .. :& 
Own .... l>ar-Fr. Pers-Sr>c .. Sci X 
Pers•Soc. 
OwnqParents Nat. Sci X 
Pers-Soc.Art 
Own-Par.Te~h Mech .. Art "" ... Sei~. 
P ers .. soc· .Sei 
X 
X 
X 
J-1 
\,!) 
-t:-
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Following are the 13 statements concerning jobs and 
interpretation of the numbers used.,in Data ~ables 9 and lOe 
Description of Job 
l ... Ve.ry true 
2-Somewhat .true 
. 3-Not very . true 
4~Not true at all 
Statements 
Importance of Job 
1-0f great importance 
2-0f some importance 
3-0t little importance 
4-0f no importance 
1. Allows use of special abilities~ 
2~ A good-paying job. 
). Has status and prestige. 
4. Concerns working with people as part of a groupa 
5. Steady with a good future. 
6. Boss is· cooperative and we plan our work together. 
I 
7. Good chance fo~ promotion. 
8. Traveling is part of the job. 
9. Good opportunity to learn the skills of a trade. 
10. Permits attendance at a school or college on a 
part-time basis. 
11. Being helpful t·o people and tht;! community :ts par·t 
of the job. 
12. Olean working conditions. 
13. Variety of activities~ 
196 
I 
DATA TABLE 9 
Raw Data Concerning Statements About Jobs ·From Experimental 
Group 
~ 
Iden-
Statements Concerning Description of Job 
Statements Concerning Importance in Job 
tity 
l 2 3 4· 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
- Bbhoo1 1 
4 1 2 4 3 1• 2 2 4 3 4 4 3 2 
1 2 4 4 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 1 
6 2 2 2 2 1 2 4 4 1 2 1 3 1 
1 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 1 
7 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 l 
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 '4 1 2 4 2. l" 
11 1 1 3 1 l 4 1 1 4 1 4 1 4 
1 1 3 1 1 4 1 4, 4 1 4 3 4 
12 2 2 2 l 2 1 1 4 2 4 2 2 l 
1 2 1 l l 2 1 2 l 3 2 1 ~ 
13 3 2 3 l 3 3 2 4 2 4 3 3 a· 
2 2 2 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 
.. J 
- ... ~l 
14 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 1 1 
1 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 2 2 
ll5 2 2 4 l 3 2 2 4 4 1 3 2 2 
2 1 2 4 1 3 1 3 2 2 1 1 2 
17 1 1 2 l 1 2 2 4 l 1 2 2 3 
2 1 2 1 l 1 1 4 1 l 2 2 3 
1~ 1 2 4 1 4 "2 4 4 3 l 4 1 1 
2 4 "4 1 4 l 4 4 3 1 4 1 2 
20 3 4 4 1 2 2 3 4 4 3 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 l 2 l 3 1 2 1 1 2 
21 2 2 2 l 1 2 1 4 3 4 3 2 1 •' '1 r,• •' 
2 1 l 1 1 2 1 3 3 2 2 1 2 
(continued) 
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Data Table 9 continued 
Statements Concerning Description of Job 
I den ... Statements Concerning l.mportance in Job 
tity 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
23 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 3 l 1 1 1 2 
l 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 l 2 
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 2 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 l l 1 4 2 1 1 1 1 
26 4 4 2 l 4 2 4 4 3 1 2 2 3 
'• 1 1 2 2 l 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 
2$ l 1 1 1 1 l 1 4 3 2 2 1 l 
l 1 1 2 1 1 1 4 4 2 1 1 l 
29 2 2 2 1 l 2 2 4 1 4 4 1 2 
2 2 2 1 1. 2 1 4 1 4 2 1 2 
30 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 1 2 
1 2 1 l 1 1 2 4 1 2: 2 2 1 
31 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 1 2 3 2 2 
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 1 2 3 2 1 
32 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 4 2 2 1 l 
l 1 1 2 1 1 l 4 4 2 2 1 1 
33 2 l 2 2 1 1 1 4 4 4 1 1 l 
2 l 2 2 .1 1 1 4 2 4 1 1 1 
35 1 2 2 3 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 1 1 
l 2 l 4 lJ l 2 4 4 4 2 1 l 
37 2 4 3 1 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 2 2 
l 2 l 2 1 2 1 4 1 3 2 2 1 
38 3 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 l + 2 l 1 2 l 2 1 3 1 4 r 1 l 
39 2 2 2 1 ! 2 2 4 2 1 1 1 1 
1 2 2 1 1 2 2 4 2 4 1 1 l 
(continued) 
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Data Table 9 co~tinued 
Statements Concerning Description of Job 
Identity Statements Concerning Importance in Job 
1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 g 9 10 11 12 13 
40 3 1 2 1 1 2 2 4 3 ··4 ) 1 2 
3 l 2 1 1 2 1 4 3 3 3 1 zr 
41 1 2 1 l 2 2 l 4 4 3 l l 1 
1 2 1 l 1 2 1 4 4 4 1 l 1 
42 2 1 2 1 2 ·2 2 ~~ 4 4 3 1 2 
2 1 2 l l 2 1 4 2 3 3 l 2 
43 2 2 2 1 2 l 1 4 2 4 2 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 1 2 4 2 J.:. 2 1 2 
44 2 2 2 .l 2 2 1 4 3 3 4 1 3 
1 l 2 2 l 2 1 4 3 2 4 1 3 
45 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 2 I+ ) 1 2 
2 3 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 3 3 1 1 
46 l 2 2 l 2 3 2 4. 1 1 3 2 1 
1 2 2 1 l 3 1 3 2 2 1 1 2 
4'7 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 1 1 l 
l 1 1 l 1 1 1 4 4 4 1 1 l 
48 2 2 3 1 4 2 4 4 2 2 l 3 1 
2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 ,3 1 l l l 
50 1 3 3 1 2 1 3 4 3 4 1 1 3 
l 2 2 1 2 1 3 -4 3 4 1 1 2 School 2 
4 3 1 1 2 3 l). ) 4 ) 4 1 1 l 
1 2 2 3 1 l 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 
7 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 4 1 ll- 1 l 3 
2 l l 1 1 2 1 4 1 3 1 l 1" 
20 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 l~o 4 4 4 4 
1 l 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 
(continued) 
. 
Data Table 9 ~ontinued 
Identity 
22 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
)5 
36 
37 
41 
42 
43 
Statements Concerning Description of Job 
Statements Concerning Impo~tance in Job 
1 2, 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 1 1 l 1 1 1 4 1 1 g 1 l 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 4 1 1 2 1 l 
2 3 3 1 3 2 3 4 3 4 2 1 l 
2 2 3 1 2 1 2 4 3 3 2' l 1 
1 1 2 1 1 l 1 4 1 2 2 1 l 
1 2 2 l 1 l 2 4 1 2 2 l 1 
2 1 2 1 1 l 1 4 1 2 l 1 2 
2 1 1 2 l 1 1 4 1 3 1 1 2 
1 3 2 1 2 1 3. 4 1 4 3 l 2 
1 2 2 1 3 2 2 4 l 4 3 2 2 
2 2 2 1 3 2 3 4 2 2 1 l l 
2 3 2 1 l 2 2 4 1 3 2 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 1 l 4 1 4 1 1 1 
1 1 1 l 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 1 l 
2 2 3 1 3 2 4 4 3 4 4 1 4-
2 2 1 l 2 1. 4 2 4 2 l 3 ) 
2 3 2 1 1 2 1 4 2 4 1 1 2 
2 2 2 1 1 2 1 4 2 4 1 1 z 
2 2 3 l 2 3 3 4 1 4 2 l 4 2 2 3 l 2 2 3 4 2 4 2 1 4 
2 3 3 1 3 4 4 4 2 4 1 3 2 
1 2 3 1 2 3 2 4 2 2 1 2 3 
1 1 3 2: i 2 3 4 2 4 , 1 2 
1 2 2 1 1 l 1 4 1 2 2 ~ 2 
2 .3 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
1 1 3 l 4 4 l.,. 4 4 4. 4 4 4 
(continued} 
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200 
Data Table 9 continued 
Identity Statements Concerning Description of Job Statements Concerning Importance in Job 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
44 l 2 1 l 1 1 l 4 2 4 2 1 2 
l 2 1 l 1 1 1 4 2 4 2 1 2 
~·5 2 2 1 1 2 1 3 4 1 l l 1 4 
2 1 2 l 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 2 
47 4 2 3 2 2 3 2 lt. .> 4 l~ 2 2 
2 2 3 2 2 3 2 4 3 4 4 2 2 
48 3 2 4 .3 1 1 4 4 1 Lr- 4 1 2 
2 2 2 3 1 l 4 1 4 4 4 2 2 
49 1 1 2 l l 2 1 4 4 4 1 1 2 
2 1 2 1 1 2 1 4 4 4 1 l 2 
50 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 4 3 4 2 1 4 
2 2 1 1 l 1 3 4 3 4 2 l 4 School 2 
1 1 2 2 2 1 l 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 
l 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 2 2 1 1 
2 1 3 4 l 4 l 2 1 1 4 1 3 2 
1 ,l 
* 
1 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 2 2 
3 2 2 3 2 3 1 2 4 l 4 3 2 2 
2 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 1 l 1 2 1 
1 2 3 2 2 1 2 4 1 4 1 3 1 
2 2 4 1.:- 2 1 2 
'"" 
.1 3 l 3 2 
5 4 2 4 l 2 4 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 
2 1 4 1 2 2 1 4 2 l 1 l ,1; 
7 1 3 1 1 2 2 l 2 .3 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
10 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 l 2 
l 2 2 2 J. 2 1 4 2 :3 2 ., 2 ...... 
(continued) 
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Data Table 9 continued 
Identity Statements Concerning Description of Job Statements Concerning Importance in Job 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
12 1 1 3 1 1 2 3 1 l 4 l 1 3 
l 1 4 1 1 1 .3 l 1 ~ 1 1 3 
17 1 l .3 1 1 2 3 1 1 4 1 1 3 
1 l 4 1 l 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 3 
22 2 3 2 2 1 3 2 2 3 3 4 1 2 
2: 3 2 2 1 3 2 1 3 3 4 1 2 
23 3 2 1 3 1 4 l 1 l 4 l 1 1 
3 2 3 3 1 4 l j 1 4 2 1 2 
24 3 2 3 1 3 j 4 2 2 4 3 3 4 
4 1 4 2 4 4 3 1 1 3 4 4 3 
26 2 2 3 1 2 1 3 4 3 3 2 1 2 
3 2 3 2 1 2 1 4 2 2 2 2 2 
29 3 2 2 4 2 4 3 4 4 3 4 2 4 
3 1 2 3 2 3 1 4 2 3 2 l 4 
30 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 l 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 
33 l 4 2 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 
1 , ... 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 
34 1 1 1 l l 2 1 4 l 2 1 3 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 l 2 2 2 1 
35 2 2 2 1 3 1 4 4 2 4 l 1 2 
1 1 1 2 4 2 3 3 1 3 2 2 2 
36 l 1 2 1 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1 1 
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 
37 2 3 2 2 1 3 2 1 2 2 4 l 2 
1 3 2 3 1 2 2 3 4 3 3 2 3 
{concluded on next page) 
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Data Table 9 concluded 
Identity Statements Concerning Description of Job Statements Concerning !mportance in Job 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
39 4 2 2 1 1 2 2 4 4 4 4 1 4 
4 2 3 11 2 4 2 4 4 4 4 1 3 
41 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 4 2 4 1 1 ~ 
1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 4 1 1 l 
42 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 1 2 1 1 
1 2 2 2 2 1 2 4 2 2 2 1 l 
43 2 1 2 1 l 1 1 4 1 1 l 2 2 
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 l 2 1 3 1 
45 1 2 1 1 l l 2 3 l 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 l 2 3 1 1 1 1 l 
46 2 2 2 l 3 2 3 4 2 2 1 l l 
2 3 2 1 1 2 2 4 1 .3 2 1 1 
47 1 l 1 2 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 1 l 
1 l 1 1 1 1 1 4 l 4 l 1 1 
49 2 2 3 1 3 2 4 4 3 4 4 1 I+ 
2 2 1 l 2 1 4 2 4 2 l 3 3 
50 1 2 2 l 1 4 1 4 3 3 4 1 ll 
1 2 2 1 2 2 1 4 4 2 4 2 4 
203 
DATA TABLE 10 
Raw Data Concerning Statements About Jobs From 
Control Group · 
Identity 
Statements Concerning Description of Job 
State~ents Concerning Importance in'Job 
1 2 3 4· 
' 
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
School 1 
l 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 '3 ;.1 ~2 1.1 
2 1 2 3 4 2 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 
2 3 2 3 1 3 1 1 4 1 3 3 2 2 
2 1 2 l 1 2 1 4 l 2 3 1 2 
3 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 4 1 1·1 1 2 
2 2 2 1 1 2 2 4 1 2 2 2 2. 
. 
6 4 2 2 1 4 3 3 l 4 4 l l l 
4 2 2 l 2 3 3 1 2 4 1 1 1 
7 .. 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 1 3 1 l 
1 2 1 l 1 l 1 3 2 2 2 1 1 
1 
11 2 3 3 4 2 2 3 4 2 4 1 3 3 
2 2 3 3 2 2 2 4 1 2 3 2 2 
16 3 3 3 2 4 2 3 2 1 4 2 4 2 
2. 3 3 3 4 1 4'1 2 3 2 4 3 
18 l 2 l 1 l 1 1 4 4 •4 2 l l 
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 ~ 4 2 l 1 
19 1 1 3 4 3 4 4 3 3 2 4 4 2 
1 1 2 3 1 1 l 3 2 1 4 l 2 
21 1 2 2 2 1a 1 l 4 l 4 2 1 1 
1 2 2 2 l 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 
23 2 1 2 l 1 2 2 4 1 4 4 1 1 
2 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 l 3 3 1 l 
24 2 3 4 2 3 2 3 2 4 2 2. 2 l 
2 4 1 2 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 3 2 
(continued) 
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Data Table 10 continu~d 
Identity Statements Concerning Description of Job Statements Concerning Importance in Job 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 11 12 13 
25 1 2 l l l l l 4 4 4 2 1 l 
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 4 4 2 1 1 
26 1 2 l 1 l 1 1 4 4 4 2 1 l 
l 2 1 2 1 1 1 4 4 4 ·2 1 1 
27 1 2 l 1 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 1 1 
1 2 l. 1 1 1 1 4 2 4·1 1 1 
:31 1 1 1 1 l 2 2 4 1 4 1 1 2 
1 l 1 1 l 1 2 4 1 2 1 l 2 
33 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 4 4 4 3 1 l 
2 l 2 2 1 1 1 4 3 4 3 1 1 
34 2 3 2 1 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 1 1 
2 4 3 l 2 2 3 1 l :3 1 1 2 
35 2 3 4 l 2 4 3 4 3 1 4 l 1 
2 2 2 l 1 2 1 4 3 1 3 1 1 
38 1 2 1 l 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 1 1 
1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 2 4 1 1 l 
39 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 l 1 2 1 1 1 
1 (h 1 2 l 1 l 1 1 l 2 1 l 
45 1 2 1 1 2 2 3 4 2 4 2 l 1 
l 2 l 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 1 
4S 1 3 2 1 l 1 1 4 4 4 2 1 4 
1 2 2 1 1 1 l 4 I+ 4 2 2 4 
49 2 1 1 l 1 1 1 4 2 3 4 1 2 
2 1 l l l 1 1 3 2 3 3 l 2 
. 
50 1 l 1 l 1 1 1 4 1 3 1 l 2 
1 l 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 3 l 1 2 
(continued) 
r 
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Data Table 10 continued 
t_ 
Identity 
Statements Concerning Description o£ Job 
Statemghts Concerning ImpoZ"tance in Job 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
School 2 ' 
2 4 2 4 l 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 
3 J 2 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2 
3 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) 3 1 
4 1 l 1 1 l 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 1 
2 2 2 1 1 1 l 1 1 l 3 3 1 
6 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 
2 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 
13 2 2 3 1 .3 2 3 4 4 4 3 1 3 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 3 2·1 2 
14 2 2 1 1 1 l 1 3 4 4 1 1 1 
J. 2 2 1 l 1 1 3 2 1 l 1 1 
15 2 4 3 1 3 4 4 ·4 2 1 1 2 l 
2 2 3 2 .3 4- 4 4 3 1 1 2 1 
21 1 1 1 2 1 l 2 4 1 2 1 2 l 
1 2 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 
22 2 l 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 l 
1 1 1 1 1 1 l 2 1 1 l 1 2 
23 2 l 1 1 1 1 1 2 l 1 2 l l 
1 1 1 l 1 1 l 2 1 1 l 1 2 
29 1 2 1 1 1 l 1 4 l 4 1 1 3 
1 2 l 1 l 1 1 4 1 3 1 1 3 
31 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 1 1 3 
1 2 1 l l 1 1 4 1 3 1 l 2 
33 3 3 3 4 3 .3 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 
1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 4· 
35 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 2 l 1 
l 1 1 1 1 1 l 3 1 2 2 1 2 
40 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l.,.. 1 l 2 1 1 
l 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 1 
(continued) 
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Data Table 10 continued 
Identity Statements Concerning Description of Job Statements Concerning Importance in Job 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
42 2 :; 2 1 1 1 1 4- 4 4 2 1 1 
2 l 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 4 1 1 1 
44 1 2 1 l 3 3 2 lr 3 l 4 l 3 
1 1 1 2 2 3 2 4 3 2 3 2 3 
lt-5 4 2 4 1 2 1 2 4 ·4 4 2 ~ 2 
3 1 3 2 1 3 1 4 3 4 2 1 2 
48 2 2 2 l 1 1 2 3 1 4 1 1 3 
2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 4 1 1 2 
50 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 4 2 1 1 1 2 
l l l l 3 1 
School ;2' 
2 4 2 1 1 1 1 
1 3 3 3 2 3 2 .3 4 4 2 2 1 2 
2 2 ·3 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 
3 2 3 3 l 1 1 2 2 1 4 4 1 4 
1 l 3 1 l l 2 3 1 2 4 1 4 
6 1 2 1 1 2 2 l 2 l 2 J 2 2 
l 1 1 l l l 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 
7 1 4 2 l 4 1 3 4 1 4 1 1 2 
1 4 2 l 4 1 3 4 1 4 1 1 2 
1 2 3 l l 2 3 4 1 4 l 1 1 
1 2 3 1 l 1 2 4 1 4 1 1 1 
9 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 4 4 2 2 1 2 
2 2 3 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 
10 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 .3 1 ~ 2 1 2 
1 2 2 l 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 l 2 
16 2 2 3 1 4 1 2 2 1 4 4 2 l 
4 2 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 4 4 2 1 
19 1 2 2 3 2 .2 3 4 1 3 2 3 2 
2 2 3 2 1 2 1 4 2 2 2 2 1 
20 2 2 2 l 3 2 3 4 2 1 l 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 1 3 4 4 4 1 1 2 
(concluded on next page) 
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Data Table 10 concluded 
Statements Concerning Description of Job 
!dentity Statements Concerning Importance in Job 
~ 2 3 I+ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
21 2 2 2 4 l 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 
1 4 4 4· 4 1 4 4 1 1 4 1 1 
22 4 2 4 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 1 
3 3 2 l 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 2 
25 4 2 3 1 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 1 
2 3 3 1 1 l 1 4 l 1 l 1 2 
29 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 
1 ~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 
31 2 4 3 2 4 3 4 4 2 4 1 2 3 
2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
32 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 4 3 2 1 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 3 2 1 2 2 
33 4 3 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 
2 1 2 4 1 2 2 3 2 4 2 1 2 
35 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 4 4 2 1 1 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 2 2 
36 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 4 4 2 l 1 2 
2 2 2 1 2 1 2 4 3 3 1 2 2 
42 2 2 3 1 2 2 l 4 1 4 1 1 2 
1 1 2 2 1 1 l 4 1 4 1 1 1 
43 3 :3 3 1 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 2 1 
2 3 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 2 1 2 2 
44 . 1. 1 1 1 1 l 1 4 1 1 2 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 
46 2 2 2 l 2 1 2 4 3 4 2 1 1 
2 1 1 l J... 1 l 4 3 4. l 1 1 
48 2 1 2 1- 2 2 2 4 3 2 2 1 2 
1 2 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 2 2 2 1 
